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League of B'nai B'rith.")

From Rome, New Views on Old Issues
This article is based on a report written by Rabbi Leon Klenicki,
director of the Interfaith Affairs Department of the Anti-Defamation
League's Intergroup Relations Division.

"The world continues to be beset with acts of terrorism and Your
Holiness knows the ravages only too well.
__ :.. pay__..in.J-:?IJ.lQ.lJ... .~g

_c:_qnt;empl§l~-~-·-tl:!_~vi-!_

of_

Perhaps what is needed •• • is a

t_~r_i:.o_r_i_s.!11_•

__as_ i:_he

~r:_i9

_s_i.E~

such prayers ••• where more appropriate than in the City of Peace, Jerusalem?

And personally led by whom, more appropriately, than by your

prophetic voice of peace."
The invitation was extended to Pope John Paul II by Nathan
Perlmutter, nationa l d irector of the Anti-Defamation
his remarks at a private audience with the

Pont~ff

~eague, .

as part of

for participants in

the Second International Catholic-Jewish Colloquium , sponsored by AOL
and four Va t ican institutions.

The Colloquium was hel!.d at the Domus

Mariae Conference Center in Rome.
The complete text ·of

~Ir.

Perlmutter's remarks and the Pope's greet-

ings to the AOL delegation were reprinted on the front

~age

L ' Osservatore Romano , the official Vatican newspaper.

The invitation to

the

Pop~

to g6 to Jerusalem also received widespread media

of ·

~overage

in

the New York Times, the Los AnQeles Times and other newspapers here and
abroad.
Dr.

~onald

B.

~obel,

chairman of AOL's National Executive Committee

and senior rabbi of Temple Em?nu-El in New York, headed the delegation

(more)
Founded in 1913 "ro stop the dciamalio n o.i lhe Jewish people .. _to ~e<ure ju~tice and lair tredlment to all citiz ens alike.""
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and presented the Pope with a gift from ADL, an inscribed sterling
silver box with a scene of the Old City of Jerus~lem in bas relief on
the lid.

Rabb{ Sobel told the Pope:

"Jerusa1em and Rome: just as the prayers of the two cities rise
vertically to God, so must the two cities reach out horizontally to embrace each other in fullness of love.

In that act of love would we find

a redemption and salvation."
The theme of the Colloquium itself was "Salvation and Redemption in
Juda ism and Catholici·sm," issues which for centuries have been the cause
of confrontation with and persecution of Jews.

Academics and theolo-

gians of both faiths participated -in the discussions.
The sponsors, in addition to AOL, were the Holy See Commission for
Religious Relations with Judaism, the School of Theology of . St. Thomas
~ontifical University, · Centro Pro Unione-Friars of the Atonement, and

SIDiC (Sisters of Zion, International Jewish-Christian Documentation
Service).

About 70 Italian, West German, Israeli and American academi-

cians and theologians attended .

The three branches of Judaism -- Ortho-

dox, Conservative and Reform -- were represented.
"It was ironic," noted Rabbi Leon Klenicki, director of the Interfaith Affairs Department of AOL's Intergroup Relations Division, and one
of the speakers, " that a Dominican university should be involved i n the
project.
tations

Centuries ago, the Dominican Fathers initiated forced confron~ith

Jews."

Rabbi Klenicki went on to say:

"I t

is a sign of a new age when the

major center of Catholic intelligence and scholarship , St. Thomas Vniversity, cooperates with a Jewish organization in a friendly academic
colloquium."
The theme, "Salvation and Redemption," was discussed in papers presenting the traditional Jewish and Catholic points of view.

The lectur-

ers made -reference to the i mpact ?f the Holocaust, the creation of the
State of Israel and the effect of Vatican II and the Nostra Aetate declaration upon Jews and Catholics.
Special at£ention was given to the •theology of liberation" in the
- Third World , a recent development within Catholic theologicai thought
which has crystalized amidst the poverty and spirit of revolution in

(more)
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much of Lat.in Alilerica. Th is left-wing Christians for Social.ism movement
.started in Chile in the 1970s and spread to other countries on the continent as wel l as .to Europe,
It was noted that much libera~ion . theology writings dwell on the
Biblical Exodus while ignoring the rest of the Jewish experience: the
giving of the Torah .on Mount Sinai, the return to the Promised Land, the
~olocaust and the present-day State of Israel.
Three main points emerged from the papers and discussion: a deepening . sense of common Biblical roots, a joint evaluation of both positive
and negative aspects of liberation theology and recognition of the im~
~ortance of the State of Israel to Jewish life and Judaism.
One of the
Catholic speakers said that establishment of Vatican diplomatic relations with +srael is central to the process of Christian understanding
of Judaism.
At a special session during the Colloquium, the group honored Dr.
Joseph Lichten, who recently retired as ADL's representative in Rome, on
the occasion of his induction and investiture as Knight Commander of the
Pontifical Equestrian Order of St. Gregory the Great, only the second
Jew to be so honored . The papal recognition cited Dr. Lichten's "unique
contribution to interfaith relations" as AOL's spokesman on CatholicJe~ish relations in the United States, at the Vatican II Council and as
the agency's representative .in Rome.
Before returning home, the AOL delegation went to Assisi, where
they met with the Abbess of the Order of the Sisters of Clarissa who,
during the Nazi occupation, had provided sanctuary in their convent for
300 Jews -- among them the parents of European AOL lead~r Daniel Kropf.
The Abbess, who is no~ 94 years old, saw the delegation from behind the
bars of the convent's traditionai cloistered atmosphere~ In response to
AOL's expressions of appreciation, she replied that she had done "so
litcle, ~hat ther~ was "so much more to be done."
11

•

Participants in the program, chaired by Theodore Freedman, director
of AOL's Rome office, included the Rev. Charles Angell, director, Centro
Pro Unione; Rev. Dohrman Byers, Archdiocese of Cincinnati·; Rev . Martin
Geraghty, chairman, Brooklyn Diocese Catholic-Jewish Committee; Dr. Hans
Hermann Henrix, . associate director, German Bishops Conference; Rev.
Edward Kaczynski, professor, St. Thomas University; Rabbi ·Klenicki;
Rev. Michael McGarry, director, St. Paul's College, Washington, DC;
Rev. Gerald O'Collins, dean, Paculty of Theo.).og'y,," .Pontifical University
of Gregory, Rome; Rabbi Pinchas Peli, professor, Ben Gurion University
of the Negev, Israel; Nathan Perlmutter; Rabbi David Rosen, AOL's
director of Interfaith Relations,. Jerusalem; Sister Shirley Sedawie,
SIDIC coordinator; Dr. Sobel; Professor Elio Toaff, chief rabbi of the
Rome Jewish commun.i ty; Rev. David Tracy, professor, University of Chicago; Rabbi Gordon Tucker, dean of students , Jewish Theological Seminary,
New York; Johannes Cardinal Willebrands, president, Commission of the
Holy See for Religious Relations wit~ the Jews, and Re~. Bruce Williams,
professor, St. Thomas University.
·
Also in the ADL delegation were Ira Born, Bethlehem, PA; Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Dav.i s, Denver, CO; Mr. and Mrs. Martin Kantor, Gr·eat Neck,
NY; Mr. and Mrs. Ray Leventhal, Cleveland, OH; Mrs. Nathan Perlmutter,
New York; Mr . and Mrs. Sidney Shapiro, Middletown, NY~ Dr. Norman Wall,
Pottsville, PA, and Mr. and Mrs. Al Wood, Merion, PA .
II
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O'Connor's own views on Mideast
made him an. easy target for oontrovern~
By WALTER RUBY

. Jerusalem Post Correspondent
NEW YORK. - As New York's
/\rehhishop John Cardinal 0'('1111nor found himself embroiled in controversy over whether or not he
would mec.:t Israel's top kadcrs during his upcoming trip to the Jewish
state. Rahhi Marc Tanenhaum, international affairs director of the
American Jewish C'nmmittcl' rcmark.cd this week rhat ( )'Cunnor
had become "the vil'tim of Vatican
foreittn policy."
Tancnbaum ·s analysis that
O'Connor had wanted his trip tn he a
warm and generous outreach to
Israel. hut that he had h<'<'n rl'iJ,?nt'tl
in hy Arahists within the Vatic;in
seemed generally accurate. O'Connor appeared to have agreed to hold
meelings with Israel's top leaders.
only to have the rug pulled out from
under hi&n without warning last week
by the Vatican.
The official reason was that Vati·
can protocol forbids a cardinal to
meet Israeli leaders in Jerusalem, as
the Vatican does not recognize
Israeli sovereignty in Jerusalem.
Earlier, Msgr. James Finn, the cardinal's spokesman, had contended
that O'Connor would be willing to
meet Israeli leaders. but only in
"informal" meetings.
Nevertheless, an analysis portraying O'Connor as the "good guy"
in the scenario. sabotaged hy anti·
Israel heavies within the Vatican,
overlooks the tension in O'Connor's
own role and outlook vis-a-vis Israel
and the Middle East. On the one
hand, ever since becoming New
York's archbishop in January 19N4
(he was invested by Pope John Paul
II with the more exalted title of
cardinal in May 1985), O'Connor
has attached a high priority to outreach to New York's large and influential Jewish community. He has
made appearances at rallies in support or Soviet Jewry. called on
Christians to come to terms with the
moral issue of the Holocaust and
stressed his commitment to the right
of the State of Israel to exist within
safe and secure boundaries.
On the other hand, even before

·-

his controversial visit to Lebanon
last June. where he called for "a
Palestinian homeland ... O'Connor
had sp11k,:11 11f 1h1: 11ecd lo find a
solutio111t11he Palestinian Jlrnhlcm.
so as to ;1llevia1e lhc suffcrin~ of
Palestinian refugees. /\ccordin~ to a
40-vear - old tradilion .. the
:m:hhi~hup of N"•w York s.crves as
prcsitle111 of the ( 'athotic
East
Wdf:m· t\:-~11da1i11n . an i>rj!anit.a·
lion 1h:1t .~upports and upcrarcs
hum;in11 arian ;1011 chari1:1hlc foundations in I>< l.'ounlril'' in the Middle
East.
O'Connor. M. i~ a native of Phi·
ladclphia . anc.1 spent much of his
l'l'l'k~ia:-tiral l·an·n .1s a ch:1plain in
the I : .S. m1litarv. servini.: in the
Korean War. aml later as head cha·
plain of lhc U.S. Naval Academy.
Aflcr hricf service as bishop or
Scranton. PA .. O'Connor was
appointed archbishop of New York
in January 1984.
From the beginning of his service
as archhi~hop, O'Connor ha~ been
seen as one of the leaden of the
conservative faction among U.S.
cardinals and bishops. especially on
so-called "'Social is.\ues...
During the 1984 election campaign, he stressed that abortion was
the pre-eminent moral issue of the
limes. and raised the question of
whether Catholics could in good
conscience vote for candid<ltes whosupport legalized abortion.
O 'Connor has also opposed
homosexuality as sinful. and headed ·
a coalitio n. including some Onho·
dox Jewish groups. which unsuccessfully opposed a bill pa~d by the
City Council last year outlawing dis·
crimination against gays.
Like Pope John Paul II. with
whom ·he enjoys a close friendship
and a shared philosophical outlook.
O'Connor has an informal style. and
loves to mingle with crowds. Despite
his rigid moral views. O'Connor has
a warm personal style and a refined
sense of humour.
Sharp differences with O'Connor
on gay· rights, notwithstanding,
Mayor Ed Koch has formed a close
alliance with the cardinal on many
issues, and even travelled to Rome

N"""

I

cardinal was shaken l;ist June when
he made a three-day visit 10 L.ehanon. during which he unsucces.'ifully
tried to contact the Shi'ite capton; of
American hostages in order to win
their release. After lenvinj! Beirut
for Rome. he said that he had hcl'n
deeply moved by the ~uffering of
Palestinian refugees he had seen in
Lebanon. and called for the creation
of a Palestinian homeland in order to
alleviate their plight . O'Connor
stressed in suhsequent interviews
that it was not up to Israel hut to the
whole world to solve the Palestinian
prohlem. and !hat he was not neccs·
sarily referring to lsraer s occupied
territories as the location for the
Palestinian homeland. Nevertheless. O'Connor's call for a Palestinian homeland was criticized by such
Jewish leaders as Nathan Perlmutter
of the Anti-Defamation Leattue of
B'nai B'rith, while othe~ such as
Tanenbaum defe nded O'Connor's
Cardinal John O'Connor.
position. saying that they too looked
(Reuter) forward to a just resolution of the
last year for O'Connor's investment Palestinian problem.
as cardinal. Koch has sought to
It was Tanenbaum. in the wake of)
sensitize the cardinal on Jewish the Lebanon visit. who took the lead
issues, and has introduced him to in urging O'Connor to visit Israel in
Jewish community leaders here, and order '"to see the other side of the
story."
to resit!ent Israeli diplomats.
In his very first sermon in ornate
Later , Mayo r Koch. I Hae Ii
St. Patrick's Cathedral on Manhat- Ambassador to the UN Binyamin
tan's Fifth Avenue after becoming Ne tanyahu . and Israeli Consularchbishop, O'Connor said: "The General in New York Moshe Vegar
lessons of tJ,e. Holocaust are ignored met informally with the cardinal to
at our peril. We owe a great debt to convince him that the government of
our friends of the Jewish faith, who Israel would like him to visit, and
do us the incaJculable favour of re- would give him red carpet treatment
minding us of the significance of the if he decided to come.
While no one in the Jewish comHolocaust. While we can forgive, we
can never forget.··
munity here expected O 'Connor to
O'Connor has also taken the lead l!lnnounce his support for estabin urging teachers in Catholic lishing diplomatic relations between
( schools to wipe out every vestige of. Israel and the; Vatican during his
visit, Rabhi Ronald Sobel. senior
. anti-Semitism from their teaching.
Giving speeches to Jewish groups, rabbi of Temple Emanu-el here, and
O 'Connor has said that he believes a friend and confidante of O'Conthat Israel .h as a right to exist within nor. said : "The hope was clear and
secure and recognized boundaries evident that improvement in rela·
and to be safe from incursions. But tions and unde~tanding would folhe has declined to demand openly of low the cardinal's visit." In the wake
the Vatican that it establish diploma- of the Vatican order to O"Connor lo
tic relations with Israel.
cancel his meetings with Jsrael's
O 'Connor's positioo as the Amer- leaders, however. that hope appears
ican Jewish community's favourite to have dimmed _considerably.
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JACOBO KOVAOLOFF: Director para Medios en Espanol
MORTON YARMON: Director de Relaciones l'Oblicas

VIAJB A ISRAEL-TIERRA SANTA - GRUPO BISPANO JUDEO-CATOLICO
Patrocinada par el Centro Cat61ica de Pastoral para los Hispanas del Nardeste y
la Oficina Sudamericana y para Medias en Espal'lol del Comite Judio Americana.

ITINERARIO X• AGENDA TENTATIVOS
Martes
enero 27, 1987. -

6:30 p.m. salida de New York, J.F.K. airport - Sabena
#548.-

Mier coles
enero 28, 1987. -

7:50 a.m. llegada a Bruselas.11 :20 a . m. salida a Tel Aviv - Sabena #203.
4:30 p.m . llegada al aerapuerto Ben Gurion, recepc:ion
y traslado al Hotel Plaza.-

Jueves
enero 29, 1987. -

Recorrido de la ciudad de Tel Aviv y Jaffa.
Visita al Museo de la Diaspora (Bet Hatefuzot}
y Universidad de Tel Aviv.

Viernes
enero 30, 1987. -

Visita

a

la Histadrut (Confederaci6n de Trabajadores -

Depto. Latinoamericano) y a la Agencia Judia.
Traslado a Jerusalen, Hotel Laromme.

Asistencia al

Servicio Religioso Sabatico en el Muro de los Lamentos.
Sabado
enero 31, 1987. -

Excursion
Mefalsim),

a

kibutzitn

latinoamericanos

(Or

Haner y/o

Regreso via Ashdot y Ashkelon .

Domingo
febrero 1•, 1987. -

Recoccido de la ciudad antigua de Jerusalen:
esplanada

<lel

Templo,

las

inezquitas,

Via

Dolorosa,

Iglesid d el Santo Sepulcro, (asistencia a la · Misa en
Espanol), Monte Sion, Tumba del Rey Davia, Cenaculo,
Abad!a de la Dormici6n, F.c:ce Homo.
Visita a Belen, la Iglesia de la Natividad y el Campo de
los PastocP.s.
Encuentros con grupos interreligiosos israel!es, el
Institituto Central para las Relaciones Culturales
Israel-Iberoamerica, Espana y Portugal y recepci6n en la
Casa Argentina en Israel-Tierra Santa.
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Lunes
febrero 2, 1987. -

Reuni6n

con

funcionarios

del

Departamento

Latino-

arnericano del Minister4o de Relaciones Exteriores de
Israel.

Encuentros con el Ministro de Educaci6n y

ex-presidente de Israel, o.
Alcalde de. Jerusalen,

D• .

Itzjak Nav6n y con el

Teddy Kollek.

Ministerio de Asuntos Religiosos.
sid~d

Visita al

Visita a la Univer-

.Jerusal~n

y reunion con profesores y

alumnos hfspanoparlantes.

Encuentro con los funcio-

Hebrea de

nar ios de la Oficina Israeli del Comite Judio Americano
(American Jewish Committee).
Martes
febrero 3, 1987. -

Salida

via

~iguiendo

Agonia·,

Monte

Scopus hacia el Monte de .ios Olivos,

a Getsemani, visita a

la Basilica de la

rec.orrido de la· ciudad. nueva de Je·r usalen,

visitas al Santuario del Libro, Museo de Israel, (donde
estan expuestos los manuscritos del Mar

Muer~o) .,

al Yad

Vashem (memorial dei Holocausto), y Hadassa (murales de
Chagall).

Se sigue hasta Ein Karem, visita a la Iglesia

de San Juan ya la Iglesia de la Visitacion • .
Mier coles
febrero 4, 1987. -

Salida hacia el Valle del Jordan, Jeric6,

Monte

de

la

Tentaci6n, Mar Muerto, atravesando el Desierto de Judea,
hacia Betania, visita a la .Tumba de Lazaro.
Jueves
. febrero 5, 1987. -

Salida hacia el Monte de la Bienaventuranza y Cafernaum •
Se sigue bordeando el Mar de Galilea hacia 'Tiberiades.
Por la tarde a Nazaret, l\fula .y Jerico. Visita a la
Iglesia de la

Anunciac~6n,

Carpinteria de San Jose.

la Fuente de la Virgen y la

Alojamiento en el kibutz

Ayelet Hashahar.
Viernes
febrero 6, 1987. -

Visitas · a

Tiberiades,

Alturas del Golan, continua o a

Haifa, Acre, Sfat y regreso a Tel Aviv. Hotel Plaza.
Sabado
febrero 7, 1987. -

Tel Aviv.

Dia libre.

Domingo
febrero 8, 1987.

~

Reunion evaluativa del grupo.
hispana israeli.

Encuentro con

la

prensa

-3-

Trasleido al aeropuerto Ben Gurion en Tel Aviv.
Partida a Bruselas, Sabena #204. - 5:45 p.m.
Llegada a .Bruselas, 9:25 p.m.
Se pernocta en Bruselas por cuenta de Sabena.
Lunes .
febrero 9, 1987. - ·

Partida a New York.

Sabena 1541. - 1:45 p.m.

Arribo al aeropuerto J.F.K.·, New York, a las 3:45 p.m.
·*

*

*

*

*

*

Precio total: u$s 1.170.00, que incluye pasaje aereo, clase turista.
El precio se entiende por ocupaci6n doble en hoteles.

Por ocupacion individual

se debera pagar un adicional u$s 249.00 por todo el viaje. Alojamiento en
hotel~s

de clase primera, incluyendo desayuno.

Tambien traslados de y/a

aeropuerto.s y hoteles en Israel y aelgica, y excursiones con guias en espan.ol en
au'to-pullman, entradas a museos y visitas a lugares tur·isticos.

No

incluye

extras personales, bebidas y propinas. 5£ comprende servicios del maleteros.
Agencia a cargo del grupo en Israel: Polaris International Ltd.,
10, Shalom Aleichem st., Tel · Aviv. - Phones: 03-663785 al 8.
Telex: 342326. - Director: Sr. Dani Fajans.

*

*

·*

*

*

*

*

RESERVAS E INSCRIPCIONES : MORGAN TOURS. (Sr. Pedro Wlodawski). 34 East 67th St., New York, N.Y.

10021

Telef.: c2121 737-3215 y 535-6262
COORDINADoRES DEL VIAJE: Padre Carlos Mullins.- Tel.: (914) 576-7674
Jacobo Kovadloff.-· Tell.: (212) 751-4000, ext.308 ·
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date January 5, 198'1
to Marc Tanenbaum
from Shimon Samuels

SU~ject

ISRAEL INTER-FAITH ASSOCIATION RECEPTION FOR
CARDINAL O'CONNOR

s~

The reception on January 4 at Mishkenot . Ha Shaananim . was attended !
by 30 Jews a.nd Catho'lics . . The Cardinal arrived ·H· hours late
delayed by his visit· to Prestdent Herzog. Geoffrey Wigoder
opened with a statement on. references to the State of Israel in
Papal declarations,
Marcel Dubois continued with a brief statement of the l e ssons that
Christians can learn from the Jewish people in their own land.
O'Connor responded on 2 themes:
a.

On the Jewish-Catholic dialogue in the diocese of New York,
both.sides have come to terms with the mysteries underlying
our resp~ctive beliefs.

b.

On Israel it is clear that _the question of diplomatic.
relations between Israel and the Holy See is per~ieved to be
.crucial to the. J _e wish-:Cath.olic dia.logue.

O'Connor stated that the problems created by his trip have
enunciated the position of the Vatican and its stronq feelings
regarding the status of .Jerusalem . . Th.:i.s was clear by .the fact that
he could not call on an lsraeli . officiai in his -office in Jerusalem,
but could call on him ..in his residence . . He added that a journalist
h~d just told him that the President's residence is also his Office.
He hoped "that I have not been .deceived".
He added "if I were a politician in Jerusalem and was told by a
Cardinal that I could not visit with - them.. in their. offices, I would
be insulted, but we must get beyond that ... "
0 •Connor reiterated the Vatican's 3 main. concerns.:... the P~lestinians,

the status of Jerusalem,. the protection. o:t Catholics · ( "r mean
Christians'') : in ·the Middle East . . He said . that Israeli officials
have down-played the . significance of these issues and that Israel
must rRcognise them as important for the Vatican and not brush
them aside .

. • .2

-
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The Cardinal closed his statement with the following:
"Israel is
a sacred mystery and indispensable to salvation. This land is
concreti~ing this mystery . . The Holy See is the concretizing of the
Catholic mystery . . As Jews do not make graven images, so ~words do not
allow the understanding of these. mysteries. If - each recognises the
sacred in each other's mystery, we can see where the ~allout takes
us •.. If I were an Israeli Cfficial, r · would think above all, of
Israel as a mystery.
For without mystery~ it is. only a piece of land
over which people are killing each other'! < ·
Father Bruno then informed the Cardinal that. there is a Hebrew
Church with 4 Centres in Israel.
Its congregants, as faithful
Israelis, are torn when facing non-Christian Israelis, · for their
country is one of the . few unrecognised by the Holy See.
"The Church
would have much more influence here if it·would establish relations".
O'Connor responded by saying that he understood :the situation as
"you are a few fish trying to survive in a sea of Judaism".
Father Bruno (the Dominican who founded . the Jewish~Arab village of
"Naveh-Shalom") . then pointed out ·.· .· · the impossibility of· the Lat in
Bishop of Jerusalem serving, at the same · time.as the Bishop of the
Arab Christians and l also the Bishop of the Hebrew Christians.
"There is need for change in the Latin-rite Bishopric of Jerusalem".
Father Bruno was, at that point, angrily curtailed by an American
~lergyman in the Cardinal's party· who told him that this was not the
place for such statements.
Prof. Zev Falk described the Jewish mystery as one · of standing alone
and of rejection; despite the . fact -·.that it . had no meaning ·to the
Christian Church without a Jewish -terrestial Jerusalem.
Rabbi Jack Cohen asked the Cardinal what will happen · when he returns
to New York and whether his thinking had changed?
O'Connor replied: "the distinction between .the Land, the State
and the people as embodiments . of the mystery are more clearly drawn
back in New York ... ·· • I have a great .advantage, a number of Jews in
New York like and respect me, so that .I can speak to them bluntly.
There were some real hurts based on unintentiona-1 mistakes, but they
were carried on too far.
I could have accomplished more if there
would have been less · sense of injustice earlier on in the game ••. had
I left from here without the . President and Prime Minister's invitation
along the lines of what I could: ·d b, I · doxL(t:. ~now when I could have
com_e back. We have re-established .a reasonable sense of goodwill. . .';
The Cardinal continued, "I do not know that any Cardinal has ever
come to the Middle East and made an apology •

. • •3

•
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When there is no response from a , Government, that does not
sit .well with reasonable people. I am happy that there was
a response~·.
The last question came from Prof •. . Hava Lazarus Yaffe
regarding the existence of fundamental'ism in the Catholic
Church in the United States. O'Connor responded that there
are 2 kinds of such fundamentalism.
The first displayed in
their prayer, the second are "Pentecostalists" who are the
equivalent of Biblical ·literalists.
The meeting ended in. a rather unconsummated mood.
The Foreign Ministry had pressured us to . wit.h.d:i:a".N from joint
auspices for this reception due to the fear tha~ the Apostolic
Delegation wquld insist on returning it to. the original plan to
hold it in Tantur, if it were not with an ecumenica1 · organisation
alone. Under the .circumstances I feel - satisfied that our gracious
withdrawal was, in this case, appropriate.
<.[

Best regards

cc:

·,/ :)avid Gordis
David Harris
George Gruen
James Rudin
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TO:

Members, NJCRAC Israel Task Force .Strategy Committee

FROM:

Charney V. Bromberg, Associate Director and Director for Midqle East
Affairs

RE:

Assessment and Strategy Recommendations of the NJCRAC Israel Task Force
Strategy Committee meeting 1/7/87 on Cardinal O'Connor's Visit to Israel

This meeting was a follow-up to a series of timely and thorough confidential
briefings by Consul General, Ambassador Moshe Yegar, on developments surrounding
Card~l O'Connor's visit to Israel. Participating· in the meeting were Phil
Baum, American Jewish Congress, Malcolm Hoenlein, President's Conference, Ken
Jacobson, ADL, Harriet Mandel and Michael Miller, NJCRAC, Marc Tanenbaum,
American Jewish Committee and Charney V. Bromberg, NJCRAC. The purpose 9f the
-meeting was to assess the situation according to available information, and prepare strategy recommendations for submission to the Conference of Presidents
meeting later this afternoon to aid in achieving a unified communal approach.
Findings:

s

E

s
s

1. While continuing to believe in Cardinal O'Connor's good will, the Strategy
Committee felt that there was on the one hand, a serious lack of symmetry, in
the Cardinal's stress on the condition of the Palestinians and his call for
their self-determination, while, there was, on the other hand, an apparent lack
of emphasis on both those questions relating to the Arab role in failing to
advance the peace process, and those issues pertaining to Vatican-Israeli relations.

2. Recognizing that these issues are complex and mult1-leveled, there is reason
to believe the media may have, by their insistence on the Palestinian question,
distorted the Cardinal's positions. Secondly, we do·not know, as yet, what
transpired in conversations with Israeli figures • .Similarly, we do not know,
apart from press reports, what the tenor. of exchanges have been in the Vatican;
and, finally, we have not yet heard the Cardinal's own assessment. For these
reasons, it was felt that.it is essential to have a meeting with the Cardinal
upon his return.

.I
0

N

Recommenqations:
1. Rather than have Jewish organizations, individually ~nd disparately, seek
meetings with the Cardinal, it was felt that the Cardinal: should be encouraged
to request a single meeting with a small group, representing national Jewish
organizations and the New York Jewish community.

- over -
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2. That, despite recent effusively positive public statements from some Jewish
leaders, the Cardinal should be informed immediately through discrete channels
that, in light of media reports from Amman, Israel and Rome, we are, in fact,
troubled and concerned .by what we have read and heard of his statements and
positions.
3. That, if the Cardinal does request a meeting with national and New York
Jewish leadership, a statement reflecting our assessment and concerns be drafted
now for review before the meeting takes place. A subcommittee consisting of
Phil Baum of the American Jewish Congress, Kenneth Jacobson of the ADL, Harriet
Mandel of the New York JCRC and Richard Cohen, public relations consultant to
the Presidents Conference, would be asked to prepare the statement for possible
release after the hoped-for meeting with Cardinal O'Connor.
4. The Israel Task Force Strategy Committee further recommended that there be
close adherence to community discipline in carrying out this strategy in view of
the potential for creating considerab~e and counterproductive media attention to
the most negative aspects of the affair - particularly the Cardinal's emphasis
on the plight of the Palestinians and his call for Palestinian selfdetermination.
5. In the meantime, there will be an opportunity to explore and validate
reported aspects of the Cardinal's discussions in Israel which may point to
positive opportunities.

6. Member agencies should cultivate in other media outlets the editorial positions of Newsday and the NY Post which emphasized that the central problem in
Cardinal O'Connor's visit was the untenable Vatican policy concerning diplomatic
relations with Israel and the status of Jerusalem.
7. Concurrently, all organizations were requested to inventory their contacts
of important Catholic clergy and lay leadership who have been genuinely and
consistently supportive of Israel and might be expected to be supportive of
enhanced Vatican relations with Israel.
8. On a more long term basis, the Strategy Committee determined that it should ·
develop a strategy to make expressions of Catholic support for Israel a central
element in Catholic-Jewish relations equal to, i f not greater than, their positive statements on the Holocaust, Church teachings about Jews and Judaism, and
various symbolic gestures such as the Pope's visit to the Italian synagogue.

.

~

FAX TO AJC OFFICE IN ISRAEL
January 8, 1987
CAN AT LAST CONFIRM TRIP HISPANIC JEWISH-CHRISTIAN GROUP TO ISRAEL.

PREVIOUS

· INFORMATION TENTATIVELY DISCUSSED WITH RESNIKOFF LAST JUNE AND JULY. ACCORDING
BERNIE'S FAX PATED 8.12.86 JEWISH AGENCY HAS OFFERED HOSTING IN TEL AVIV,
INCLUDING COVERING EXPENSES ONE NIGHT HOTEL AND DINNER WITH PARTICIPATION OF
SPANISH-LANGUAGE SPEAKERS.
MENTIONED THEREIN.

PLEASE
UPDATE BOTH REPORTS AS. WELL AS MEETINGS
.

ITINERARY, AGENDA AND PARTICIPANTS LIST WILL FOLLOW SEPARATELY.

PLEASE DO NOT YET DISCLOSE PARTICIPATION MONSIGNOR DEL VALLE. ALSO IF POSSIBLE
WOULD APPRECIATE ARRANGE MEETINGS WITH INTERFAITH COMMITTEE IN JERUSALEM
(SHALOM ROSENBERG, MARIO ABLIN, ETC.); wrTH INSTITUTE ISRAEL-IBEROAMERICA RELATIONS

•

(AMBASSADORS LORCH AND LISA); FOREIGN MINISTRY--LATIN AMERICAN DESK (GUR ARIE
..

AND OLAMI); WITH HEBREW UNIVERSITY (PROFESSORS CHAIM AVNI; EDY KAUFMAN, LEO
SENKMAN). OBVIOUSLY VERY IMPORTANT IS MEETING WITH YOU BRIEFING ON AJC
ACTIVITIES IN ISRAEL. AM SENDING SPANISH PRESS RELEASES AND CLIPPINGS VIA EXPRESS
MAIL.

YOU WILL RECEIVE THEM REGULARLY JN FUTURE. APOLOGIZE FOR INVOLUNTARY

DELAY AND MOST GRATEFUL YOUR COOPERATION.

KINDEST REGARDS.
JACOBO KOVADLOFF

c.c. Marc Tanembaum

TRIP TO ISRAEL-HOLY LAND - HISPANIC JEWISH-CATHOLIC GROUP
---------------------------------------------------~-----

Spons.o red by the :North East Regional Pastoral Committee for Hispanics and the
South American Office and for Spanish Media of the American Jewish Committee.
~ LIST OF

PARTICIPANTS-AS OF JANUARY 8, 1987
--------------------------·
- -------·--·--·--·

MONS. RAUL DEL VALLE
Chancellor of the New York Archdiocese
(of Cuban Origin)
JORGE COVARRUBIAS
American Desk, Associated Press
and Latin' American ·syndicate

~atin

P. CARLOS A. MULLINS
Editor, Revista Carismatica, Coordinator of
Interreligious and Ecumenical Affairs, North East
Regional PastQral Committee for Hispanics. Pastor,
San Gabriel Parish, New Rochelle
VERONICA GONZALEZ

I
N
/
Secretary, Asociacion Virgen Nuestra Senora de Lujan
(Patron Saint of Argentina, Paraguay, and Uru~ay)

MARIA NELLY MAGDALENO

..

Secretary, Argentine-American Chamber of Commerce

JUANITA SAROSI
Coordinator, Hispanic .Apostolate, Parish of St. Cecilia,
Kearny, N.J.
P. ABEL SUQUILVIDE
Assistant Pastor, Parish San Camilo Lelli~, Los Angeles, CA
Chaplain, University Hospital of California, Los Angeles, CA

JACOBO KOVADLOFF
Director, AJC South American Affairs and Spanish Media
Also·::
CARMEN OYOLA
New York, N.Y.
LUZ RODRIGUEZ
Bron.x, N·.-y .
JOSE E. GOMEZ
Corona, N.Y.

'JAN 8 1!11l7~
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n'!1n;u·k:: This draft is based upon the recommendatiom
came out of the NJCRAC meeting Wednesday, as presented by Charney Bromat the Presidents Conference meeting, and of the discussion that :folrowed

have read it to Phil Baum and Ken Jacobson, who initially briefed me on the

'f.JCF.AC recommendations, and they have expressed general approval of it,

al~

though they have not yet had the opportunity to read it. Ken felt that the
paragraph on page 3 about Cardinal O'Connor's meeting vith the pro-PLO
bishop in Amman was superfluous.
This dra:rt will be the basis for discussion Friday morning at 515 Park •
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Cardinal otconnor has shown himself to be a warm friend to the Jewish community of
New York and a strong supporter of many of the causes to which Jews are devoted.
spoken out for the homeless and the hungry, for the poor and the sick.
himself as a friend of Israel.

He has described

By his personal participation in the campaign 't o free the

Jews of the Soviet Union, he has

h~ipcd

draw attention to the continuing

pressures under which Soviet Jews live and 1he
to open the gates of emigration.
It

~

refusal_of SoViet authorities

~-} '~,.~~
·

was therefore with considerable anticipation that we learned Cardinal O'Connor

had accepted an inVitation ·from then-Prime· Minister Shimon Peres to visit Israel.
tably, however,

~he

. .

recogniz~ tha~

Jerusalem~'S:B0. ~

Regret- ·

news reports of that visit have filled us with disappointment and.

disquiet.
We

He has

.

'

Cardinal O'Connor is bound by Vatican

_r.

'

~olicy

concerning Israel and

do not hold him responsible for the fact that he could not call officially

on Israel's elected leadership in Jerusalem.

Indeed, we vere touched by the sincerity of ,

his apology for the misunderstanding that · developed. · What distresses us. most deeply is
the lack of balance in the Cardinal's statements concerning the plight of the Palestinian
refugees, the

p~ility

of _progress toward peace in the Middie East and the -need for

~

Palestinian "self-determination."
In his capacity as president of the Catholic Near East Welfare Association, Cardinal
O'Connor visited Palestinian refugee centers and found the inhabitants to be in great
distress.

~

Unfortunately, he gave the clear impression that Israel was to blame for the

-

.

.refugees' ·plight . · The Cardinal was apparently unaware that the nations of · the · Arab

world, as a matter of policy, have refused to offer resettlement assistance to the Arab
refugees with whom they share a common language, culture, religion and history.
he acknowledge
that while the
Arab refugees languish in misery as a direct result
I
.

Nor did

or

the

cold-blooded decision of their Arab brothers in the oil-rich Middle East and other states
(more)

·-

- 2 -

to refuse them haven, hundreds of thousands of Jewish refugees -- at least equal in
number to the Palestinians -- fled the Arab lands

that were their homes for centuries

and were r ,e ceived, welcomed and. integrated into the life of Israel.
The failure to acknowledge this

cbntr~st

or to assign responsibility to the Arab

nations for the continuing plight of the Arab refugees of the Middle East was unfortunate.
As a · lover of peace, Cardin.a l O'Connor made numerous references to the need for a
peaceful settlement of differences between Israel ?ffid her Arab

neighbors~

Regrettably,

Cardinal O'Connor did not take note of the. fact that no Arab state .except :Egypt has agreed
to come to the :P.egotiating table or state publicly@·
willingness to live in peace with Israel.

We had hoped that Cardinal O'Connor might

make some reference to the fact that Israel has publicly stated its eagerness for faceto-face .peace t~lks o~ to be rebuffed for nearly 40 years by Arab nations that have
committed aggression against the Jewish state an average of once

e~ery

Again, imbalance in the Cardinal's responses was disheartening to
conunun_i ty

seven years.

many

in the Jewish

While he spoke movingly of Arab suffering, he did not acknowledge in any

public statement that Israel has been the target of incessant terrorist attack since the .
very moment of its independence, attacks that .have cost hundreds of lives, untold hard.
.
ship and stresses and strains in daily life that we in America can har~ imagine. The
Cardinal's failure even to mention the continuing policy of Arab terrorism against Israel
was most unfortunate.
Similarly, while the· Carinal described himself as a non-political figure, he made
continuing references to Palestinian "self-determination," a phrase that is generally acknowledge.cl _to be political shorthand for a Palestinian state~ · Without de~ating the merits of
nonetheless
Palestinian statehood in this comment, we
observe that the use of this phrase on
numerous occasions during the Cardinal's journey served to change the nature of his visit
from a human~~arian to a political one.

We do not believe this was Cardinal O'Connor's

intention, but the public perception of such remarks was such as to place ·him squarely on
one side o-r an enormously complicate.d issue.

'

.-;. ~

-

.

- 3 Cardinal O'Connor conveyed the humanity of the Palestinians but not of the people of

- Israel.

This disturbed and disquieted us.

ignore Israeli claims.

He appeared to endorse Arab claims and to

This we f'ound to be unjust.

Cardinal O'Connor has said on many occasion that he was opposed to terrorism.
Jordan he was embraced by an Anglican Bishop who has been a member· of the PLO
Committee since the organization's ·rounding _in

But in

~ecutive

1966, a supporter and sympathizer of the

terrorist movement who was expelled by Israel for his activities.

If' the Cardinal was

placed in this embarrassing situation by his ·Jordanian hosts, -he might have Voiced some
complaint upon learning of it.

But he did not, thus giving the impression that 'he had no

objection . to meeting with a terrorist leader.

Partic.ularly · distressing, the ·Cardinal was ·

also quoted as apparently condoning if_ not excusing terrorist acts. - "If' one lives as an
animal," The New York Times reported him as saying, "one -i s driven to animal-like acts."
.

.

.

This disheartening statement revealed a mind-set we found tq be most disturbing.
·In sum · Cardinal O'Connor appeared most -sympathetic to, most understan
_ ding of and
'

·i ndeed

-4------

• -~

~~st deferential to ~~tio[{

He

g~ve th~ strong impression that in his view

the root of the problem lay with Israel, ·whom he appeared to blame for the failure to make
peace, to solve the refugee problem and to_ grant a

11

homeland" and "seJ.f-determination" to

the Palestinian Arabs.
Finally, and again regrettably, we must take exception to the statement by Cardinal
O'Connor upon leaving the Holocaust Museum in Israel known as Yad Vashem.

We have no doubut ·

that the Cardinal was · deeply af:f'ected by the horrors he had Just seen document in Yad
· Vashem.

But his comment was read with astonishment and dismay by Jews

everywhe~e.

He

stated:
NY .Times quote comes here
This. remark was seen as a grossly insensitive comment ori the agony
that the Jews of Europe knew at the hands of a bestial Nazi government a..:ld a silent and
acquiescing Christian world.

but

of that agony· came the energy and

that created and built the State of Israel.

de~ermination

and courage ·

That is only one reason why Jews in America ·

and around the world are so passionate about defending the J ewish state against those who·
would do it harm.
religious leader

And that is why we are so .disappointed by the visit to Israel of a
and community f'igure who, we had t _h ought and hoped, had a broader

understanding and a more fairminded approach to the Middle East today.
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John Cardinal O'Connor ended his nine day visit to Jordan
and Iarael much as he began it: surrounded by controversy. Before
boarding his plane at Ben-Gurion International Airport, the
pr~late spoke about the plight of the Palestinians and suggested
that they be accorded "the right of self ... determination." He said
that the Palestinia11s "don't hs.ve a real identit'I, they don' t
have a passport, aDd they don't have a piece of 1 and they c:a. n
call their own. They can hardly be called a people who have the
ri ,g ht of self-determinat:ion."
o~connor's statement was troubling. One does not have to be
an experienced diplomat to know that the phrase ":;elf•
deter111ination" has a precise meaning when applied to the ArabIsrael1 dispute. Self-determination for the Palastinians means,
quite Si'lllply, s Palestinian state . According to the PLO (which
turned that phrase into a call to battle), self-determination
means the replacement of Israel wtth a Palestinian Arab state.
That is why the government of Is:::-ael- .. and friends of "' :,. r . :<.
abroad--reject that formulation' whenP.ver it ie applied.
I t ' s hard to understand why Cardinal O... Conoor Ulled tr.e
phr.e.11e. He ls a fr.tend of Isrsel (and of the Jewish people in
general) and certainly does not favor Israel's elimination or any
proposal that would jeopardize itG security. Nevertheless, one
cac test assured that the PLO and its eupportere will point to
the Cardtoai·e remarks as backing for its po~it1on. The Cardinal
will . have little choice but t~ clarify his meaning. What exactly
does he mean by self-determination for the Paleetiniaos? And does
not hI8 position on that issue conflict with his overall support
for the State of Israel?
~is statement on Palestinian eelf-det~rm1nat1on was not the
only troubling aspect of the Cardinal's visit. Most troubling was
the Vaticaa .. s decision not to permit O~Connor to meet with
IsTaeli leaders in their Jerusalem offices. The Vatican does not
recognize Israel! jurisdictton over Jerusalem 80d · f~vors
1nternationaltzation of the Israeli capital , Accordingly,
O'Connor could only mee t with President Chai~ Herzog and Foreign
Minister Shi.moll Peres in their Jerusalem residence s . Prime.
Minister Shamir refused to meet v1th O'Connor anywhere but in his
office and so there was no meeting between the two. Observers in
Isra~l believe that the difference 1c the approach between Peres
and Herzog, on the one hand, and Shamtr. oo the other, was a
carefully orchestrAted effort to de~ocstrate courtesy to a n
important and friendly visitor while eimultaneously stating that
Israel will not accept slights co its sovereignty over Jerusalem .
Of course, at this time, the Vatican's position on Jerusalem
differs very l ittle from its positi o n on tel Aviv or Haifa. The
Vatican, deepite conli nuing pressure from a growing cadre of proIsrael prelates. does not recogni~e the State of Israel. This is
disturbing for many reasons. It strongly suggests that the Church
cannot come to terms with tqe idea of Jewish sovereignty over the
Hol)' Land. It demonatrate11 insensitivity to the historic· events--

primarily ·the Holocaust-- that led to the
J el<>i11h

L,

.

otA~e.
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Andi~

11hows

that

re-estabiish~ent

the Arab world"s

of the

ability to
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powerful states and 1nstitut1.ona (and few ar6 as
powerfu-l as the Vatican) has not d1.m1n.ished--at least in this
case.
!t 1s also troubling because ther~ is little evidence that
the wor.ld .. s 800 million Catholics share the Vatican .. s d1.sta~:ite
for Israel. In the United States, public opinion polls
demonstrate stror.g support for lsr.ael among Catholics. This is
also true in Western Europe and in Latin America. The Vatican's
posit!on is ~nachronistic 8nd out of step with Catholic opinion.
Nevertheless, it is a. reaU.ty--and one that must '!)e contended
with,
Cardinal O.. Conno~ may be able to play a helpful -r o le i n th 1 s
intimidate

area,

He

is

a

me;nber

of

the

Vacican .. s

sdvisory

council

on

international affairs. He re&ides in··~ city with the largest
Jewish population of any city in·· the world, He has repeatedly
demonstrated his good will toward that community.
He could make a major contribution toward Middle East peace
to convince t:he Vatican thet i t can play no serious
role in Middle Ease p·e~cemaking ur. til ari.d unless i t r~cognil!es
1srael. Papal •d.sits to a synagogue in Rome are significant, but
they are not enough. Nor a.re vis~cs to Auschwitz, .s.s moving as
thE Eope's visi~ the:e ~as, The central ieaue in Jewish-Catholic
relations is Rome's policy of non-tecognition of !srael, a policy
the.t is a continuing ins>.Jlt to the State of Israel and to the

by working

Jewish people. If Cardinal O'Connor wants to

adv~nce

Middle !as s

pea.ce--and there is coni~id~raQle evidence that h~ does .. -he must
convey that ~cssage to Rome. The CarG1nal is inc un1que position
and has a unique opportunity. Let~s hope he uses it.
--H, J. Rosenberg

M.J, Rosenberg 1s Wash!.ngton Representative of the American
Jewish Committee and editor of !ha Washington R~por~.
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At the invitation of Cardinal John O'Connor a small delegation met with.
hiilcMonday, January 19-,. 1987 to discuss his recent trip to the Middle·
East. At this three hour long session w~ raised the concerns of the
Jewish community regarding some of the Cardinal's stateme11ts and actions
as .reported in the pt:ess. We also explained the reasons for issuing our
statement and his reaction to it .
The Cardinal in turn reported ori his discussions in Jordan and Israel. and
shared observations he garnered during his trip.
It was- a cordial and frank exchange following wh·i ch ;he enclosed statement
was issued.
I,- trust

that the

dialogue will cont·inue on these vital :Li; sues.
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Cont·act··:

~

- Contact·: Msgr~ Peter ·G. Finn· · .,
(212) 371':-1000

Richard Cohen-

( 212) 758-6969

JOINT STATEMENT ISSUED BY t.EwlsH LEADERS AND JOHE CARnINAL O'CONNOR
FOLLOWING A MEETING HELD MONDAY, JAN. 19 IN THE CARDINAL'S RESIDENCE

This morning a group of representatives of the Jewish community conferred with·
John Cardinal 0' Connor in his residence.

The meeting was cordial and the discussion

candid; and served to clarify the views of the -Cardinal and the Jewish community on
iSsues· aff'ectiriJf-the- Middle East and <;:atho11c-J:ewish -relations. - - - ----.-,- - - ~

..

Tlie' meet.ing underscored the f'undamental agreement o~ both the C_ardinal _and the
Je'Wi's h -represe~tatives on Israel's dght :to· Sf!Cure and recoinized· boundaries• on the
importance of- addressing the Pa.lestinHn pro~J:em iand the plight of the re:fugees as
well as the need to move toward peace in the region."

Both the Cardinal and his guests

agreed that there were far more issues on which they held similar views than those on
which they differed.
The Jewish representatives recognized that the Cardinal is bound by Vatican policy,
and reiterated. their appreciation of his sincere _apology in 'J erusalem for the misunderstanding that -developed over hii; planned meetings with o.tfieials of the Israeli
government.

The Jewish leaders regard the Cardinal's visit as a help:f'ul contribution

tovard
greater
understanding
between the two communities.
.
.
.
:

Tlie Jewish leaders also conveyed the _purpose ~f·their statement of January 10,
emphasizing that it was not intended in an unfri~~dly spirit to the Cardinal but rather

. l~

was directed at the issues.

.

"

They voiced regret ~t any misunderstanding that m~ have

been caused by the timing of the statement's release.

In turn, Cardinal O'Connor

elucidated the conteXt of various statements attributed to. him in the press and told
of other ·impressions of his trip that had not been reported.
·Both the Cardinal and the Jewish representatives, meeting· in a spirit of mutual ·
respect and good will, look forward to a continui.ng- dialogue· on- issues of mutual concern.

l/19/87

x

x

x

Jewish- representatives at the· meeting were: Morris B. Abram, chairman, Conference of'
Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations; Rabbi Haskel Lookstein, president,
New York Board of Rabbis; Theodore R. Manni president, American Jewish Congress; Rabbi
Henry Michelman, executive vice president, Synagogue Council of America; Nathan
Perlmutter, national director, Anti-Defamatipn League of B'nai B'rith; Lester Pollack,
president, New York Jewish Community Relations Council; Rabbi James Rudin, director of'
interreligious affairs, American Jewish Committee; Rabbi Ronald B•. Sobel, Temple &lanu-1

'

.ON MY MIND
1
•

.M. Rosenthal

<·

!A Question

For the

:. ·.Vatican

E

verybody, a nice round of applause for John Cardinal O'Con:
nor and the Israeli leaders. Be- ·
· lween them they managed recently to
destroy two old stereotypes about
people and that of course is always .
healthy.
. The lsraeliS, by getting their country deep in the muck of the Iranian
arms deal, showei! that net all J~ws
~re smart. The cardinal, by display! mg strong public irritation about
· criticism · of his Jerusalem trip,
showed t!lat not all Christians dizzy
· themselves turning the other cheek.
Tbe cardinal and the heads of the
American Je\Vish organizations that
~id some unadmiring' things about
his pronouncements in Jerusalem
and the fact that the Vatican would
not let him Visit Israeli officials in
their offices met yesterday to try to
smooth things over and that was fine.
Now we can see what the spat obscured: the real issue.
. ·
It was not the cardinal's trip or the
criticism but the Vatican's policy of
refusing diplomatic recognition lo Israel and the rigidity with which it is
enforced in Rome.
The Vatican has its reasons for
refusing the diplomatic recognition
that 82 countries have extended to Israel And although the Vatican manages to have diplomatic relations with
about 125 countries. including Commun!st Poland and assorted other tyrannies, those reasons are judged overrid:ni; !:-: t.~ ca~e of l~rl:l~l.
Th.e Vatican does not recognize
Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and
wants the city put under some kind of
international agreemenL The Israelis
see this as removing their sover·
eignty over the city they insist on regarding as their capital, even al the
price of being considered somewhat
stiff-necked and stubborn.
The Vatican also backs the Palestinians' desire for a state of their own.
And it feels recognition of Israel
might endanger Christian people and
property in Arab states.
Anyway, the Cardinal, trying to do
a little good, set out on a Middle East
I
trip that included Jerusalem and
visits to Israeli officials. Weeks in advance he notified the Vatican of his
precise plans but it was not until the
lasl moment that the Vatican officials
woke up, or decided to wake up, and
instrucied him not to visit Israeli officials in their offices. This obviously
upset the Cardinal, although he took
the rap for it. and it insulled Israeli
"'omcials although they play_ed i_t cool._
~

I

• '

.;.T.;;;U.:;E~S.:;D~A~Y,-J~A~N;:_U~A~R~Y~a~-:...1~98'1~
· -~

.'!'
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If the C&rdinal was ambUshel as

some of his friends believe, it was not
by criticism by some American Jews
or even the fact that the statement of
criticism was foolishly released bet· fore the cardinal had a chance to see
It. If there was an ambush at all it
was caused by the rigidity of the VaU-'
can bureaucrats.
Rigid officials reflect rigid policy
and that seems to me to be the issue
at the heart. What would have been so
dreadful i1 the Vatican had decided to

iThe
.
:lssuewas
peither
~ardinal ·

·Jnor critics.
·~
\ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!J.~.:.!...
avoid creating embarrassment and
real hurt out of its own error and had
been gracious and courteous enough
to allow the cardinal to go ahead with
his visits to the Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister of Israel?
After all, the nations that have dipI~
matic relations with Israel do business
in Jerusalem government offices
every day although only a few formally
acknowledge Jerusalem as the capital
It is an unappetizing charade but bet·
ter than acting as if sitting in an Israeli
office would be contaminating. .
Did it ever cross the minds of those
who canceled the cardinal's visits that
Anwar Sadat went to Jerusalem and
spoke in its Parliament. forever giving
hope that people really were capable of
burying hatred and seeing each other
fresh, an objective presumably of all
religions? And that President Nixon
a~~ !dr. Kissinger changed history by
v1smng top men in Beijing. capital of a
country then anathema to the U.S.?
Let's .;uµvose that allowing the ~ri?
to go ahead as planned would have
turned out to be a diplomatic awk·
wardness for the Vatican because of
Arab annoyance. So what?
Israelis often grump about what
they call the double standard - expecting their country to act more
idealistically than the countries trying
to destroy it and not to do som£ or the
nasty things the large power~ do like sell arms to South Africa. But it is
precisely that double standard that is
Israel's strength, because it permits
Israel 10 ask for world support in
peace and war, and that is why much
Of the W0rld does indeed respond.
· Is it really asking too much to ex- :
peel the same double standard, sacri·
fice of momentary self-interest for
richer values, from the other very
1small state th.at also stands for very
large beliefs?
I have a hunch that many Americans other than Jews do not bcheve it
is too much and that among them is
John Cardinal O'Connor, Archbishop
of the Diocese of ~ew York.
O
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Jl~~cardina· 's Pilgiimage
·c overs Some~~ §inister
By George F. Wi'tl
ASHINGTON - The Jews arc. it
seems. Cardinal John O'Connor''
cross to bear. so to speak. They do not
understand how grateful they should be
for how grateful be feels toward thcni..
They did not comprehend the "tremmdous compliment" - his words - he
was paying them when he said that the
Holocaust ..may be an cnonnous gift
that Judaism has given the world."
Jews probably feel that in that case it
was better to receive than to give.
Not being s~ in what Cardinal
O'Connor calls his ..the.ology of suffering" (suf!ering they understand; the
theological coating of it is opaque), Jews
may wonder if the slaughter of six million Catholics would be interpreted as
an enormous gift to the world.
.
Even if the cardinal's ''theoloS;Y of
suffering.. makes sense to people within
'the closed circle of such theorizing. the
cardinal should understand bow oftensive it sounds to persons who arc outside
that circle and who once were 11.ithin the
barbed we of Auschwitz.
New York's wandering cardinal has
called for creation of a Palestinian
homeland. He has not said where; he is
not a detail man.. He also says he ..can't
talk intelligently about diplomatic relations." but be says that ma.king peace in
the Middle East is part of bis vocation.
Israel invited Cardinal O'Connor, and
on the eve of his visit the Vatican ordereci him to caned appointments he
had made to meet with Israeli officials iD
their Jerusalem offices. Instead be met
the prime minister and president in their
Jerusalem homes. But the president's
home is in the building with his office.
The cardinal said he "'would be terribly
disturbcd if I were visiting an office."
The division of Jerusalem was an accident of the 1948 armistice in the Arab
war to strangle the state of Israel in its
cradle. It has tiow been more than 19
yea.rs since the eastern portion of Jcrusalem was liberated from Jordanian Occu·
pation. During Jordanian occupation,
when Jewish gravestones were used to
pave roads, Christian churches were not
allowed to renovate or buy property.
Only since 1967 has there been free
access to religious sites.
Most nations, including the United
States, do not r~ Israeli sovercignty over all of JcrUsal.em. yet they
extend full diplomatic recognition to
Israel. The Vatican bas never given Israd diplomatic recognition. Behind that
fact. and beneath the comic casuistry

W

Letters intended for publicaJion ·
should be addressed "Letten to the
Editor•• and contain the v.·riter's signatwre, name anJ fall addrus. Let.
ten should be /JM/ and art subject to
editing. We CtJMol be responsible for
.w retlP7I of llTIS'Oliciled mmw.scnpu.

about wb :n an offa:e is not an office,
lurks som .:thing sinister.
It is re asonablc to suspect that the
Vatican i.$ di~mfited by the reiathcring of l} 1c Jewish people in theU' own
state. n IC ract of Israel. without refercnce to the question of JerusaJcm, dullengcs ·Jie hoary myth of Jewish "punishmer it" for "rejecting" Jesus.
Tu: Vatican favors some "intemational izing" of Jerusalem. It is not clear
what 1·.hat means. God may be into d~
tails; . Lhc Vati~ is not into details..
Ac·tually. Vatican pr~fcrences arc sunply uninteresting.. The VatitaJl should be
told •:hat Jerusalem is none or its business. The Vatican lost whatever moral
standing it had on the issue when, in
1981;· th_e P2pc received Vasser Arafat,
bead of a terrorist organization that do- ·
nies Israel's right to ewL
The fact that Pope Paul VI received
Prime Minister Golda Meir and that
John Paul 11 received Prime Minister
Shimon Peres testifies only to Vatican
realism: The Vatican recognizes that Js.
rael exists. The rest of Vatican policy
suggests that it resents that existence.
Cardinal O'Connor says he docs not
..know what the church did or did not
do.. during the Holocaust He bas a duty
to know. The roost charitable description of what the church did is damning
enough: The Vatican thought it could
husband its moral authority by rcmaining neutral, which meant keeping quiet
But Vatican power in politics inheres in
words and gestures. Regarding lsrad.
VatitaJl gestures arc loudly wrong.
It is an American scandal that the
U.S. Embassy is not iD Jerusalem. T~
· day the U.S. government stands convictcd of cringing appeasement of Iran, a
nation implacably hostile to American
.values. Now would be a good time for
the U.S. government to stop appeasing
Arab opinion about Jerusalem.
It is time to move the U.S. Embassy
not just to Jerusalem but to the eastern
portion that was liberated in 1967 and
has now been well governed by Israel
longer than it was occupied by· Jordan.
Moving the embassy would end the pr-etense that the unity of Israel's capital is
negotiable, and would undersc.ore the
perversity of Vatican policy.
Cardinal O'Connor said that Jewish
criticism endangers the "Cruits" (~
ificd) of his trip and "makes it difficult
for me to move further toward peace."
Perhaps that was just an ex.ample of the
now commonplace megalomania or the
contemporary cleric who th.inks that solutions to problems elude secular leaders
because secular leaders lack the clerics'
- what? Certainly not humility.
The main fault here is not with the
cardinal but with the political policy of
the church of which he is a mere prince.
Israelis have heard his alibi before: He
was only obeying orders.
Washington Post Writen Gl'Otl/).

January 6, 1987
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE)osi;t"teot H"m'" Relat;oos, !65 E. 56 St,

New'"" N.Y.!0022,

~m

7514000

The.American Jewish Commillee. founded in 1906, is the pioneer human-relations
ag~ncy In the United States. II protects the civil and religious rig.his of Jews here
and abroad, and advances the cause of improved hu.man relations forall people.
MORTON YARMON, Director of Public Relations

FOR DllEDIATE RELEASE

NEW YORK, Jan. 28 •••• In commemoration of the 20th anniversary of Vatican II and
in honor of the impending visit of Pope John Paul II, the Hiami chapter of the
American Jewish Committee has donated an important library ~ollection to a
Catholic university in Miami.
The gift of the Seymour Samet Human Relations Library to Barry University
was made as part of the chapter's on-going Catholic/Jewish relations program.
The collection was named for Seymour Samet, who served as AJC Southeast
Director from 1952 to 1964 and as director of AJC's National Affairs Department
from 1968 until his retirement in 1985. Mr. Samet was responsible for much of
AJC's work in civil rights and race relations.
The 532-volume collection contains books, papers, and studies focusing on
human relations theory and practice, intergroup and interethnlc relations,
Judaism, the -Holocaust, and- anti.,.Semitism. .Included . in._thls_libr:ary_.are books
on Blacks and other ethnic groups; ghettoes; the psychology of the minority
experience; American pluralism; original research studies on Gentile attitudes
toward Je~s; the personal papers of a Russian Jewish immigrant, and titles on
Israel, world Jewry, and Jewish leaders. In addition, there are many classic
works, including Jules Isaac's "The Teaching of Contempt" and Digby Baltzell 's .
"The Protestant Establishment."
Explaining why Barry University was chosen to receive this gift, Roger
Bernstein, AJC chapter president, said, "With the establishment of a Department
of Judaic Studies, an advisory board for ~he program, and many on-going involvements between the school and Jewish individuals and institutions, Barry has
shown itself to be a leader in this field."
Hugh Ripley, Dean of Library Services at Barry University, added that the
collection "supplements and complements the i ncreasingly valuable collection of
Jewish materials [at Barry]," adding that these works "give access to a facet of
the world's history that must never be forgotten."
In addition to this donation, the Miami chapter of the AJC has sponsored
Catholic/Jewish conferences and open dialogues in hopes of creating better
understanding between the two communities.
The American Jewish Committee is this country 's pioneer human relations
organization. Founded in 1906, it combats bigotry, protects the civil and
religious rights of Jews here and abroad, and advances the cause of improved
human relations for all people everywhere.
Theooore Ellenofl, President Lto Nevas. Cllair. Board of Governors; Roberts. Jacobs, Chair. National ~eulive Co•Jncil: Edwar~ E. Etson. Chair. Soard of Trustees;

87-960-17

( 7394-PE I-I/ ls.)
DavidM. Gordis, Exteu11veVlre-Presiden1
Washington Office, 2027 Massachusens Ave.• N.W..·washington. o.C. 20036.Europe hq.: 4 Rue de~ Bienf3Jisance. 75006 Paris, France. Israel hq.: 9 Ethiopia St .. Jerusalem 95149. Israel
EJP CP South America hq. (temporary office): 165 E. 55 Sr.. New York. N.Y. 10022. Mexico-Central America hq.: Av. EjorcdO Nacionar 533. Mexico s. O.F.
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George F. mll

;The Cardinal's Alibi
.

ThbJews are, It aeems,John Cardl·

nal O'Connor's cross to bear. They do
·· not understand how grateful they
" shCiald be for how grateful he feels
toilard them. They did not compre· herid · the "tremendous .compll·
· ment"-hls words-he was paying
them when he said the Holocaust
"may be an enonnous lift that Juda·
~ Ism has liven the world."
Jews probably feel that In that case
. It was better to receive than to give.
Not being ateeped In whet Q'CQn9or
calls his "theology of aufferlng" (suf·
ferlng they underatand: the theological coating of it Is opaque). Jews may
wonder if the slaughter of a1x mWlon
Catholica would be Interpreted as an
enormous gift to the world. Even ff
the "theology of suffering" makes
sense to people within tfle dosed
ckde of such theorblns, surely the
amllnal should understand how of·
fensive it sounds to persons who are
outeide that circle and who once were
within the barbed wire of AuschWlta.
New York's wandering cardinal has
called for creation of a Palestlnlan

homeland. He has not said where: he Only since 1967 h11s there been free
Is not a detail man. He says he ''can't access to religious sites.
talk Intelligently about diplomatic reMost nations, Including the United
latlons," but he says . that making States, do not rec0gnlze fsraell sover·
peace In the Middle East Is part of hla elgnty over all of Jerusalem, yet they
vocation.
;.
extend full diplomatic recognition to
Israel Invited O'Connor, and on tlie Israel. The Vatican haa never given
eve of his visit the Vatican ordered Israel diplomatic recognition. Behind
him to cancel appointments he had that fact, and beneath the comic casu·
made to meet with Israeli officials lit lstey about When-ia-an-office·not·antheir Jerusaleni offices. Instead, he' offtoo, lurka eomethlng alnleter.
met the prime minister end presid~nt
lt la reasonable to sUspec;t that. the
In their Jerusalem homes. But t~e Vetictln Is d~ted by the regathpresident's home Is In the building erins of the Jewish ~le In ttielr own
with .hla office. O'Connor said he . state. The fact of tsrael, Without refer·
"would be terribly disturbed if I were ence to the queM!on Of Jerusalem, chal·
'itslting an office;"
h!ngea the hoary myth of Jewi!h "pun·
The 19-Jellf dl~lon ~ Jerusalem . bhment'' for "rejecting" Jesus;
Wa9 an accklent of U1e 1948 armistice
The Vallcan tavora iome "intema! ill the Arab. war to strangle the state
t!onallzlng" of Jerusalem.· It is not
·· Of Israel In ita cradle. It has now been:. clear what that means. God may be in
more than 19 years since the eastern the details: the Vallcan 18 not Into
portion o( Jerusalem was liberated details.
.
from Jorda~lan occupation.
, Actually, Vatican preferences nre
During Jordanian occupation, when . -simply unlntere~tlng. .The Vatican
JeWlah gravestoitea were used to pave 8'tould be to!d thafJ.erusalein la none
· roadt, ChrioUan· churches were not o( ~ta business. The.Vatican tost.wll!it·
allowed to renovate or buy. property. . eter moral atandlng ·11 had on the

Issue when, In 1982, the pope received Vasser Arafat, head of a terrorist organization that denies Israel's
right to exist.
The fact that Pope Paul VI received Israel! Prime Minister Golda
Meir and Pope John Paul II received
Prime Minister Shimon Peres testifies only to Vatican reallsm: the Vatican recognizes that laraet exists. The
reat of Vatican policy suggests that
the Vatican resents that existence.
O'Connor says he doea not "know
what the church did or did not do"
during the Holocaust: He has a duty to
know. The most charitable descript!on
of what t!M! church did Is damning
erioulit: the Vatican thought Jt could
huabend lte rnonl authi>rlty by rmalnbll neutral, which meant keeping quiet.
But Vatican power In polltic8 lnherea In
words and gestures. Reprdln1 Israel,
Vatican geatures are loudly wrong.
It is an American scandal that the
U.S. Bmbansy la not In Jerusalem.
today the U.S. government ettlnds
~ted of cringing appeasement of'
&,aft, ll nation lmplacablt hostile to

..

American values. Now would be a
good time tor the U.S. government to·
stop appeasing Arab opinion about
Jerusalem. It la time to move the U.S.
Embaeay not just to Jerusalem but to
the eastern port.Ion that was liberated
ln 1967 and has now been well·govemed by Israel longer than It was·
occupied by Jordan. Moving the em-·
baasy would end the pretense that the
unity of larael'a capital Is negotiable.
and would underacore the perversity
of Vatican policy.
O'Connor said that Jewlah criticlsn1
eftdansen the "fruits" (wwpedfied) of
hla trip.and "makea It dlfllcuJt for me to
mow further towllrd peaee." Perhaps
that was just an example ol the nowi
commonplace megalomania ol the ClOn-'
tempouuy dertc who thlnlce eoJutlona id
ptUllema elude secular leaden becalL'le
aecuJar leaden lack the derb' • . •
what? Certainly not humility.
The main fault here Is not with the
cardinal but with the polltlcal policy of
the church of which he Is a mete
prince. letaell8 have heard his alibi
before: he was only obeying orders. •
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Cardinal John J. O'Connor, D.D.
Archdiocese of New York
1011 First Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022.

REStOENT

!ev. Edward H. Flannery
RESIDENT EMERITUS

Dear Cardinal O'Connor:

1r. Franklin H. Littell

Marc:

FYI. Not for public
quotation.
Best,_.. regards .
John Pawlikowski

ICE-PRESIDENTS

.ister Rose Thering.
•r. Arnold T. Olson
ames H. Doherty
'ECRETARY-TREASURER

'r. William H. Harter

{£CUT/VE COMMl'TTEE

Jis Blewett
he Rt. Rev. John 6urt
rof. Harry James Cargas
r. Paul Carlson
r. Israel Carmona
ancy Gabriela Carroll
rof. Alice Eckardt
ister Ann -Gillen
r. Robert Hooley
ev. H. Jacoba Hurst
~onne Lewerke
r. David Lewis
r. Hubert S. Locke
ev. Robert ?. Patterson
ev. John T. Pawlikcwski
r. Carol Rittner, R.S. M.
ary Rose Ryan
r. Hilton Sutton
iarence H. Wagner. Jr.
r. David 5. Wyman
<ECVTIVE DIRECTOR

ev. Isaac C. Rottenberg

We have put off writing you regarding your recent trip to the
Middle ' East because we did not w:i sh to become identified with
all the public criticism connected with it . We did not agree
with all that was said and especially how it was said on some
occasions. Nonetheless we must confess that we remained concerned about certain aspects of your visit and several of the
statements you made while there, especially those upon leaving
Yad Vashem.
Rather than discuss particulars 'We would lik,e to focus on what
we believe to have been a serious omission in this trip, an
o~ission which we strongly believe you can and will correct in
the future. ·we speak of the absence of advisors on ChristianJ ewish relations in the preparation of the journey as well as
in your official party. We feel many of the _problems would have
been overcome if you had availed yourself far more of the services of such advisors. While we recognize that you travel to
the Middle East as an "ex officio" head of the Catholic Near
East Welfare Association, this particular trip Yas initiateG by
an invitation from Prime Minister Peres in the name of the
world Jewish co!!r!Ilunit:y. Hence it d o es r.ot seem to us entirely
proper to have the Association assume the central role in its
preparation.
No doubt you 'Will be again travelling to the Middle East. We
believe that the most constructive development that can result
from t he r ecent controv ersy which we know was most pa·inf ul for
you, given your admirable record of dedication to Jewish cau3es,
is for you to ensure that in the future people knowledgeable
about Christian-Jewish relations form an integral part of the
planning process and official party for such journeys.
Respectfully yours, ·
Fr. Edward H. Flannery
Presi dent, NCLCI
P . S.

The prime .responsibility .for writing this letter was assumed
by the Catholic members of NCLCI's Executive.Connnittee . The
.full committee subsequently approved its content.
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PR£S:tJ£NT

Rev. Edward H. Flannery

wq.o~

Sister Rose 1hering
Dr. Ainoad T. Olson
James H. Doherty
... . . ~-.. ;._,

Most Reverend Joseph Sullivan, D.D.
Off ice for Social Development and
Yorld Peace
U.S. Catholi.c Conference
1312 Massachusetts Avenue. N. W.
Washington. D.C. 20005

~RER

Or. William H. Harter

£XECUT1VE COMMITTEE

Lois Blewett
The Rt. Rev. John Burt
Prof. Harry James Cargas
Or. Paul Carlson
Or. Israel Carmona
Nancy Gabriela Carroll
Prof. Alice Eckardt
Sister Ann Gillen
Or. Robert Hooley
Rev. H. Jacoba Hurst
Yvonne Lewerke
Or. David lewis
Dr. Hubert S. Locke
Rev. Robert ?. Patterson
Rev. John T. Pawlikcwski
Or. Carol Rittner, A.S.M.
Mary Rose Ryan
Or. Hilton Sutton
Clarence H. Wagner, Jr.
Dr. David S. Wtino.r.
EXECunvc DIRECTOR

Rev. Isaac C. Rottenberg

Dear Bishop Sullivan:
We write you about a matter that has concerned us for some time, but
which has become particularly troubling to us in light of the controversy generated by Cardinal O'Connor's recent visit to Jordan and
Israel. We speak, of course, of the general approach to Middle East
policy by the USCC. Without in any way intending to endorse all the
public criticisms made of the Cardinal's actions regarding the State
of Israel, we do feel his difficulties brought into the open some of
the basic deficiencies of this policy.
We are well aware that USCC Middle East policy is constrained by
the framework laid down by the Vatican. We also recqgnize that the
Catholic Near East Welfare Association, chich Cardinal O'Connor
heads, is not directly a part of the USCC. But in fact any time
the Archbishop of New York travels to the Middle East in its name
the trip inevitably reflects on the American church at large. Furthemore, we are aware that Msgr . Nolan of the Association has sa~
next to Fr. Bryan Hehir of the USCC when Fr. Hehir was giving official USCC testimony on the Middle East . So we have come to feel
(
that the Association exercises a disproportionate influence on t he
formulation of Middle East policy by the USCC. Certainly the leaders
of the Association should be heard on such pol icy . But so should
those with sensitivity to Christian-Jewish Rel ations. Frankly, we
have failed to see adequate evidence that the Association's leadership has integrated the spirit of NOSTRA AETATE's statement on the
Church and the Jewish People as well as the subsequent papal and
Vatican documents. A root cause of Cardinal O'Connor's difficulties
in Israel in our judgment was the absence of any advisors in the
planning of the trip or in the official party with a deep understanding and appreciation of Christian-Jewish relations.

Most Rev. Joseph Sullivan
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April 13, 1987

Erro~s of judgment were made on many sides during Cardinal O'Connor's
visit. They are now part of history. We are concerned, however,
that such problems will continue to arise unless some basic changes
are made in the USCC's approach to the Middle East. And that certainly includes greater ongoing integration of· the Christian-Jewish
dialogue perspective in the formulation of USCC positions relative
to the Middle East. This in our mind is the most constructive development that can occur in light of the recent controversy.

Over the years we have admired your personal stance in behalf of
justice and peace as well as the deepening commitment of the USCC
as a whole. We trust you will want to carry this over into Middle
East affairs by taking· steps to broaden the formulation of policy
regarding ~his area of tension along the lines we have suggested
above. We thank )OU most sincerely -for any consideration you may
give to our recommendations. We would, of course, be pleased to
discuss them with you at greater length if you so desire.
Respectfully yours,
Fr. Edward H. Flannery,
President, NCLCI
P.S.

cc:

The prime responsibility for writing this letter was assumed
by the Catholic members of NCLCI's Executive Committee. Its
content was approved, however, by the full membership of the
Executive Committee.
Archbishop John May
Bishop Francis Mugavero
Cardinal Joseph Bernardin

SYNAGOGUE COUNCIL OF AMERICA
memora.ndum
to:
from:

subject:
date:

Members of IJCIC
Meabers of the National Planning C0111111ittee for the P_ope' s Visit Leen A~ Feldman
Additional revisions suggested
June

s.

1987

1. Please find enclosed the following:
&/ CCl!llllllen~s by Rabbi ~ilbert Klaperman

b/ Revision suggested by Anette Daum - UAHC
Please review the mater.ial as the suggestieue refer t• tile draft pr~'lsals
submitted by Dr. Michael

Wyschogr~d an~

Judith R. Banlci, ·respectively.

2 • .RElilNDER:

The next meeting will take place on Friday merningi. June 12.i. at 9/30
'in the offices

o~

the Synagogue Council.

PLIASE MAU SURX TO A'ITIND.

·j

.--

327 LEXINGTON AVEN.UE, NEW YORK. N.Y. 10016 •Telephone: (212) 686-3670

·-
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i"? ::;; ::;:: ;;_:-~ ;,! ~v7 ~ {Q)
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Rabbi Gilbert Klaperman

j

·•

i1

Dear Leon:

I do not agree with point 4 on p. 2 I would resent any use of
rabbinic literature by the Pope to prove his point.

He should suppGrt his cOlillllleots with his own sources. The Church
took over the Bible and com,erted it to the "Old Testament."

We do not have to beg him

t~

legitimatize our texts.

It also allawa him to use us fer his purposes.

Best wishes

~ ·

From

Annette Daum, Department of Interreligious Affairs

To

Rabbi Henry 'Michelman, Synagogue Council. of America

.Date .

fJ/ 4/87

Copies
Subject

Draft of the Pope's Address to the Jewish Community of Miami:

I would suggest the followir.g revision to Point 3 of the Wyschogrod
Draft:
The Pope might wish to emphasize the importance of understanding Jews
as they define themselves in order to appreciate the contributions of '
Jews and Judaism as a living. vibrant faith throughout the centuries.
The Pope might wish to emphasize that the Church is required to remember the Holocaust, and, in conte.."Ct .• to encourage Catholic u11derstanding
of the meaning of the Holocaust from a Jewish perspective. He. ~ight
wish to note efforts that are currently undervay to create materials
about the Holocaust ·for us~ in Catholic teaching and liturgy.
Together with .the particular- suffering of Jews under th~· Nazi regime;
the sufferings of all victims of Nazism must be r~membered so that we
become aware of the magnitude of the evil that results when God's
eternal moral law is· rejected, and strive together .to prevent such
evil directed against any people.

AD:jc

Enclosure

Union of American Hebrew Congregations
.... - -:

~-:·

;":":"°"'l..,_'11(,

838 FIFTH AVENUE. NEWYORK. N.Y. 10021'(212)249-0100

JHtcrHatioHal !fc~f;J/&'fnmitiec
-·

OH

Jntcrreligious eons11/tatiuus:

\--

~

June 10, 1987
Dear IJCIC Member:
AMERICAN SECRETARIAT:

Synagogue Council ol America
327 Lc1dng1on Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10016
Tel.: (2121 G86·8670

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:

Wor1d Jewish Congress
I Rue de V;ireml>e
1211 Gcncvc 20. Switzerland
T~I.: (022) 34 1·3 '25

CONSTITUTENT AGENCIES:

American Jewish Commiltee
. 165 East 56th Street
New York. N.Y. 1002?

In connection with Friday's meeting, June 12, at 9.30 a.m.
(in the offices of the SCA), please find enclosed a draft of
of the proposed Jewish statement to the Pope (Sept. 11 in
Miami), prepared by Rabbi Mordecai Waxman.
Your coBDents and suggestions will be welcome as this is being
sent to you in advance of the meeting fer your perusal.(*)
Please also note: The agenda, in addition to the review of the
program and related activities for Sept. 11, the ·agenda will
include the following:
IJClC/Vatican Liaison Committee meeting in Washington, D.C., on
December 14-17, 1987. Program, speakers to be invited, progress
repert of negotiations, public meeting, reception, luncheons/dinner
schedule, etc.

B'nai B'rittl
1·640 Rhode Island Ave •• tUI.

Washington, OC 20036

•··

The _lsraet lntcrfalth
Assoclaclon
l".0.8. 77J9
Jcn.isalem 9l.077, lsrael
Synagogue Council of America
327 Lexington Avenue
New York._N .Y. 10016

There are also some internal IJCIC matters which warrant attention:
Admission of various European and Latin American cG1111Duna.l bodies.
Membership structure and budget for IJCIC activities.
Progress report on removal of Carro.elite Convent from Auschwitz site.
Miscel. items.
PUA.SI MAXI IWRY EFFORT TO ATTINI>.

Thank you for your cooperation.
.Sincerely yours,

wor1d Jewish Congress
1 Park Avenue
New York, N .Y. 10016

Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
Chairman
Dr. Leon A. Feldman
Consultant

(*) Rabbi Walter Wurzburger telephened his suggested revision:

p. 4 ·• beginning line 5: Modern •••• te fully. (third line from bottom of parag.
to be eliminated.
p. 7

line 2: to dialogue and -- te be eliminated

.

.
.

.

SYNAGOGUE COUNCIL.OF AMERICA
memorandum
Co~mittee

to:

National Planning

from:

Rabbi Henry D. Michelman

subject·

Meeting - Friday, June 12. 1987 - 9:30 - 11:30 a.rn.
SCA Off ices

date.:

for the Pope's Visit

June 9, 1987

·Enclosed please find a first draft of the proposed
Jewish statement to the Pope, prepared by Rabbi Mordecai
Waxman. It is being sent to you in advance for your study.
Your comments and suggestions will be welcome, and we will .be
discussing this paper and a final text for the letter to Gene
Fisher regarding what we vould like the. P6pe to address.
In addition, other technical matters regarding seating
arrangements, invitees and the program itself will be reviewed.
Please make every effort . to attend.
is critical to this process.

·:

Your participation

AJCommittee: Judith Banki, Rabbi A. James Rud.in
AJCongress: Dr. Michael Wyschogrod
AOL: Rabbi Leon Klenicki, Judith Muffs
UAHC: Annette Daum, Albert Vorspan
SCA: Rabbis Bertram Leff, Fabian Schoenfeld, Max Schreier,
Mordecai Waxman, Binyamin Walfish, Gilbert Klaperman,
Joseph Glaser, Wolfe Kelman, Benjamin Kreitman, Balfour
Brickner, Walter Wurzburger, Henry Michelman;
M~. Marcel Weber; Dr. Leon Feldman, Gunther Lawrence

:-.

327 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10416. Tmphone: (212) 686-8670
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JEWISH STATEMENT: MEETING WITH THE POPE, SEPT. 11, 1987
I am happy to greet you and to extend a warm welcome to y-0u
uporn your arrival in the United States.

I do so in the name of

~~

the Jewish bodies :W:titr:are here r.epre.s-eote!I ao(b.who have been inv,/11.J(~~~Ol<J
f\ ~"-'1-;e,o....,..
·•
~A
1
~ ~d
t:te with the. Catholic Church ..thr~e years. They include

"

representatives of the American Jewis.h Committee, the America.n Jewish
Congress, the Anti-Defamation League, and the Synagogue Council of
America, which also includes the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, and the distinguished leaders of several major organizations
in American Jewish life.
This gathering, meeting so soon after your arrival in the United
St ates , s i g na l s for u s you r
and . helps the

for Cat ho 1 i c - Jew i sh re 1at i on s

~concern

Wai~tween

us, which has been so richly rewarding,

to go forward .
We appreciate, particularly, the fact that this assembly has
been preceded by a visit on your part to the exhibition of Jewish
C-C..(<.,

W\O\.\\~~

o~

provided by the Vatican Museum in cooperation with the Union

of American Hebrew Congregations.
Two decades have passed since the proclamation of Nostra Aetate,
"'

~· ~- ~c:.

wh i ch '--so r a ei c a 1 1-.y ref I e·c t e d a ch a ng&er_<a ppr a.a ~
·

Jewish people

by

tf:le Catholic

#

.I 1
down then have been
V q_ £(~ ~ VH:\ ,., f"-<- f'r'-1-<- {'_-U4'I..

1'\

{G~

Ch~.

~

f'v-<.

Th~-&r6ad
to(Mblj.-~

further elaborated in

k

,Jud a i

s m a nd t he

CJ '-...c o1 ,(:.. ·r

)

principles laid

ormal documents of the

Catholic Church) in many of your own pronouncements and in statements
and significant translations into action throughout the Catholic

,
/

world.

It is particularly gratifying that the dialogue has be§_n·,..-'

/.
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increasingly direct and candid

~nd

conducted with an attitude of_

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ WI~ c.k'_ .j'uQ-~l(

. open~hearted

exchangeA

The spirit of the dialogue, we have come

to feel, is no less important than its content.

One central element

in the dialogue, therefore, has been the recognition that Judaism must
be understood as it understands itself.
I

It is in this spirit that

undertake to set forward some considerations on the future of

dial-ague and perhaps some elements for our future agenda.

I

~

~

do so

in the conviction that to love your brother means to know what hurts

heal~r ~~·

him and what can
Jewish

and thought today reflect the revolution that the

lif~

Jewish people have experienced in the last fifty years.
manifestation of this revolution was the
Semitism in the world which provided a

Nazis

~Vff

f~i:t+ul

The first

virulent anti-

setting in which the

and their supporters in other countries could seek the murder

of an entire people.

The Holocaust not only

d ~~~,(4

ntl;J;-f'~

one-third of

the Jewish people· and , thus, is a signal tragedy for a people long
inured to persecution, but it remains as an enduring scar upon the
landscape of the human spirit and testifies to what may happen where
there is an atrophy of conscience .

Your own S·e nsitive

tJ~y.;

co~c~r~,,and

ovv-J 'f-'---- ~

your noteworthy pronounce~ents on the Holo~,SU.st i..ft cbndemn~~ti.
cv.d ~ ~~ -~ ~rt'~ ~f.~t.(
Semitism, have been ~ heartening~ktf we feel that we and ttie·

'd(ql)0)

.J..J:.atholic Church and all who are concerned w'i th· the Rathir"e of man and

~o. ~ ad-lA.~~

....:>

("'Society have still to wrestle with the history and meaning of the
Holocaust·.M
· The

~

s~cond

~ ~~

maj-0r revolution

fo~

~

Jews in the last few decades

has been the birth of the State of Israel,
not . bnly a creative and dramatic
witz~

respons~

Thi~.

for us,

ha~

been

to the crematoria of Ausch-·

but has represented th~ fulfillment · of prayers ni~eteen centuri~s

.

· ·.·

.
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old, that exile would be followed by redemption in Jewish history.
.

~\0>.Jf. ~"l

The · fu 11 meaning of the repeated· pattern . of exile and redemption -

~

But for Jews it

in Jewish history still remains to be explored.

~

cannot be understood only in terms of sociology and politics;
rather it belongs in the realm of sacred history.
A

third revolutionary development has been the great expansion

of Jewish spiritual and scholarly creativity despite the fact that
so many of the great centers of Jewish learning and so many ancient
Jewish communities were wiped out .
It is against this background that we invite the Catholic
Church to see our mutual agenda for future dialogue.
nee~

is to

recog~ize

The first

that anti-Semitism seems to be built into the

culture of the westerrt wbrld; we must, therefore, address . the question
and seek means of extirpating this virulent plague.

Much has been .

done in recent years · to overcome anti-Semitism and not least by the
Catha 1 i c Church and by rour

~o 1 iness

·y ourse 1f.

However, it seems to

be a recurrent plague and we are seeing new manifestations of

it ~

Anti-Semitism may aftect the body of the Jew , but it assaults the
soul of the Christian world and of all others who succumb to it.
The need for the future , i t seems ·to us, is to make sure that the
broad principles of humanity

~nd

the condemnations of. anti-Semitism

which e~nate from the Vatican and other sources of authority in the
.

.

Church, are translated into the schools, the
t~des

~~

textbooks ~ and

1

the

atti~

and behavior of the hundreds of millions of Catholics throughout

the world.

..

.
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One of the most welcome results of the

and of the

dialo~ue

rethinking of Judaism by the Catholic. Church has. been the

recog~

nition that Judaism continued its vital spiritu9l deve opmenUnd
creativity

after the separation of

t~

·'

·

~~~ple.

Modern scholarship and the willingness to explore other traditions
are resulting in a greater understanding of the ongoing Jewish
tradition by the Catholic world even as they are opening up the
riches of the Catholic tradition to the Jewish world.

The recog-

nition on the part of both Chrisitanity and the Jewish people that·
our common origins bring us into a close and

uniqu~

relationship

which is not shared with any other faith is, in itself, a notable
step.

The basic idea that both Jews and Christians are committed

to the idea of a covenant and that each pursues this covenant in its
own way has yet to be examined. fully.

The relationships between our

two ongoing creative spiritual traditions are certainly matters for
explication~and

clarification.

There is an equal need, from our point of view, to define the
role of the State of Israel · in the thinking of the .Catholic Church.
Its centrality in the life of

th~

Jewish people today inevitably

·· puts it on the agenda of mutual concerns.

We have been glad to hear

fro m many authoritative sources that the Catholic Church has no
theological problems with the
Israel.
land of

comin~

into being of the State of

The reestablishment 6f an · autonomous Jewish polity in the
I~rael

after so many centuries has spiritual. meaning for us.

as I have indicated, and seems to us to belong in the realm of
sacred history rather· ttlan in the domai.n of politics alone.

-5-

We are aware, of course, that there- are political considerations
.

.

governing the relationship of the Church to the , State of Israel.
Such considerations are true for many states which,
maintain diplomatic relations with Israel.

nonethele~s.

We would hope that,

particularly in the case of the Catholic Church, a consideration
of the spiritual

of the fulfillment of Jewish .millenial

~eaning

hopes and its biblical grounding in the covenant of the land, as
well as its realization on the heels of the Holocaust, may enter
into the equation:

For our

part~

··------··--··

let it be plain that American

- - -·-----···~----·-··

-

Jewry regards recognition of Israel and its
-~

-------------·-----------·· --- --

---·------·- c~ntral

life as an essential element in any dialogue.

role in Jewish

We cannot accept any

argument of expediency nor any assertions of principle as a basis
for denying to the Jewish people the right enjoyed by all others
to have a

f~ee

sovereign state where it may live at

pe~ce,

_.------- ...._

free from

the persecurtion it has so long endured.
Our common agenda has always embraced, and our future agenda
must continue ·to include, attention to the problems of mankind as
a whole.

A basic principle of Judaism is expressed in a line from

the Al e i nu prayer wh i ch

i

s rec i t e d th r i c e d a i 1y :

11

L1 ta k ken o l am

b'malkhut Shaddai, to mend the world under the sovereignty of God.
Tikkun Olam is, thus, the doing of God'·s work in the world.

It is

in this spirit that we jointly need to deal with the polftical,
social and moral problems which beset mankind .

The multiplication

of armaments, the diffusion of nuclear weapons, the spread of
terrorism, all threaten our world' with unprecedented destruction.

11

-
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They are, : n~cessarily, ·our common. concern.

The widespread poverty,

·the oppression of the weak, the increasing problems of the· age.d,
all require Tikkun Olam.

The development of new areas in science,

particularly the capacity of bio-medical science and genetics which
may well

chang~

the nature and role of man, . are matters of special

concern for the future, as are the ethical and medical problems
connected with the spead of diseases like AIDS .' To repair the world
under the sovereignty of God means to bring to bear ethical, moral
and religious considerations upon these problems where the power to
do needs to be regulated by the ' wisdom and moral perceptions of both
Judaism and Christiantity.

The plea

of the psalmist, "teach us

so to number our days so that we may live with a heart of wisdom,"
.takes on special cogency in our time.
Your presence here in the United States, where the largest
Jewish community in the world

resi~es,

affords the opportunity to

proclaim our joint commitment to Tikkun Olam.

It affords an oppor-

tunity, as well, in the Catholic Church to proclaim, once again to
attentive ears, its opposition to anti-Semitism, its concern with the
meaning and implications of the Holocaust and to address the question
of its relationship to Israel.

Above all, a meeting such as this

should make clear to the world that the principles proclaimed in
Nostra Aetate ,· the guidelines and the notes and' in your own statements which collectively represent a revolution in the Catholic
attitude to Judaism, are central concerns of the Church and qre to
·be implemented in the life and teachings of Catholics.

....

(

.
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From the Jewish point of view, this meeting repre.sents an
opportunity to assert our ·commitment to dialogue and to deepening
~elations

of understanding .and common .action with the Catholjc world.

Behind us are 1900 years in which we have either not talked to one
another or the _ Church has attempted tQ impose -its views upon the
Jews or, at best, we have talked past one another.

The great revo -

lution to which our presence here· is witness is the recognition that
we are involved in a uniQue relationshp, born of our common origins, ·
su.stained by our respective traditions of unceasing spiritual creativity and marked by our common dedication to biblical principles
of the love of God and love of neighbor.
In an age of great challenges and great possibilities there is
need, in the _words of the prophet, for
for

~he

recited

11

Chazaon

L 1 Moed 11

',

times.". · Let me then cite at this convocation the

11

a vision
pray~r

at a ·third century convocation held at the Academy of

Rabbi Ami:
May
may
our
Let
our
our
our
our

we behold our world in our lifetime,
our aim be fulfilled in the life of the world to come,
hope throughout the generations.
ou~ hearts ~editate in understanding,
mouths utter wisdom,·
faces sh'ine with the radiance of heaven,
lips proclaim knowledge,
feet hasten to hear th~ words ·of the Anci.ent of Days .

.. . ...

.. :~= ~

,.,

··,·.
'

~· · ·

Draft/Feldman/ 6/18/87
Execellency/Eminence
_On behalf of the International Jewish Committee on Interreligious Consultations

(IJCIC), I must express to you ol.ir feelings qf deep concern and disappointment
at your scheduled /the recently held/ reception -of Kurt Waldheim, president of
Austria, in an official state visit on June 25, 1987.
It is particularly regrettable that this meeting with an accused Nazi war criminal

should occur /should have taken place/ after years of progress in Jewish/Vatican .
relations, and shortly after valuable meetings with the Com.rilission on Religious
Relations with the Jews in Rome, as well as while we are together preparing a
meeting of the Liaison Committee on the "History and Idoelogical Impl_ications
of the Holocaust (Shoah) for Christians and Jews," to be held in Was}:lington, D.C.,
December 14-17, 1987.
we· consider this decision to welcome Kurt Waldheim in audience J>8:Tticu+.arly
U.S.
offensive since the/Departments of Justice and State, respectively,. after coneluding that there was sufficient evidence of· liis irivolvement :· in:.Nazi atrocities,
put him last April on a "watch listi• of persons prohibitied from entering the .
United States. Many European c.o untries have also_d,eclared Mr. Waldheim persona
non grata.
What is happening now /happened this week/ is a terrible blow .t o the future of
Jewish/Christian /Jewish/vaticsn/ relations. This is how it is perceived by the .
Jewish community. whatever the Vatican's intentions may have been. and whatever
may have been said privately or publicly by its authorities. Perception· is no

less stark a reality than intention.
We l!lI'e surely not misstating the facts that a formal state

~eception

._

. .

is perceived in world public opinion as a blessing bestowed
by you. /the Pope/ on Kurt Waldheim and cJleansing him of the accusation of having
c~,.,~rftted crimes against humanity during World War II. The Vatican is sur.ely fully

aware of the exploitation that has already been and will be made in the future
of this event. _Here again. perception is at least as strong as intention.

~,

We .respectfully ask for a clarification of the events because we are now facing
a major issue with considerable moral implications and far-reaching practical
consequences for the Jewish community. You are surely well aware, the.r e is an
outcry in Jewish communities around the world asking what has t'"ie Jewish/vatican
dialogue achieved and why should it be continued~ It seems unexplicable that
neither yo-yr office, nor IJCIC, were consulted or even notified on the impending
am. previous events
the
plans. The present experience/appear. to be a breakdown in/communication··process
an~

reflect serious shortcomings in our relationship. They point out the con-

sequences of not addressing political issues regularly and we. see again that
religious and political issues are profoundly interwoven, and cannot be compartmentalized as if unrelated. Our

conversatio~

must be supplemented by periodic ·

exchanges of views and concerns on political end social matters at the highest
levels.
We do not know what will be the consequences for our continued dialogue., in
which sincere efforts have been expended- on both sides
Only a truly meaningful

am

~or

over twenty years.

momentous gesture toward the Jewish people, such as

the formal extension of full 4iplomatic relations to the State of Israel by the
Vatican ani a definitive statement on the Church's responsibility during the
Holocaust years, might lead us out of the present crisis. You are surely aware
that the Vatican's failure for almost· forty years to establish diplomatic relations
a~.d

also to come to face the realities of the ext'!!?'ilrination of the Jewish people

· in Christian lands, is considered in the JeWish community as a great injustice.

/We- would be obliged to you if you would transmit this letter to the hi_ghest
authorities in the Vatican/

•

'Theodote Ellonoff
PfHodtnl

&..oNn1t

tl>•••:tlu1td a1 ao.trl!O+I

Robert S. Jacobi

_

their, Nelion11 h'-CUllYt CllU'lt"

Edw1rd E. EllDn
Cti111. 8011d ol lrus11n

June 19,

t~ Ame;ican Jewish
Committee

ln!ltitute of Human Relations
165 Ea91 56 Street
New York, New York 10022·274d
212 751-4000
••

• ....·
.·

1987

Sllolorn o. Corney
Tr•11uret -

Robeft S. RHldnd
S11c1111,Y

Devld H. Pelre.1

Assoc11I• Treasurlf

_Mimi Alperin _ _ .
Ch••~ btcul,.. Com"""ae

· Bertram H. Gold
laec111ive V1ce·Prts1dent
ViCt•Plllidtnll

Hts £xce 11 ency
Archbl shop. P-lo l _a ghl
Aposto11c Nunclature
3339 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, oe 20008

Dear Archbishop Laghl,

Meta S. Berger
Ui1cego

I hope this letter finds you In good health. It has been some time since we last met, and I reca11 with pleasure our last good
conversation In Washington.

Herbert Cohen
Al11n11 _

Arnold B. G1ntrier
BuHalo

Alt1E. H1..-et
N-tork
D-.ld Hlr9Chhom

At a meeting of all the major Jewish rellglous and communal

u.11...01•

groups held this morning In New York, I was authorized to write
to you with a view toward seeklngameetlng with you, or, In
your absence, with your deputy next week.

Ann P. IC1ufm1n
Hou11on

Alfred H. Mi>Mt
W11h1ng1on, DC

Bruce M. Ramer
Len Ange1n

_

Jerome J. Shfft•ck
Ph~adel1"'11

A. Petet Straus
New Yotk

GordonZackl

Columbus

Hono11ry Presidem1

Mortis B. Abram
Howard I. Fri@drftlft
Arthur J . Goldberg
,hilip E. Hoffman
. Richard Mean
Elmllf' L. Wlntet
Meynard I. Wlehnff
Honat1ry V1t1°Pre11d1nt1

Nathan Appl1n11n
David B. Fleeman

Rabbi Mordecai . Waxman, chairman of the International Jewtsh Committee for lnterre11glous Consultations (IJCIC), and Rabbi Giibert
K1a~erman, president of the Synagogue Councf 1 of America,: would
head a delegation of representative Jewish leaders for the purpose
of discussing wtth you our. profound concern~ over the meeting be•
tween Pope John Paul II and Dr . Kurt Waldhetm, prestdent of Aus·
tr la.

-....-

We wish aho to apprrse you of the desire of a11 major Jewish
groups t~ arrange an ea~ly audJenee with the Ho1y ·rather !~ ..order
to discuss a number of basic Issues on the Catholtc·Jewlsh agenda,
lnc1udtng the Wa1dhetm affat r.
-

Martin Gang

May we look forward to an early rep1y to this

Ruth A. Goddard
Andrew Goodmlft
Raymond F. ltrHis
William Aoeenwald

kespectfu11y yours,

'

re~~est?

Shlrfey M. Sllbad
Elite D. Wttennan
M11 M. F11h8'

llonorery Chtt,
N1t1on1I Eaecutiwl CciuitCil
(11cll1hre V1Ct·P1Hidtlll (ftiiniul

.-

John Slnnon··_

Rab&I Hart H. Tanenbaum

..;·

Dt rector .
lnternat l6na1 Re1at iot11s
MHi"tAPlt
ce: Reb&t Mordecai Waxman
Rabbi Gilbert K1aperman
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333g MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W.
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APoSTOLIC NUNCIATURE
UNITED STATES 01'' AMERICA

2783/87/5 .

No........................ .

June 22. 1987

ThiB No. Should Be Prefi;ud to the AnBwer

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum
Director. International Relations
Institute of Human Relations
165 East 56th Street
New York, NY 10022-2746
Dear Rabbi Tanenbaum:
In the absence of the Apostolic Pro-Nuncio, permit me to
respond to your cordial and infor~ative letter of ~une 19~h.
··
First of all, all.ow me to thank you for your constructive
efforts to deal temperately with the regrettable controversy·
surrounding the upcoming visit between the Holy Father and the
President of Austria.
Underlying all of this tension is our
hopeful prayer that the blessed and welcome progress made in
understanding and friendship between Catholics and Jews · over
the past years will not be damaged. · ··
Secondly. please be assured that the sentiments of' the
American Jewish community have the deep respect of the Holy
See, and that we here af the Nunciature have given your
statement careful study. While we obviously will not agree with
some of your proposals and conclus~ons, we still revere them and
appreciate their sincerity and cogency .

...

Specifically, _Rabbi Tanenbaum, you ask for a meeting with
the Apostolic Pro-Nuncio "for the purpose -of discussing ·our
profound ·concerns over the meeting with Pope John Paul and Dr.
Kurt Waldheim • • ·."
Since we have nothing to add to the
official position of the Holy See as eYpressed within· the ·enclosed
communique, and since we feel that we are already doing our
best to communicate the sentiments · of the American Jewish
Community to the Holy See, we ·ask your understanding that we
do not see any constructive purpose -in such · a meeting at this
time .

·- 2 -

You also asked us to relay to the Holy See yotir petition for •
a meeting with Pope john Pau.1 II prior to his pastoral visit here
in September. In your letter, you indicated that the purpose of
such an audience would be " • . • to discuss a number of basic
issues on the Catholic-Jewish agenda . • • " It · would help us
in our transfer of this request, Rabbi , if you would ldndly
elaborate in writing the precise nature of these "basic issues".
Might we suggest that, if you do feel a meeting between
· Catholic and Jewish leaders would be valuable; you would make
such a proposal to either John Cardinal O'Connor, the
Archbishop of New York, or the Most Reverend John . L. May,
the Archbishop of St. Louis and the President of the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops. Matters in reference to the
upcoming visit of His Holiness to tl!e United States, as welJ ae .
those concerning friendship between Catholics and Jews in this
country, would be much more prudently and effectively dealt ·
with by these two leaders.
I again e7press my respeetful gratitude to you and to the
esteemed groups which you so admirably represent.
Sincerely YC?Urs, .

(Q~ ~l.P)"2__
~.U~~iore

. Monsignor Celestino
Charge d'Affaires, a.i.

•

· .1 .
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Jnterreligious eous11/tations
June 22, 1987
Dear IJCIC Member:
AMERICAN SECRETARIAT:
Synagogue Council ol America
327 Lc.:inglon Avenue
New York. N .Y. 10016
Tel.: (2121 686-S670

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:
Wo<1d Jewish Congress

Please find enclosed items which are important:

l. Telex to Cardinal

Willebran~s, dated June 19, 1987,
which has been confirmed by letter·.

2. Translation of taxt, published in OSSERVATOR.E ROMANO,
June 21, 1987.

1 Rue de Varcmbc
1211 Geneve 20. Switzerland
Tel.: (022)'34 13 25

3. Letter addressed to Cardinal Willebrands, dated June 22,

CONSTITUTENT AGENCIES: ·

4. Editorial comment in .nm:lUSALEM POST, .June 21, 1987 as well
as comment in HAARIV (with cartoon) of same date.

American J<?wish Commillec

165 East S61h Strce(
New York. N .Y. 10022

and transmitted by telex; subsequently confirmed by formal
copy.

s.

B'nai B'rit.h
1640 Rhode I sland Ave.• N.W.
Washington·, OC 20036

The Israel lncerfaith

Report from Lublin (Poland) entitled ''Les silences du pape
au camp de Majdanek~

You will receive additio-nal press reports and other items
rferring to the Waldheim audience granted by the Pope, under
separate cover.

As soc La cion

'P.O.B. 7739

Sincerely yours,

Jet'1salem 9l.077, Israel
Synagogue Council of Ame.rica

Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
Chairman

327 L e.:ington Avenue
New York • .N .Y. 10016
Wor1d Jewish Congress
1 Park Avenue

Leon A.
Consultant

Dr.

New York. N .Y. 10016

....

. · ..:. ·~
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J11terrefigio11s eo11s11/tafiOJfS
June 22. 1987
AMERICAN SECRETARIAT:
Synagogue Council ol America

327 lc1<ing1on Avenue
New "(ork. N . v : 10016
Tel.: (212) 666-8670

His Eminence
Johannes Cardinal Willebrands
President
Vatican Commission on Religious Relations
with the Jews

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:
Wor1d Jewish Congcess
I Rue de Varcmbe
1211 Geneve 20. Switzerland

00120 Vatican City

Your lminuce:

Tel.: (022) 34 13 25

CONSTITUTENT AGENCIES:
American Jewish Committee

165 Ea$1 56th Street
New York. N.Y. 10022

e•nai B'rith
1640 Rhode Island Ave., N.W.
W.ssllington. DC 20036

The follvoing statement by IJCIC, dated June 19, 1987,
was transmitted. to your office by telex.
We are sending you herewith a formal copy thereof:

REPRISKNTAVIBS OP MAJOR JEWISH AGENCIES (listed below),
MllTING THIS MORlfING, JOIR IN IXPUSSDG OUR PROFOUND SHOCK
AND DISMAY AT THI ANMOUNCIMDT THAT .A PIJ»AL· AUDIICNCB ,HAS
. · BEEN GRANTED KURT WALDHEIM. AN UNREPENTANT NAZI, WHO HAS

BUN BARRKD FROM U.S. SHORES.
The Israel lntcrfalth
Assoc£.atlon

P .o.a. 7739
Jerusalem 9l.077, Israel.
Syna.gogue Counc•il ol America
327 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016
Wor1d Jewish Congress
1 Park Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10016

CLBARLY • N~ • THE PLANND CDIHOICIAL HBBTIMG WITH THI POPE•
SCHEDULED POR MIAMI ON SIPTBMBIR 11 9 IS Alt INAPP~OPltIATI
FORUM TO DISCUSS THIS A.MD OTHER URGBNT ISSUES or CATHOLIC/
JEWISH RELATIONS.
IN LIQIT OF THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, WB
MEETING WITH THI POPI TAD PLACK TO
ISSUES OP CATHOLIC/JEWISH RILATiONs
AND .ALL THOSE WHO SHARB OUR DISMAY.
IMPARTIN~

THI HONOR.

or A·'PAPAL

URGB THAT AN BAllLY
DISCUSS SUBSTABTIVI
AND TO CLARI!'Y FOR US,
THE MOTIVATIOll roa

AUDIENCE TO KURT WALDHXIM.

THI POU.OWING ORGAlllIZATIOMS WDB REPUSK;ITID AT.THIS HORMING's
MEETIHG:
SYllAQ()(;UE CO~CIL OF AMERICA and its constituent agencies:
(Conservative): RABBINICAL ASSEMBLY

(Orthodox):
(Referm):

ALSO:

UNITED SYNAGOGUE OF AMERICA
P.ABBINICAL COUNCIL OF A.."{ERlCA
UNION OF ORTHODOX JEWISH CONGREGA.TlONS OF AMERICA
CENTRAL CONFERENCE OP AMERICAN RABBIS
UNION or AMERICAN HBBRIW CONCUGATIONS
THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITrlB
,• .
AMBRICAN JEWISH CONGRESS
THE ANTI-~EPAMATION LF.AGUE OF BNAI BRITH
WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS
BNAI BRITH
NATIONAL JEWISH COMMUNITY RELATIONS COUNCIL
Sincerely yours, ·
!fti!~rdecai Waxman

.~

.

'·

.~. ~- .·.

.

Translation ·of l:elex·· frem Fritz Becker

..:_

·~
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June .22, 1987
Attention Singer arid Feldman
Text as published by 'Osservatore Romano, June 21:
1.

It is profoundly surprising and painful that the news of the visit of

President Kurt Waldheim to the Holy Jather may induce certain people to formulate
- with publicity and outcry - questions and doubts as to the consideration and
respect of the Pope and of the Holy See for the Jewish people and in particular
concerning their attitude with regard to the inhuman persecution which it
suffered.
Less than two months ago, the international information media, during the
pastoral visit of John Paul II in Germany, gave ample and justified cover to
the homelies and the speeches with which the Holy Father - especially in honouring
the three great figures of Edith Stein, Rupertl1ayer and Card. von Galen
ccndemned "the folly of an inhuman racism"- and reit.erated the deepest execration
for the. extermination camps in which millions of Jews, with so many other victims,
were sacrificed.
As late as Sunday June 14; speaking in Warsaw to . the representatives of

the Polish Jewish cammunity, the Holy Father recalled "the terrible fact of the
extermination" of their nation, and stated, textua.lly:

"The nation ·a f Israel

today, maybe more than ever before, is at the center of the attention of the
nations of the world.

Above all because of this t erribl.e experience.

it you have become a great voice of

wa~ning

Through

for all humanity, all the nations,

all the powers of this world, all the systems and every man . "
2.

At the same time, it is evident that the Holy See has to show consideration

and respect with regard to everf other people or nation:

in the present case,

with regard to Austria, an ancient and noble Catholic country, heir to century
long and cordial relations with the Holy See.
Last year the Austrian people democratically elected to the presidency of
the Federal Republic Mr . Waldheim, who earlier had held in New York, during
two terms, for the election

~o

which the prior agreement of the five permanent

members of the Security Council is required, the exalted position of Secretary
General of the United Nations, in which he fulfilled missions of great responsibility for peace and international cooperation.
The Austrian president had officially expressed the desire to pay a
State visit to .the Holy Father, as head of the Federal Republic.

By complying

with this request, the Holy See intended to deal with it in view of its relations
with that country."

Jntcr11atio11al ffewislt eommlttcc

:. ..

OH

Jntertc/igiOllS eous11/fafiOHS .
June 22, 1987

AMERICAN SECRETARIAT:
Synagogue CounciC ol America
327 Le..ington Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10016
Tel.: (212) 666-6670

His Eminence
Johannes cardinal Willebrands
President
Vacican Commission for Religious Relations
with the .Jews
00120 Vatican City
Your lminance:

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:
Wortd Jewish Congress

New York. N .Y. 10022

I write. this letter with a heavy heart. The dialogue between
the Catholic Church and the Jewish People, which has been going
on for the last twenty years. has enormous historic meaning. I~
represents an atteD.,t on the part of our generation to heal the
wounds of many centuries and to achieve mutual understanding and
respect in place of hostility and contempt. It is sad that this
historic effort is endangered. by Pope .John Paul II.' s Scheduled
reception of Kurt Waldheim, president .of Austria, on .June 2Sth,
in an official state visit.

8 -'nai B'rith

On behalf of the International Jewish CoDDllittee on lnterreligious

1 Aue de Vareml>e
1211Geneve20. Swilzcrland
Tel.: (022) 34 13 25

CONSTITUTENT AGENCIES:
American Jewish Comminee
tGS East 56th Street

1640 Rhode Island Ave., N.W.
Washington. DC 20036

The [srael lnterfalch
A•sociatlon

P.O.B. 7739
Jerusalem 91.077.

lsr~cl

Synagogue Council ol America
327 Le>:in91on Avenue
New York_. N.Y. 10016
Wortd Jewish Congre..s
1 Park Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10016

Consultations ·I must express to -you our -feelings of deep concern
and disappointment that this meeting with an accused Nazi war
criminal is taking place at all. But even more, I must express
the deep sense of dismay that we feel that the underlying principles
of dialogue are being set aside. Dialogue, we believe, involves
consideration for the feelings and attitudes of one's dialogue
partners, as well as preliminary discussion of pote~tially troubling
problems. Valued partners should not be presented with a fait
accompli.
It is particularly regrettable that this meeting should occur
shortly after val'1.able meetings with the Vatican Commission on
Religious Relations with the Jews in Rome, and while we are jointly
preparing a meeting of the Vatican/IJCIC Liaison. Committee on Che
"History and Ideological Iniplications . of the Shoah (Holocaust) for
Christians and Jews," to be held in Washington, D.C., December
14-11, 1987.

We consider this decision to welcome Kurt Waldheim, an unrepentant
Nazi, in audience is part-icularly offensive since the U.S. Departments .
of .Justice and State·, respectively, after concluding that there was
sufficient evidence of his involvement in Nasi atrocities. put him
last April on a 1'wat:ch list11 of persons prohibited from entering
the Uni~ed States. Many European countries have therefore refrained
fr~ receiving Mr. Waldheim as -a persona non grata.

;:· :

His Eminence
Johannes cardinal Willebrands

. ..

June 22, 1987

,,

·-· 2 -

What is happening thi• week ia a terrible blow to the future of
Vatican/Jewish relations. This.is how it is perceived '. by the Jewish
communi.t y, whatever the Vatican~& inte~ti.ons may have been, and whatever may have been said privately or publicly by its authorities.
Perception is no less stark a reality than intention.
are surely not misstating t.he facts that. a fonaal state recept.i on
is perceived in world public o{i'inion. as a blessing bestowed by Pope
John Paul I I on Kurt Waldheim and cleansing him of the accusation of
having comnitted crimes against humanity during World War II. The
Vatican is surely fully aware of the exploitation that has already
been and will be made in the future of this event. Here again, perception is at least as strong as intention.

We

\le respectfully ask for a clarification of the events because we are

now facing a major issue with considerable moral tmplications and
far-reaching practical consequences for the Jewish community. You are
surely well aware that there is an outcry in Jewish communities around
the world asking vhat has the Va~ican/Jewisb dialogue achieved and
why should it be continued. It seems unexplicable that neither your
office, your Eminence, nor IJCIC;. were consulted or even notified on
the impending plans. The present experience and previous ~vents .appear
to be a breakdown in the communication process and reflect serious
shortcomings in our relationship. They point out the cons~uences of
not addressing political issues regularly and ·ve see again that religious
and political issues are profoundly inteEVoven, and cannot be compartmentalized as if unrelated. Our conversations must be supplemented by
periodic exchanges of views and concerns on political and social matters
at the highest levels.
We do not know what will be the consequences for our continued dialogue,
in which sincere efforts have been expended on both sides for over
twenty years • .You -are surely .aware that the Vatican's failure to
establish full and formal diplomatic relations with the State of Israel
and also to come te face the realities of the extermination of the
Jewish people in Christian lands, is considered in the Jewish community
as a great injustice. Only a truly meaningful and momentous gesture
taward the Jewish people by the Vatican might help co advance Catholic/
J'ew.i sh relations.
Yours very sincerely,
Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
Chairman
The constituent agencies of the International Jewish Committee on
Interreligious Consultations are:

AMERICAN .JiWlSH COMMITTEE
S'NAI ·B'RITH
THR ISRAEL. INTERFAITJ{ ASSOCIATION

SYNAGOGUE COUNCIL OF AMERICA
WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS

. ..

~

;

.
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]HterrefigiOllS eoHsil/fafiOHS
June 22, 1987

Dear 1.JCIC Member:
AMERICAN SECRETARIAT:

THIRi WILL BK AR UH.CENT MEITINC OF IJCIC-SCA this

Synagogue Council of America

327 Lexington Avenue
New Yo<k. N .Y. 10016
Tel.: (212) 686-8670

EUROPEA"! SECRETAR.IAT:
Wor1d Jewish Congress
I Rue de Varcmbe
1211 Genev_e 20. Switzerland
Tet.: (022) 34 13 25

CONSTITUTENT AGENCIES:
American Jewish Committee

165 East 56th Street
New York. N . Y. 10022

THURSDAY.. JUNB 2S, 1987 at 9 .30 a.m.

in the offices of the Synagogue Council of America
(entrance at 39th Street).
The Agenda will include a review of th,e reactions to
the press statement, letter to Johannes Cardi~al
Willebrands and, especially, a review ,o f the audience
granted by Pope Jehn Paul iI to lurt Waldheim on
Thursday, June 25. at 12 noon (6.00 a.m. N.Y. time).
Pl.KASI KAKE EVDY EFFORT TO A'ITlllD TBIS IMPORTANT

MEETING.
Sincerely yours,

6' n;Ji B' ri th

1640 RhOde Island Ave_, N.W.
Ila shington, DC

20<>36-

The Israel 't ncer{alth
A 9 soc is cion

l?.O.S. 77J9

Dr. Leon A. Fel4man
Consultant

Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
Chairman

Jeru$alem 9l.077, lsracl
Synagogue Council of Americ a
327 Le11;ington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016
Wortd Jewish Congt"ess

1 Park Ayenue
New-York. N .Y. 10016

...

D R A F T

Your Eminence:
In our telegram

o~

June 22, 1987 sent a£ter the news that

the Pope had granted an audience to Kurt Waldheim reached us, we
wrote: "In light of these circumstances. we urge that an early
meeting with the Pope take place to discuss substantive issues of

"'
Catholic-Jewish relations and to clarify £or us, and all those
who share our dismay, the motivation for imparting the honor of a
Papal audience to Kurt Waldheim." We are pleased to learn that
such a meeting is planned £or the last week of August or the
first week of September.

Our understanding is that the representatives 0£ the Jewish
organizations would first meet with representatives 0£ the
Corn~ission

;

!
I

£or Religious Relations With the Jews and the

Secretariat of State. Following these discussions, we would meet.
with the Pope for a 60 - 90 minute discussion. This meeting

w~ll

not consist of a reacting oi prepared statements but of a genuine
exchange 0£ ideas at which the Jewish representives will be £ree
to bring up any sub3ect they consider relevant, including the
Waldheim audience. A£ter the meeting; the Jewish participants
will share their perception 0£ the meeting with the

~ress.

We propose August 31 and September 1, 1987 for the meetings.
Please let us know at your earliest convenience whether the
above is agreeable. We are prepared to send an advance team to
Rome should these or related points require discussion.

NEW YOR1C POST,

JeW.ish·
·leaders,

POR8's·
mR ·aide
:iii talk•
l

.

·
.
'
:

.
:

the American Jew·
·lab Committee. .
Jewish leaden have
called for "substan· ~
' Uve dlacuaslon" with i
the Pope before his :
announced Sept. 10 !
dialogue with U.S. ·
~

Jews in MfamL.

Tanenbaum
said
Caaaroll was aympa·
theUc to that plea.
Hffe said: 'These are
important ideas. I'll
cllseuaa them with

'.
;
,
.
'.
;

. my .t1om: ••· Tuien· !
baam.-14.

The meeting, at the
Upper Eaat Side
apartment of Arch·
bishop
Renato
Martino, the Vall· :
can's permanent ob- !
' server to the United '
NaUona, waa at· ;
tended by several ·
prominent
U.S. .·
Catholic and Jewish ·
- .
leaders.
.The

.

By DICK BYAN .
· JEWISH leaders quf·
elly met here this
week with Pope John
Paul D 'a aecretary
·of state to · ease ten·
sions caused by the
Pope's ~ent audl·
ence with Austrian
President
Kurt
Waldheim.
The 90-mlnute talks
with Agostino Cardi·
~ nal CasaroU were
' "honest and reaJ, but
only preliminary,"
ac~rdlng to Rabbi
Hare Tanenbaum of

. .;

SATURDAY, JULY Jl, 1987

meeUns waa· :

prompted by the COD· ·:
cerna of prominent f
U.S. blahopa who met ·
CaaaroU here Wed- ;
neaday nlrht.
They Included John :
Cardlnal <>"Connor;· :
Bishop Francis Muravero of Brooklyn;
Archblahop
John
May o1 St. Louis.
president of the Na~ •
tlonal Conference of .
Blahop8; ·
Catholic
Bishop
WIJllam
Keeler of Harrisburg, Pa.; and Msgr.
Daniel Hoye, general
secretary ot the U.S.
Catholic Conference.

The Jewish leaders
who
met • wtth ?
CasaroU
were ~
Tanenbaum: Rabbl
Mordecai Waxman. i.
chairman of the In· :
ternatlonal Jewish ·~
Committee for Inter· ;
religious Consult&· .
tlons: Rabbi Gilbert ·
Klaperman. newly ·
elected president . of .
the Synagogue Coun· .
en of America; and .
Rabbi Wolfe Kel·
man. ellecutlve vice

. preaident:ot..tbe ~ .•
blnlc:al AaaemblJ.

........ .··

CONFI DHITIAL

NOT FOR PUBLICATION

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE

date
to

July 24, 1987
Ted Elle06ff.,"': - Bert Gold, Mi.les Jaffe, Leo Nevas, Bill Trosten

from

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum

subiect

Report on Rome Meetings

Th 'i s is a summary of the highlights of my meetings in Rome from July 19-22.
(A separate memo on Bill Trosten's and my trip to Vienna, Jl!lY 22-24, :~. j;s
.:attached.).
The purpose of the trip was two-fold:
1} ~o try to help .resolve some of the problems which have arisen in
the wake of the Pope-Waldheim audience on June 25th, and which continue in
anti:cipation of t!!"tep1rroppsed meeting of Pope John Paul 11 with Jewish representatives 6n $~pt.10th i~ ..Miam~;
2) To explore AJC program opportunities in international relations
with the Vatican ~nd the Italian government.
The attached itinerary indica~es the nature and extent of the meetings
held with Vatican, Italian Foreign Ministry, U.S. Government, Israeli, and
Italian Jewish representatives.
VAilCAN MEETINGS
The three most important meetings I had in =· relation to the Vatican were
with {a) Roger C~rdinal Etchegara~ President of the Vatican Secretariat on
Ju sti~e and Peace, and his E~ecutive Secretary, Monsignor Diarmuid Martin;
(b) Archbishop Achille Sylvestrini, Pro. Secretary of the Vatican Council
of Public Affairs; and (c) Ambassador Frank Shakespeare, U.S. Envoy to the
Holy See.
.
.Justice and Peace -- Cardinal Etchegaray , one of the staunchest friends of
Jews in the Curia, gave me a warm· embrace of welcome {recalling our first
meeting in Marseilles in the late 1970s when IJCIC met in his diocese.)
Msgr. Martin of Dublin , a sensitive and very intelligent p~iest (who succeeded Msgr. William Murphy from Boston) was also ver~ open and cordial.
I discussed with them a ·proposal for joint sponsorship by their Vatican
Secretariat and AJC of a conference in 1988 on "New Persp.e ctives on Human
Rights -- Catholic and Jewish Views." They asked me to send them a letter
outlining the general idea so that they could have something concrete to
react to. I. promised to do so on my return to New ··'(ork .

..
July 24, 1987

Page Two

The only cautions they raised were ·(a) working out relationships with the
Vatican Secretariat on Catholic-Jewish relations which would need to be
involved in some way; and (b) budget (i'as you might know," said Msgr.
Martin, 11 the Vatican has some financial difficulties.") t suggested that
we could seek together a foundation grant, and they 1 iked that. As for
other Vatican Secretariats, I saw no problem in co-sponsorship.
NOTE: Once we get this conference in place, I would start laylng the
foundation for an audience for AJC officers with the Pope.
Secretariat of State -- Archbishop Sylvestrini changed his schedule and
received me on short notice. I thanked him for that ge~ture of ~ourtesy
and friendship.
During our 45-minute talk, he reviewed ·the rationale of the Pope and the
Vati:can · for agreeing to receive : Dr. Kurt Waldheim. rt was virtually a
replay of what Cardinal Cas·a rol i said to our IJCIC group on July 9th at
the Papal Delegate to the UN's residence -- the Vatican did not invite
W~ldheim; he demanded the audience as head of state; the Vatican found
no evidence in his file that he was a war criminal~ etc.
Then we discussed the Pope's forthcoming trip to the U~S. -- they are
very concerned about the trip and the talk of Jewish boycott. I made a
strong point that it is still incomprehensible to the Jewish Community
that the Pope would receive Waldheim, and not make a single public ·reference to the Nazi past. His only answer was that the Holy See,' s long,
historic relationship with CatholicAu.s·t -rJ·a (Hapsburg Austria) required
that the audience take place4
·
l then proposed that something concrete and significant needs to be done
by the Pope or the Holy See during August in order to make it possible
for us to meet with the Pope. He agreed and invit~d : ideas. We then
discussed such possibilities as (a) an audience with PJP II and Jewish
leaders in August (not 1 ikely because ne is in Castel Gandolfo preparing
his U.S. sermons -- 1 ike a rabbi before Rosh Hashanah); (b) a statement
to be issued by the . Pope declaring unambiguously hi~ views on the Nazi ·
_h olocaust, anti-Semitism., and Catholic-Jewish relations; (c) announcement of a commitment by the Pope to a ••substantive" meeting with Jews
either before, during, or after the Sept. 10th meeting.
Cardinal Casaroli had told us that Perez de Cuellar had invited the Pope
to address the UN General Assembly around Sept 20. I then proposed to
Sylvestrini that instead of meeting in Miami -- which sympolically has
become such a place of controversy -- it would be wiser to hold the
Jewish meeting in New York -- should he agree to address the UN~ Sylvestrini
reacted affirmatively to the idea and asked his aide, Msgr. Gatti (in
charge of the Hiddle East desk) to make a note of that for discussion
with Casaroli.
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He said he would let me kno~ what they de~ide and ~e. tb~nk~d me fqr the
Idea and the visit. (Roberto Suro, ,the recentl.r·appoiQted New. York Times
bureau chief In Rome, was Sylves.t i-ini Is next appointment. . later,, Suro toJd
me that Sylvestrini made a .point
tel 1ing ·tiim abou.t our _meet.,in9 .•. the. issues
we discussed about the Pope's visit to the U.S., etc. Th~t became the b~sis
of the story that Suro wrote in the following Thursday's N .~Y • .n ,!fleS -- . which
al:so appeared on the front page of ihe International H~rald Tribune. Suro
is a very bright, decent young man -- anrithe~ E~ J. Dionne~)

of

AMBASSADOR SHAKESPEARE
This niay well turn .out to be the most important ~eeting .. 1 had i.ri Rqme . Frank
Shakespeare, former U.S. Ambassador to Portugal, was appointed as envoY.. to
the Holy See on January 1, 1987. He is in .hii mid-SQ'~. ~ery artliul~te,
obviously energeti<;, traditionalist Catho1 ic, and conservati.ve RepubJ'ican;
but affable anyway. He delivered a Jong . speech about how ·ctiristianity and
Judaism are "the indispensable foundation" of Western civi .1 ization, _and
that Chri~tianity -- and the Catholic Church -- are meaningless without
their roots in Judaism.
"frank" (we came to first names quickly) then wallop~d me with thi. ~ _.:._ a .
way has ' got to be found to render permanent and . public that. Jewi _sh-Chr_istian
linkage and there is one dramatic way to do that -- the Vatican must be
brought to establish full de jure diploma~ic relations with Israel ~ , He then
said that "The American Government now wants that to happen~ and we want to
help make that happen. 11
I reacted with app_ropriate enthusiasm~. a~d. ~aid~ . "Fra~k., if yo~ . b~ing th~t
off, you an_d Ronald Reagan ..wil 1 earn . ~n esteemed and permanent place in .every
history .book that is written. 11 He liked that.
Frank then said that the most serious obstacle to foll ~orm~lizatiOn of ~eJa:_
tions was the Vati~an•s fear of Arab-Muslim reprisals against Christians in
their countries -- such as Indonesia , Pak~stan, ~udan, . ~tc . He said he
believed the fear, was eiiher exaggerated or a pretext .for _anti-.lsrae1 . elements in the Holy See. We both agree that . Spain's . firm rejection. of Arab- .
Muslim threats of boycott and reprisals, and ~he . fact that nothing happened
after Spain estaplished diplomatic r~latipns with Israel, was a convincing
argument that the Vatican had to be helped to accept.
Then, Shakespeare . sat~~ 11Marc, I need your h~lp. I ,n~e~ d.~cum~i:tt~~ion o~ . .
the situation o.f Christian communities in e'\/ery Arab-Muslim country . I want
to present documentation to the Holy See,. country by country, tha_t wip .
persuade them that they are exaggerating the problem of possible reprisals.
If we can do that ., we can then move on to tlie next step of beginning normalization of relations. 11
First, I told him that I did see such a "sub se~~et~IL document i~ - the Vatican about five years ago. I .suggeste~ .h~. try _to_get .,i .t an~ _ see if_i.t is
updated. Also, ..the State Department obviou_s ly must. haye such res~an::h .
facilitles. , Theri~ some y~ars . ago, I r~~alled, I did pre6ls~ly _ th~t ki~d
of backgrounder .and will try_tq re~rieve H a~d sen_d - it to him._ In ar;iy ·
case, I wi 11 start an AJC project with American ~nd Israeli expens ~ on .~

..
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on Islam, and see if ·t can get

som~thing

solid to .him as soon as pc;>ssible.

i am pers1,1aded that Shakespeare plans to malse this ·ti is .11 big proj~~t 11 ~t the
Vatican, and whether or not lt works, I ~hink yqu will agree .we ought to do
everything possible to help him.
·

NOT INCIDENTALLY HE . INSISTS THIS MUST BE KEPT ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL.
PREMATURE LEAKAG~ ·WILL LEAD TO ARAB-MU~~IM PRESS~RE AND .WIL,L SURELY ABORT
HIS EFFORTS.
We agreed to

st~y

in close touch

~i~h

each other.

This meeting which took ·pf<ace at a . 3-hour long luncheon on Monday, July
· 20, was preceded by a brief courtesy visit .at 11:45 a.m. with Ambassador
M·a x Rabb~ He was friendly · and gracious but nothing much was sai~ or done.

ISRAELI .AMBASSADOR MICHAEL PELED
He is lrsael's new -Minister to the Vatican, one of the shrewdest, most
experienced I have known in that . post. He said Vati~an-l~raeli re1~tions
are · 11 stati.c'! and .he did not bet ieve they .were going to change. He sees
anybody he .needs· to at the Holy See • . · 11rh~y .have :everything they ·. w~i:it :from
Israel, so why should they risk Arab anger and reprisals?" Pe led said.
He indicated that it.is now Israeli
Israel : diplomatic relations issue,
tions to do the same. He indicated
tougher.. with .the Vatican -- paying

pc;>licy to stop pressing the Holy Seeon the
and they wo~ld -1 ike,. Je\-1ish 9r-ganizatha~ in quiet ways; l~rael will get
taxes, ·and fewer indulgences.

At the same -time, he volunteered that ther~ is no .p1.,1rp9se serve~ in boycotting the Pope in Miami during -his ~eptember visit. He thinks .that
positive Cathol ic.-Jewish relations are good for. Jews and for Israel and
should be nurtured.

AMBASSADOR SERGIO ' MINERBA
-Director General of Economic Affa i rs in lsr~e1's Foreign :Ministry, this
.delightful, brilliant, .Italian-born diplomat is the a1.,1thor of t;he landmark.
Hebrew study, 11The v·a tican and the Holy Land. 11 · Independently, he advo.cated
almost the identical -views of Peled.

ITALIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY
On Tuesday, July .21, I met with Ambassa9or- Katani, Un~ersecret~ry of the
ltal.ian .Foreign Ministry. · The Italian Ambassadc;)r to the U.S., .Rinaldo
Petrignani, with worn we have a warm .friendship, cabled the For.~ign . MiQis~ry
·to meet .with me. In the .absence of Foreign Minister Andr-eotti, who wa~
attending the UN Security Council :meeti.ng in New York, Kat.ani . re~eived .me .
.with a delegation . of four other minister~ - -~ Social Affairs~ Pqli~i;al,
Cultural, ·lnmigration· .(7) -- and we . proceed~d to a swift-pace.d , ~()n~tructive
·discussion.

.

'

'
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I told them that Ambassador Petrignani had .discussed several . times the convening of a conference on the Italian and. Jewish Contributions to Chdlization
(or some such theme) and Katani and .his people were completely affirmative.
He offered at once to put up a budget for it and lend the full assistance
of his ministry. He also welcomed AJC's cooperation with the ·October 1 .87
Italy on Stage projects in New York.

They were also positive about the idea of an Ital ian-AJC exchange program,
similar to the German program.
·It was a good meeting. Now we've got to put together a program in the context of a carefully-worked out schedule for 1-987-88. · (It is not clear what
effect the new Italian government will have on these ·commitment.s, but we'll
see.)
ITALIAN JEWRY
I had two warm and friendly meetings with Tullia Zevi·, one a dinner party
at her apartment in the Roman Ghetto. Nothing focussed -- random insights:
(a) the European Jewish Congress adopted recently a resolution demanding
that the World Jewish Congress take no future actions similar to the Waldheim
case without . prior consultat.ion and approval of affected Jewish communities;
(b) she doesn't like or trus·t this 11 Polish Pope" who keeps dropping antiJewish sermons side by side with his pro...,Jewish declarations ( 1 he -isschizophrenic'); (c) Ted ·Freedman of the AOL is very active in Rome. and Europe
generally, and he is 11very .right-wing" (Tul lia has quite left-wing tendencies); (d) Raffaello Fe11ah, who wears the ·title of President of the Association of Libyan Jews, is a 11 loner, an outsider, but very effective in what
he does. He has little support in the -Sephardic community and needs to be
brought closer to the Italian Jewish community.••
On Sunday night,_ July 19, I had dinner with Raffae11o Fellah (and Ambassador Minerba) in the_ Jewish Quarter. It is clear there is great strain
between him and Tullia Zevi, and AJC's support of the Libyan ~onference is
very important leverage for Fellah. We need to be careful about . getting
used and sucked into this intefnal Italian snake~pit.
AJC REPRESENTATIVE IN ROME
I askt:d everyone I met in the Jewish community in Rome for names of passi- .
ble candidates for AJC 1 s representative in Rome. 1· was given 4 or 5 names;
I met two -- Prof. Zvi Gel 1er, expert on the Jewish Catacombs, and Marcel lo.
Ancelli (7) Geller is inexperienced in our -kind of work; Ancell i wrote
reports · on Italy for Nives Fox, but he is working full~time - with the Unione.
l'll keep trying by letters and telephone with my gr.o wing number of Jewish
contacts. This has got to be worked on as a conscious undertaking -s .i nce
Rome requires an especially competent person.
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SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS IN ROME FOR MARC TANENBAUM .

SUNDAY, JULY 19, 1987

4:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

- Ms.

Tull la Zevi, President, Italian Jewish Communities

Raffaello Fellah,

Pre~ident,

Association of li.byan Jews

- Dinner - Ambassador Sergio Minerba, Israel Foreign Ministry
(Author of "The Vatican and the Holy Land 11 ) , R. Fellah, Dov
Shechter

MONDAY, JULY 20, 1987
10:00 a.m.

- Roger Cardinal Etchegaray, President; Vaticar Secretariat
or Justice and Peace
Msgr. Diarmuid Martin, Executive Secretary to Cardinal
Etchegaray

11:45 a.m.-

U.S. Ambassador Maxwell Rabb, U.S. Embassy

1: 00 p.m. to
3:45 p.m.
- Ambassador ·f'rank Shakespeare, U.S. Envoy to the Holy See

TUESDAY, JULY 21, 1987
9:~0

a.m.

- Prof. Zvi Geller

10:15 a.m.

- Archbishop Achille Sylvestrini, · Msgr. Gatti

11:30 a.m.

- Ambassador Katani., Undersecr·e tary, Italian Foreign.·Affa,irs
Ministry,
Ambassador Lorenzo, Director General, Socia.1 Affairs & Immigration
Cultural and Political counselors, Interpreter

1:00 p.m.

- Ambassador Michael Peled, Minister to Vatican, Israel Embassy, Rome

3:30 p.m.

• Roberto Suro, N.Y. Time bureau, Rome

5:30 p.m.
8: .30 p.m.

Prof. Zvi Geller
- Dinner -- Tullia Zevi, Joan Rosenbaum, director Jewish Museum,
Anna . Sacerdoti, author, Gui~e to Italian Jewry

WEDNESDAVi ·JULY 22, 1987
9: 10 ·a.m. - Leave Rome for Vienna
MHT:RPR
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Cenci • Tel. 687SOS112/J

IL JlABJINO CAPO

Rabbi Marc T~nenbaum
American Jewish Committee
165 East 565 St~eet
New York N.Y. 12022

Enclosed I have tbe pleasure to send 7ou
the speech that gave ~rom New York •r. A.
Karescaichi tor the Italian TV broadcasting on
25/6/87 during the. visit o~ President. •aldheim
to the Pope.
Enclosed I send 7ou some interesting
material.
Sincerely Yours

~~~~~~~!~IONE

TENUTA DA ANTONELLO MARKSCALCHI CORRISPONDKNTK DA

---~-~------------~-~-----------~-------~--------

~EW

YORK DEL TG 2

DRL 25/6/1987 h 0 16.45

-----------~-------------------------· · ~-~-~ -

,

Non ha presenziato n~ l'Ambasciatore americano ., n~ il suo
numero due. soltanto l'addetto stampa Frank ·Lattanzi 4 Aa
potente lobby ebraica degli ·Stati Uniti ~ rluscita anche
in questo dopo aver ottenuto di far dichiarare il Presidente dell'Austria persona non grata.
_ .
'4"?ntre au- tutti gri schermi · d 'America i l- Ral>'Dino
[!enenbaum grida allo s~andalo e si chiede con retorica-"
a~ggnfacciante, anche se grottesca, se · i-1 Papa sarebbe cfi~a ricevere in nome del perdono anche A.d.o.l.f_Hi_t.l.e·~.
Una ~ visita, quella di Waldheim che ~ sta provocando una aerie di contestazioni. 'bbiamo · visto anche le immagini delie proteste a ·aoma.
Di Kurt Waldheim si sa soltanto che Corse ~ una
figura un po' ambigua, non adamantina, non esattamente adatta a reggere poeizioni come quella di Segretario Generale ·del~
le Nazioni Unite prima; e di Presidente della Repubblica
Austriaca poi..
Ma di sue partecipazion~ ad atti di violenza o di
deportazioni durante il suo periodo militare,-claeeicamente
definibile da imboscato in un comodo comando-, non sono mai
stati pubblicati i :.documenti e allora,secondo .molti, la Lobby
ebraica potrebbe voler far pagare~ scontare a Waldheim· le
sue simpatie filoarabe quando del suo passato militare non
circolavano ancora.
Secondo le Comunit~ ebraiche in tutto 11 mondo c'~
il timore che proprio il reinserimento di persone o personagfi come Waldheim nella vi t ·a normale possa fare dimenticare .la
campagna antisemita, la persecuzione antisemita, ~n periodo
breve, d.i pochi anni se ci pensiamo, di cui si parl.a come dl
un'era. Storia di ieri che potrebbe facilmente diventare
passato remoto ed ~ quello che le Comunita ebraiche non
vogliono.
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AMERICAN SECRETARIAT;
Synagogue Council ol America
327 Le1<ing1on Avenue ·
New Yo<k. N .Y. 1001G
Tel.: (2121 G86·8670

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:
World Jewish Congress
1 i1uc de ·.:orcc-:-.t>e
1211 Genevc 20. Switzerland

Dear IJCIC· Member~
We are .sending you for the record the foiiowing items
which are self-explanatory:

Tel.: (022) 34 13 25

CONSTITUTENT ACENCIES:
American Jewish Commi\tee
1G5 Eas1 56th Street
New Y_o rk, N .Y. 10022

1. IJCIC conununication, dated June 22, 1987,· addressed to
Johannes Cardinal W~llebrands.
2. Reply received from Cardinal Willebrands, via Apostolic
Nunciature in Washington,. D.C. dates July 2, 1987.

B'nai B'rith
1640 Rhode Island Ave•• ff.W.
Wdshington. OC 20036

3. Under separate cover, you wi 11 receive press reactions
and items concerning Vatican efforts to bring about better
understanding between the Pope ·and the Jewish people.

The [srael lnterfaith
Assoclaclon

P.0.8. 7739
Jen.isalem ~l.077. lsr:ael

Thank you for your continued interest.
Sincerely

Synagogue Council ol America

327 Lexington Avenue
New York, N . Y, 10016
World Jewish

(/) cvult-".~'- {J ~~

·

Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
Chairman

Congre~s

1 Park Avenue
New Yo<k. N.Y. 10016

yours ~

~

Dr. Leon A. Feldman
Consultant

---.
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.June 22. 1987

11.MERICAN SECRETARIAT:

Syn.agoguc Council ol Amc<ic.a

.l 27 Lc .. in91on Avenue·
Nie- Yo<i.. N.Y. 1001G

Tel.: (2121 G6G-6G70

Wotid .Jcwosh Con9<css

1 Rue de V.J<cmb<:
1211 Gcnevc 20. S-itte<l~no
Te•.: (022) 3< 1J 2s

CONSTlTUTENT AGENCIES:

Amctic .. n Jewish Committee

lG5 E:ist 56th St<c·ct
New Yo<k. N.Y. 10022

B'nai B'ric.h
1640 Rhode Island
Vasttington. OC

His Eminence
Johannes Cardimll Ylllcbrands
PreGident
Va~ican Commission for Religious Relation&
-wlth t:hc Jcvs
00120 Vatican City
Your

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:

Em1.n.~cc:

I vrite this

lett:~r vith a heavy heart. The dialogue bctveen
the Catholic Church and the Jewish _People. vhich has been going
on for the last cventy years, has eno011ous historic meaning. It
represents an attempt on the part of our generation to heal the
Younds of DIAny centuries and to achieve mutual understandlag and
respect in place of hostilicy and contempt. It is sad that this
historic effort is endangered by Pope John Paul II's scheduled
recept:ioo of Kurt tlaldhcim. president of Austria. oo .June 2.Sth.
in an official state visit.

behalf of the International Jewish Comlllittce on Iuterrcligious
Consult:at:ions I must express to you our feelings of deep concern
and disappointment that this meeting vlth an accused Nazi var
criminal is taking place at all. But even more. I must express
the deep sense of dismay that ~e feel that the underlying principle~
of dialogue are being set aside. Dialogue, ve believe. involves
consideration for the feelings and attitudes of one's dialogue
partners. as vell as preliminary discussion of potentially troubling
problems. Valued partners should not be presented vith a fait
accompli.

On
A~c .•

H.U.

20036

The [sc•cl lnccc(•tch
Assocf.•clon

".o.a.

,•

J11tcrrc!igio11s eo11stiltatioJ1s
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Jccus&lcm 'Jt.071. lsc.acl
Syn:agogvc Council of Ame<ic"'
327 Le>tin91on Avenue
New Yo<I<.. N.Y. 10010
Wo<1d .Jewish Cong<css
\ Pal1t Avenue

New Yo11t. N.Y. 10016

It is particularly regrettable that: this meeting should occur
shorcly after valuable meetings vith the Vatican Coaimis.Gion on
Religieus Relations vith the Jews in Rome. and 'While ve are jointly
preparing a meeting of the Vatican/LJCIC Liaison COmmittce on the
''History and Ideological Implications of the Shoah (Holocaust.) for
Christians and Je\ls 9 " to be. held in Washington. D.c •• December
14-17. 1987 -

We consider this decision to welcome Kurt Waldheim. an unrepentant
~
Na%1, in audience is particularly offensive since the U.S. Departments
of Justice and Stat:c. respectively• after coocludlog that there -was
~
sufficient evidence of his involvement in Na&i atrocities. put him
last Aprf,l on a ·~tch list" of persons prohibited from entering
the United States. Many European countries have therefore refralncd
from receiving Mr. Waldheim as a persona non grata.
.;

-Over-

·~
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H1s Eminence

.Johannes Cardinal Willebrandg

.June 22. 1987

2

llhat i~ happening chic veck ~R a terrible blow co t:hc future of
\"'atlcan/.Jcv1sh relations. This is h<>V u i 1s perceived by che .Jewish
communU:y, vhat:evcr t .h e ·Vatican's int:cnt:i.ons u:i.ay have been, and whatever ui.ay have been said privately or publicly by its authorities.
Perception 1& no less stark a reality than intention.
Ye are surely not ~1sstat1ng the facts that a formal state rcceptloa
is perceived in vorld public opinion as a blessing bcstoved by Pope
John Paul II on Kurt Yaldheiro and cleansing hi.J!l of the accusatlon of
having co1t1111it.ted crimes against. humanity duri.ng World "ar II. The
Vatican is surely fully aware of the exploitation that has already
been and will be made in the ~ut.ure of thl~ event. Here again, perccpcion is at least. as strong as intention.
\le respectfully ask for a clarification of the cveoits because \.tc arc
nov facing a ms.jor issue vith considerable moral implications and
far-reaching practical consequences for the Jevish COtmDunit:y. You are
surely vell aware that there iS an Outcry in Jewish COtlllilUnit:ies aro~d
the vorld asking vhat has the Vatic.an/Jevish dialogue achieved and
why should ~t: be continued. It seems uaexplicable that neither your
office. your Enlin~ce. not' LJCIC,~· were consul-t.ed or even notified on
the impending plans. The present experience and previous e vents appear
to be a brcakdovn in the communication process and reflect serious
shorceoniiogs in our relationship. They point: out the consequences of
not addressing political issues r~gularly aad"ve sec again that rcligiou:
and political issues arc profoundly int:ervoven. apd cannot be comparcmentali~cd as if unrelated. Our conversations must be supplc:Dlented by
periodic exchanges of vievs and concerns on political and social matters
at the highest levels.
Ye do not

know vhat vill be the consequences for our continued dialogue.

in vhich sincere efforts have been expended on both sides for over
-:

::

~enty years. You are surely aware that the Vatican's failure: co
establish' full and fotmal diplomatic relat:ions· ~ith the Seate of Israel
.a.nd also .to come t:o .- facc the reali.t:ics of the. extermination of the
Jevish people in Christian lands, is considered in the Jewish community
as a great ~njustice. Only a tculy meaningful and mOtllentous gesture
t~rd the Jevish people by t:hc Vatican might help co advance Catholic/
Jevish relations.

·!

Yours very sincerely ,
Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
Chairman

LAF/mw

The constituent agencies of ·t:.he Internacional .Je~ish Committee on
Interreligio~s Consultations arc:
AfffiRICAN JEWISH COMMITTE:E
B ._NA.I B t RITH
THE ISRAEL INTER.FAITH ASSOCIATION
SYNAGOCUE COUNCIL OF AMERICA. .
~ORLD

JEWISH CONGRESS
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WASHINGTON.
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APOST()LlC NUNCIATUR!!:
UNlTED STATES OF AMERICA

July 2, 1987

No. ..19.83l8.7./.6..
This No. Shor.tel On f'rc/i:ud to tlro A 111m1rr

Rabbi Mordecai Waxman

Chairman, International Jewish Committee
on Interrellgious Consultations
SynagQgue Council of America
327 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
Dear Rabbi Waxman:
. At the request of His Eminence Johannes Cardinal Wlllebrands·, President of the Commission for Religious Relations with
Judaism, l am pleased to forwarq the enclosed correspondence
which arrived at this Apostolic Nunciature today by way of
telex.
With every good wlsh .;and kindest regards, l am
Prayerfully yours.

Q.~~~~
Monsignor CelestinoJ Migliore
Charge d'Affelres, a.l.

Enclosure
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"Prot. N. 20.8 /81/A

Vatlcan City, June 30 • 1987

Rabbi Mot'dec8i Waxman
Chairman, International Jewish Committee
On Interreligious Consultations
Syn,11gogue Council of America
327 r~cxington Avenue
New York, NY 10016 USA

Dear Rabbi Waxman:

l have receiYed your telegram-letter, tn which you express
your deep feelings about the Sto.te Visit of Mr. Waldheim, President of Austria, to · the Vatican.
First of all you express your appreciation for the dialogue
between the Catholic Church and represent~tives of the Jewish
people. You coll this a dialogue. of ~normous historic meaning.
I share this appreciation. I share this not only tn regard to the
past. compar~d to which it signifies without any doubt a new
development, and as an official dialogue on the side of the
Church, a turning point ln our relations. But also and even
more I share lt in regard to the future. It ts a starting point,
a new approach, which has eb-eady shown Its importance but has
still a great task before lt.. This dialogue is concerned with the
field of religious relations between the Church and the Jewish
people. As such it should be continued, deepened and extended. It has its own method and scope, which should be more
clearly defined. Its hlstorlcal conte.x;t ls different from that of
the first centt1rles of Christianity, from that of the Middle Agee
or from later periods, . when there was persecution against the
Jews.
Its religious content and scope has new possibilities,
especially because of the solemn declarat-ion of the Second
Vatican Council concerning the Church's relationship -to the
Jewish people, but also because of declared principles on rell- .
g-ious li~erty, an.d the principles against proselytism.
· For the · application .a nd practical consequences of this
declaration, the Church has .created a special commission ·tn the
Roman Curia, which has published further official documents in
or.der to assure and to foster the Implementation of the thoughts
given by the Second Vatican Council, It will take a longet" time

· and a continuous effort to overcome deeply-rooted prejudices and
feelings and to convert those who hold them, so that understanding, esteem and love may reign ln the hearts of Christians
and in society instead of prejudice. contempt and hatred.
•.
~.

·~

With absolute certainty I say to you, Dear Rabbi, that
these convictions, fostered by the Council. are alive ln the heart
of ·t he Holy Father, Pope John Paul II. On many o.c caslons he

..

"

I

< .1

- .2 has given expression to thie conViction and these feelings,
. whether addressing himself to the Jewish people, or speaking of
them . A collection of his words and gesturos · relo.tod to this
subject would ev<!n now comprise a long list. It le a specific
part of his pastoral guldanca and ma~sterial teaching. Catholic
learning fo the field of history and theology concc1·ntng our
relations with the Jewish people is consideruble and growing~
Allow me to say that I have dedicated to it tt great deul of my
he~u·t nnd of my activity.
But you know even better than myself
that the .field is large and still a trreat ·deal unexplored. All this
indicute::; how serious and important the· dialogue is which we
.have conducted now for 17 years. 1 6m convinced that in the
historical context of today, religious understanding . and rclo.tions .
of a specific ecumenical quality are or basic Importance !or all
kinds of relations between Christians and .le\Vs.

Besides religious relations, we have social, cultural, political relations. All kinds of relations are linked with each other
in some . way. The strengthening of relations in ·o ne field has a
b~nrinr? or influence on all of them.
At the same time, each of
them has its own problems, its own lo.ws and customs. They
should not be confused and one cannot decide over the other,
although progress in one field can be of decisive importance for
the other. · Politics, to which belong also diploi:na.tic activities,
have their own principles. laws and customs.
They are I Qf
course, submitted to moral criteria.
Often the political and
diplomatic activities of the Holy See demonstrate and claim the .
· maintenance of moral principles as for ·t nstance in the field of
human rights, especially ln regard to religious freedom, the
maintenance of peace, the sacredness of human life. etc. Nevertheless, political science and mort>.l philosophy nre different
disciplines.
In your letter .you mention two matters of a pollti.cal natur~.
First of o.ll, the question of the State. visit of the l,resident of
Auetrio., Mr. Waldheim, and, secondly, the question of diplomatic
relations between the Holy See and the State of · Israel.
Concerning the visit of Mr. Waldheim, you rightly call ft in
your letter a State visit . This means that the visit regards not
the person but the State which he represents. Tlhe development
of the Yi.sit and the talks exchanged between the Holy Father
and the President give ample proof of this nature of the vielt.
It is therefore unwarranted to say that this visit means that a
blessing· has been bestowed by tho Pope on Mr. Waldheim,
cleansing him of the accusations • . In our tirne we have seen
persons. highly ranked in government. who have been convicted
of
crime or lmmoral behavior and hnve for that reason been
,,
· obliged to reslgn. You call Mr. Waldhelm an "accused Nad war
criminal. " · In the present case these are still alleged crimes of
which we have no proof. We must be very careful in this matter
to avoid considering and. treating persons as criminals because· of

I

.. 3 ..
alleged crimes. Mr. Waldheim hes held delicate and highly responsible functions in the service of the United Nations and has
never been formally accused or convicted as a criminal. He has
the right to be treated with full consideration for his humAn
rights and hie official position.
You express your disappointment that the commission of the
Holy Sea for religious . relations with the Jews end our liaison
committee for dialogue have not been consulted. Jn this wny the
underlying principles. of dialogue would have been put ttslde. 'fo
this point I shall say that UE!ither the commission of thl~ lloly See
nor the committee for dfalogue have ever been mum.luted to
discuss or hnndle political affairs such as inter- Stata relations.
We cannot fill in th.e absence of diplomatic relations between thr.
State of Israel and the Holy See or toke over this function.
This is not our task or function. We are not the partners in
these affairs. However, we can consider the rellgious aspects
. that mlght be involved in an kinds of relations. We cun discuss
this question in our meetings.
You make th~ point of the Importance of perception or interpretation of facts as distinct from and consequent to intention. Thls is a good point and I would apply it also to certain
manifestations that have taken place ~n the occasion of the State
visit. They can easily be received and interpreted by our
people as · an expression of feelings on the Jewish side 11gainst
the Holy See and against the person of the Holy Father himself.
Things that happened in a history of centuries, end especially
the Shoah, can explain all this to a great extent. We have a
great task and responsibility towards each other to overcome and
to heal wounds mutually inflicted and to build new l'elations of
confidence, peace and love. In this I come back again to whnt [
·have said in the first part of this letter. I still believe that our
dialogue has, as you described it, "an enormous historic meaning. 11 ~n a spirit of faith and hope I desire to continue the
dialogue and I invite you sincerely to share this desire so that
·we can .seek together how to fulfill this obligation. God will be
with us.

Yours eincerely,
Johannes Curdinal Willebrands
PresldP.nt of thG Commission
for Religious Relations
with Judaism

P. S. In regard -to the request that you make in your letter of
June 22 (referring to the statement or June 19)' to. have a
meeting with the Pope before the Miami e\'ent • I could try to
:.contact Bishop Keeler if. you think that my present letter :still
:gives riae to important points tn Jewish/Christion relations whfoh
would need further discussion and clarification." .
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August 4, 1987
James Rudin

c

Ernest H. Weiner
Papal- visit to S~n Francisco and related episodes (6th report)
Archbishop ~inn's letter to the religious of the Archdiocese

One of my friends in the Archdiocese shared this with me yesterday.
It is disappointing in its defensive tone, . but Clearly designed, even
as an apologia; to ease the t_e_n sion.
You will note that-at the bottom of the middle paragraph on page 3
Quinn quotes Marc Tanenbaum from the New York Times story.
Following that on. the bottom of page 3 and on page 4 Quitm does the
predictable attempt at a balancing act. on Israel and the Vatican·' s
role during the Hitler period.

· r will appreciate any reactions which
prior to the Pope's visit.
Best

r~gards,

enc:

, -- ------

--

-

------ -· ..

cc : · Ma re Tanenbaum/

. ·wn rfam ·rros ten
Eugene DuBow

Geri Roz.a nski .

. Mort Yarman

..

I can use

in

the weeks ahead
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THE ARCHDIOCESE OF SAN FRANCISCO
PASTORAL CENTER
OFFlCE OF THE ARCHBISHOP
445 CHURCH STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFOR·~.IA 9411'-lm C4 ISi Sl>~-ltiOO

.,

July 29, 1987

To the Priests, Deacons, Religious. and People of the Archdiocese

of San Francisco:
In view of ~he continuing publiciti surrounding the visit of
President Waldheim to the Holy Father in June, I feel I should
make some observations which I hope will be constructive and
serve to place the event in perspective.
First, Doctor Waldheim is the democratically elected Head of
State of Austria, a largely Cath9lic country, which the Holy
. Father visited several years ago and is scheduled, I believe, to
visit next year.
News reports have indicated that President
Waldheim requested the audience several times. Prior to qranting
the audience, the doly See consulted with the Austrian Epi~copate
and with Catholic lay representatives and ·, organizations in
. Austria all of wh.om urged the granting Qf an audience·.

Furthermore, Austria is a country with which the .Holy See has and
has had diplomatic relations for c~nturies.
President Wa1dheim
received in his formal capacity as Head of State, not as a
private individual as ~as underli~ed by the fact that the visit
was carried out with the ceremonial for State visits.
wa~

Pope John . Paul !I clearly stated his understanding of such visits

in an address to the Diplomatic Corps accredited to the Holy See

ori

Octo~er

20,

1978~

in which he said,

·

Diplomatic relations mean stable~ reciprocal
relations, . under the sign of politeness, discretion and loyalty. Without corifu•ing competencesi they do not necessarily manifest · on
my side, approv•l of such ~nd such a regime that i$ not my business. Obviously, neither do
they manifest approval of all its acts in the
conduct .of public affai~s. ·

Since diplomatic relations are not meant to be understo~d as an
endorsement of indj vidual reg j mes or of a 11 their acts·, still
less can the fact of an audience granted to an individual government official be understbod in this ~ense nor could . such ari
audienc~ possibly be understood as an.endorsement for the acts of
government officials taken P!ior to tb~ir election to office.

. ..............,i:

-- .' .

Page Two

.

Before his election as President of Austria, Doctor Waldheim
served as Secretary-General of the United Nations for two full
mandate• and carried out this task with the full agreement of .the
five permanent members of the Security Council. While SecretaryGeneral, he undertook missions of the highest responsibility in
the service ot peace arid inteinational tooperation. Also, Doctor
Waldheim was S~cretary•General of the United Nations in 1979 and
issued the in~itation, accepted ·by the Holy: Fat~er, to speak
before that body during the papal visit of 1979.
·
·
The combination of these factors would make i t difficult for the
Holy Father to decline the request of President Waldheim for an
audience.
. t '

If one raises the 1ssue of President Waldheim's alleged ac.. tiv.ities during the N.a ·zi . r.egime, : it must be noted that the Pope
cannot be · placed in the position of making judgments about the
commission of crimes by individuals.
That is the ·function of
secular authorities. To date, Doctor Waldheim has not been for- .·
mally accuse~, tried or convicted of these alleged c~imes by
legitimately constituted secular authorities.
The Pope and the
Holy See cannot be placed in the position of treatin9 persons as
criminais when the secula~ authority has not brought forward formal accusations.
H~nce,

the aud{ence granted by the Holy Father ~o the President
of Austria cannot objectively be interpreted as an expression of .
lack of esteem and respect of the Pope and the Holy See for the
Jewish people nor ca~ it be interpreted as a lack of sensitivity
. for their position · regarding the : Holocaust. · Pope John Paul II
has spoken more often and more stron_gly in support of respect for
Jews, aqainst anti-semitism, in condemnation of the · Holocaust
than any other Pope. Indeed, only two months before the visit of
President Waldheim, while the Pope was in Germany, the internationa 1 media · gave extensive coverage to his many speeches and
homilies among which were those in which he condemned "the folly
of inhuman r~cismn and_expressed his profound indignation at the
way millions of' Jews were sacrificed ··in the concentration camps.
Even more rec,ently, · on .June · 14, : when he spoke in Warsa.w to the .
Polish Jewish conununity, the Holy Father spoke of the "terrible
reality of the extermination" and said, "Today, the nation of
Israel, perhaps more than ev~r, is at the center of attention of
the nations of the world, above all because of this horrible experience . Through this you have become a major v~ice of warning
for all humanity, all nations, all powers of this world, all sys- ·
terns and every people~" L would also recall the warm and cordial
visit of the Holy Father· to the Synagogue of Rome where he
expressed his own personal esteem and love for the Jewish people.

.
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Paqe Three
The attitude of the Holy See should ai~o be interpreted in light
of the fact that, following the courageous and imaginative action
of the Second Vatican Council in its · decree Nostra Aetate, the
Holy See - and I might add, the National Conference of Catholic
Bishops of the United States - created a special entity to pursue
the dialog with the ·Jews and -to foster· constructive arid positive
re lat ions hips. ·.
Following the visit of the President of Austria to the Hol~
Eather, Cardinal Agostino Casaroli, Secretary of State, was in
the United States for engagements to which he had been committed
for some time.
During his . visit, which took place during the
first part of this month, ' he also met with the President of the
National Conference of Catholic Bishops, with Cardinal John
O'Connor of New York and with several other American Bishops at
their request to discuss the concerns of American Jews about the
visit of President Waldheim.
The Cardinal listened attentively
to the bishops. and met the following day with several American
Jewish leaders. · He listened to their views and assured them that
he would convey these views to the Holy Father.
He also indicated that t~e conc~rns which they expressed only served to un.derline the importance of the meeting with the Holy· Father and
Jewish representatives in Miami in Sep~ernber. There was discussion of a possible visit by Jewish representatives to Rome following the papal vis~t in the United States. Thus, the Pope and
the Holy See are making every effort to hear the conc~rns of
American Jews. From what I have been able to determine, the
Jewish leaders who met with Cardina·l Casaroli x_~g~_;:g.§g ~h~ m~~~-:- ,
ing as constructive and sigDJficant. -·.--"In -addition, The New York /
.Times on July 22"c.arriecf--a report that Rabbi Marc Tam:iebaum of ·
\ the American Jewish Committee has been in Rome during the past
~ week meeting with officials of the Holy See and is quoted as ~
\ saying, •1 have the impression that they are actively con~id~r1n~
some k.i nd of g~s_ture . or-- statement that. w9~ld improve the si tua-'
·tion.".r - · ·

· -

---- --fi

- -..~~

Regarding the question of diplo~atic relations between the Holy
See and .Israel, ·this, of course, is an area outside my competence. Nevertheless, I believe I .could make some helpful observations. OJ ten, it ·is stated that "the Holy See Clo es not
recognize Israel." This seems. to imply that the Holy See does
not accept the existence of Israel as a State. And if this is
meant, it is not true.
After all, the Pope has several times
received in Rome the Prime Ministers of Israel as well as other
government officials. Pope Paul VI himself visited Israel during
the Second Vatican Council. I~ fact, the Holy See has the same
relationship to Israel as it had with the United States until
1983 · when diplomatic relations were established, the same
relationship it has to Poland or Russia. Surely, it could not be
said that the Holy See recognized the United States only in 1983,
or that it does n6t recognize Poland or Russia.

· Page Four
While it is true that the Holy See does not have diplomatic relations with Israel, it should not be forgotten that it does not
have diplomatic relations with Jordan either. It is a matter of
re6ord that the Holy See recogniz~s the right of Israel to secu re
borders. But it is also concerned about stable borders and about
a just settlement of the Palestinia~ question.
·From time to time accusations are made again~t the Pope and the
Holy See for alleged f~ilures during the Nazi regime and specifically in reqard to the extermination of the Jews carried out by
Hitler.
In this connection, of · course, it is important not to
judge past eras in the light of our own. Granting ~he complexity
of the situation, it is also true that more and more information
about this matter is coming to light .
And such respected non"'."
Catholic historians as Anthony Rhodes in his work The Vatican in
~ .A ge of Dictators
as well as another work by Owen Chadwick en-.
titled Britain and the Vatican During the Second World ~ show
that the act_ivity of the Pope and of the· Holy See in regard to
the Jews was significant.
·

·,

Catholics and Jews in San Francisco have enjoyed warm an·a cordial
relationships.
I am greatly enriche.d by my · friendship with
several Rabbis and other Jewish people here. Jews have been outstanding in supportinq Catholic institutions and projects in our
Archdiocese for decades . Our spirit of mutual trust, friendship,
collaboration and respect must continue.
While this moment may
pose certain difficulties, it cannot diminish the far greater
bonds that unite tis in so very many ~ays .
With all good wishes , then, I remain,
Sincerely yours in Christ,

··-

..

..,

.

- Archbishop
. . .. ·- .. .. . - -of -·San
.. -·- Francisco
- .
.
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August 5, 1987

Summary. o! tel. conversatioti. with Dr. Riegner late Tuesday
night, Aug. 4.
l. Dr. Riegner received a tei • . call ·! rom \ilillebra.nds.

2.

w.

3.

w.

tried to contact Yaxman but without success.

gave R. the following information:
a. Vatican decided to invite an IJOIC delegation (or represent,.atives) to Rome; suggested .!,_econd half of Aµgust•

w. explained that this meeting

ia in response to request !o.r
eubstantive meeting, expressed both in a previous communication
and repeated in m~e-:ing with Casaroli, USBC etc. in Wash./N.Y.

b. Discussions with Com, for Relig. helations with the Jews
and the Secretariat of State are plannecr.
·.

c. Subsequently a rfception/and1ence with Pope is planned at
the conclusion o the discussions.
- ·

w.

was not clear whether the reception/audienoe was !or the
entire group ·o r ~ust !or the Jews.

R. raised the question whether this is just a for~ality or .
would there be opportunity !or a give-and-take discussion with
tl:l.e Pope.

:-e-:;,lied that it would be. possible to arrange but it would
not
too easy. I~ must be well prepare~ in·advance,cut that
the ..Pope would be agreeable to set aside l-l;i nr. tc;i_r that
purpose.

\J.

ce

1

that the USBO proposed a delegation to consist of three
rabbis with whom they met in Wash/NY, 1.e., :waxm,an, Tanenbaum
IJld Klaperman (? - R. did not catch the name). However, V. insisted that Riegn.e r and. Feldman be included,
.
.

4o \ti • . said.

5.

w.

stated the following: During the talk with the Pope and/or
in the subsequent eommun1qu6 (1£ one is to be issued) or press
leak, "no public reference ma;y; be made to the KW matter." The
lope does ·not want to discuss this issue and snouia be avoided
·
( by all means during the discussions.
.R. retorted that the KW ·reoeption was the primary cause !or the
~resent difficulties in the relations and that it would be very
d.iffieult to a.void it, w. sa1d ' that it was a matter !or the
Seer
s t
be raised there.

6. R. asked whether and :Enc;rclical ie being conside·r ed, because
such a strong statement would go e: long war in improving our
relations. w. explained that he knew o! the request but it
would take a long time- for its preparation.
·
(
.

.

·,. • • From

Fe~dman
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R. repeated again that if the papal atate~ent would not be a
strong one and would not satisty the Jewish position, then we
would have nothing accomplished with our proposed meeting and
SQme efforts would only be counterprodu·c tive, even endangering
the Jewish presenoe in Miami e.nd/or the ~ash. meeting in Dec.
said that he was fully aware of all of the implications and
difficulties involved. In the meantime, however, Eugene Fisher
and Klenicki have issued a ~amphlet (USBC /ADL) dealing with._ the
addresses etc. and attitude=or the Pope to Jews and Judaism. He
added that i ! we prepare a reply, he would be willing to issue

~.

ie.

?. R. asked whether the

~reposed meeting was a confidential one
and the d1aouss1ons of a simila~ nature, ~. replied that 1uch
a ~eeting was asked in a letter to b.im and suosequw~tly re. pea.tad or suggested in a meeting witb. Casaroli.

8.

w.

mentioned that th~ KW file available ·to the Vatican is not
opnvinoing enough and does not "C"tlata±n suf!icient---av1aenoe to
the claim o! being a Nazi criminal or War criminaJ., Similar
unconvincing cases ce.n be made and have been made about other
.
Nazis. Furllhermore, the Vati
e-to-eye with
the US Dept. of Justice' e
..
e us.

l

-

· 9. w. indicated that he was leaving for a brie! vacation and that

in the meantime matters will be hand.led b1 Dupree .and Fumagalli.

10. R. again raised the queation as to what the Vatican is trying
to accompl sh and 1! the results would not be. satisfactor,r 1 the
Jewish reaotion could be easily anticipated. ·
Both w. e.nd R. a5reed that+ i ! not~i~g elee would be accomplished, the main item ~m discuss is a deiinitive clarificaticn o!
the . Vati
'
and the State
eraa
he other item should be ~revention o! repea
rrances which af!ect the sensibilities o! the Jewa.

w.

admitted, however, that tbis is very dif!ioult to achieve
as such repeat occurranoe are quite familiar to them and are
ditfioult to prevent; they also appear in other areas.

"LAI/ft in our d1souss1cna we both agreed that 1t was a mistake to
·re~eat the request !or a meeting when with Oaaarolli, and now that
our nrequest" has been agreed to, it would be var~ di!!icult to
,_... decline our attendance. We should reply quite forcefully that tbe
dialogue will go ~n and set several conditions as to faoe-to-taoe
dia~sion with the \ope and also the topios gn t~e a.genda. Furthermore, we should poin out that the Miami meeting is by tar not assur
ed, as our attendance will depend on t~e outcome o! the discussions.
In addition, there cazlllot be a ~man delegation plus F. and I. IJGIC
&hould be broadly represented, in balance with those from the Vatioa:
side, and also eome 'European coc.munities to be in tha group. It is
not only an American Jewish matter, it involves Jewr-y and ~udaism.
The 'order• not. to mention KW makes the agenda very difficult.Also
we must be sure as .t o our agenda and everything must be well pre~ar~
--··-·· .._!!1-_n a~..!.~O.!_~W-~-~!.~-~e ele~!.._!? our goal~;:a~ stand united • . ..
· \
The schedule for our ~rople must be clarified. Riegnar has several
: ·
eommittments and suggests the ~eek of August 24.
.

7

0. I

...-.....-..

_.,

also learned that Fumagalli has been asked to p.r epare all kinds
. of background papers and hopes that the end results will be positive.

I will adviee !urtber when info is available.

Text of IJCIC Statement on Vatican Meeting

-~

August 5, 1987

His Eminence Johannes Cardinal Willebrands, .President of the Vatican Commission for
Religious Relations with the Jews, has issued an invitation to the International
-··
Jewish Committee on Interreligious
Consultations, representing the Jewish· com~unity

world-wide; to meet with his Commission with the participation of the

Vatican Secretariat of State, and to be followed by a meeting with Pope John
Paul II.
The invitation proposes that these meetings take place at the end of August or
beginning of September in Vatican City.

Car~inal

Willebrands extended this

· invitation to Rabbi Mordecai Waxman, Great Neck, ·NY, Chairman of IJCIC. Since
1972, IJCIC has represented the World Jewish Community in discussions with the
Vatican on Catholic/Jewish relations.
At a meeting today, at the offices of the Synagogue Council of America, AugustSS.
1987, representatives of IJCIC agencies

a~cepted

the invitation.

The invitation follows both a written comrr.!Jnication by Rabbi Waxman to O.ardinal
Willebrands and a consultatfon held inriNew York City o.n July ·g with Cardinal
Augstino Casseroli in New York City during which Rabbi Waxman and three
col leagues * expressed the deep concern of the ·Jewish community over the serious
implications .of the June 25 meeting between Pope John Paul II and Kurt Waldheim,
President of Austria.

At that meeting the implications of this issue and other

matters affecting Catholic/Jewish relations were discussed.
The International Jewish Committee on Interreligious Consultations agencies are:
The .Synagogue Council of America, World Jewish Congress, American Jewish Committee,
B'nai B'rith, The Israel Interfaith Association.
*Rabbi Gilbert Klaperman, president, Synagogue Council of America
Rabbi Marc .Tanenbaum, Director, International Rela.t ions of the American Jewish Commit
'Rabbi Wolfe Kelman, chairman, World Jewish Congress, American .Section
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Professor Ann freedman
Rutgcrs·Sch~:Jl of Law
Fifth and Penn Streets
Camden, New Jersey 08102
Dear

Prof~ssor

frecdm::in:

.Dean Singer invited my suggestion of nominees for Rutgers
University's annual William J. Brennan, Jr. Htunan Rights Award,
to go to a foreign lawyer or jud~e "who has made a notable
contribution tuwar<l establishing or defending htunan rights
and the rule of law in hi.s or her cotmtry."
I think an outstanding choice would be Justice Haim Cohen,
retired from Israel's Supreme Court. He is notable for the
libertarian thrust of Ls jllllic:lal opinions, his service years
ago as Israel's representativ·e on t.he UN Commission on Human
Rights, his important scholarly writing on human rights in
biblical and rabbinic sources, and his post-retirement activities
'"".hich include his ongoing role as President of the Association
for Civil Rights in Israel an<l of the Int.emational Association
of Jewish L-1wyers and Jurists.

I am seeking more particularized infonnation about Justice
Cohen's contributions, which I will fon.rard to you as soon as
I receive it, hopefully before the August 29 deadline--or soon
t.hereafter.

Sincerely yours,

--~~~4
,f..{}tt ~
Sidney Liskofsky

SL:bn

36 Tchernichovsky St.
·Jerusalem, Israel
August 16, 1987
Dear Mr. Liskofsky:
I just received your letter of August S and am very touched by your gracious
courtesy to propose my candidature for the Brennan Award of Rutgers.
As you know, I was for many years Attorney-General of Israel and for some
time Minister of Justice (non-party), and sat from 1960 to 1981 on the Supreme
Court of Israel. I am now Honorary President of the Israel Civil Rights Association,
of the International Center for Peace in the Middle East, an<J of "Herndat," the
Israeli roof organization for the Freedom of Science, Religion and Culture. I
am President of the Inteniational Association of Jewish Lawyers and Jurists, and
a manber of the Board of the Inte111ational Institute of Htmtan Rights (Strasbourg),
of the Inteniational Canmission of Jurists,_and of the International Association.
of Penal Law. I hold honorary doctorates from Georgetown University, the. City
University of New York, Aberdeen University (Scotland), the Weizmann Institute,
and Hebrew Union College (Cincinnati). There has been established a Haim Cohn
Chair of Human Rights at the Hebrew University of Jenisalem, whose present incumbent
is Professor Ruth Gavison.
My (many) writings in the field of Htunan Rights include a book entitled
Glaube and Glaubensfreiheit (Hannover 1967) and a book on Human Rights in Jewish
La~ (New York 1984).

There have been three Festschrifts in my honor, all on htunan rights subjects:
Of Law and Man (Tel Aviv 1971), Civil Rights in Israel (JeTI.Jsale.m 1982), and the
Relations Between Religion and State (Jenisalem 1987). A fourth was devoted to
Jewish law.
I hope this will do for the moment.
I regret that you will not be able to attend our Congress, but I hope there
will be some other opportunity soon to welcome you to Jerusalem again.
Sincerely, ·

Chaim Cohen
P.S.

Now don't you think I was honored more than enough?

.. . The .Jacob Blaustein Institute
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Ann

Freedman

Rutgers School o~ Law
Fifth and Penn Streets
Camden, New Jersey 08102
Dear P~ofessor Freedman:
In my letter of August 6, 1987 (enclosed) suggesting
Justice Haim Cohen of Israel for Rutgers University's
Justice Brennan Award, I indicated that I would send you
in the near future a fuller account of his accomplishnents.
lhi~ is enclosed.

Eli1ah<>th Bl.~11$tein Roswell
Ruth SP.ptP.P.
Jerom,. S hestatlk

Sincerely

i

..

yo~rs,

~tl~, ~,

tP.on Silvi)•"'""
John Slawson
O"vid F. Souire
Sidn<'y li!'kOf$ky
0:: 1~1:101
Phyl!i!' Sherm<>n

Sidney Liskofsky
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CHAIM COHEN

Current
Honorary President, Israel Civil Rights Association
Honorary President, International Center for Peace in the Middle East
Honorary President, "Hemdat" (Israeli tunbrella organization for the Freedom of
· Science, Religion and Culture}
President, International Association of Jewish Lawyers and Jurists
Board Member, International Institute of Ht.urum Rights (Strasbourg)
Board Member, International Commission of Jurists (Geneva)
Board Member, International Association of Penal Law
Past Of£ices
Attorney-General of Israel (many years)
Minister of Justice of Israel (non-party)
·supreme Court of Israel (1960-1981)
Honorary Degrees (Doctorates)

-----

Georgetown University (Washington, D.C.)
The City University of New York
Aberdeen University (Scotland)
Weizmann Institute (Israel)
Hebrew Union College (Cincinnati)
Hebrew University, Jerusalem
Chaim Cohen Chair of HLDnan Rights - present incumbent, Professor Ruth Gavison
Books
Glaube and Glaubensfreiheit (Hannover 1967)
Hufuan Rights in Jewish Law (New York 1984)
Festschrift in His Honor
Of Law and Man (Tel Aviv, 1971)
Civil Rights in Israel (Jenisalem, 1982)
.
Relations Between Religion and State (Jenisalem, 1987)
Jewish Law (exact title and publication date not known to me)

Sidney Liskofsky
September 1, 1987

twos 1{ 11'81

Thomas J. Bernstein
40 Longmeadow Road
Winnetka, IL 60093
312-939-2524 - Office
312-441-5755- Home ·

August 6, 1987
Rabbi Tannenbaum
American Jewish Committee .
165 gast 56th Street
New York, NY 10022
Dear Rabbi Tannenbaum:
I have been informed that your organization will be represented at a
ceremonial meeting with Pope John Paul I I this coming September in Miami,
Florida.

As a Jew and an American, I am appalled by your attending such a meet.ing.
The Pope has recently demonstrated a serious disregard for Jewish
feelings and opin~on. His meeting with the President of Austria, Kurt Waldheim,
has cast a pall over Jews throughout the world. The Pope attended this meeting
~espite the outrage expressed by Jewish communities throughout the world, which
outrage has been recognized and respected by over 100 countries whose governments, including our own, will not meet with Mr. Waldheim. Mr. Waldheim has
failed in one of the first tenants of our religion -- REPENTANCE. He has shown
none. Nor, under his religion,. has he sought redemption. Meeting with such a
man constitutes a sacrilege. Nor is this the first time the Pope has shown a
lack of concern for Jewish views, · witness his meeting with Arafat •
.Many Jewish leaders use the excuse that we need more . dialogue with the
Catholic Church. The beginning of such dialogue should be no meeting. This
would demonstrate that we care and would make an eloquent statement to the
world. Thereafter a dialogue can begin.
we Jews have been placating our enemies for centuries. We need to
demonstrate in a meaningful way that our views matter. We must not be insulted
by a Pope who happens to be the only person to have accepted Waldheim to the.
Vatican.
If you attend this meeting, you will be abrogating your responsibilities
and will cause your organization to lose its support in the Jewish community.

R~tfully

~~
Thomas J. Ber

a
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iev. Duprey, Vatican Secretariat on Christian Unity,

Vatican City, Italy

Fax .No.

Rabbi M:>rdecai Waxnan, Olainnan, IJCIC

Anerican Jewish Camnittee, 165 E. 56th Street, NY 10022

FAX RECEIVED BY/SIGNATURE
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TELEXED TO FATHER PIERRE DUPREY - AUGUST 13• 1987 .

FINAL DRAFT - August 13, 1'9a7
PROPOSED AGENDA FOR' IJCIC-VATICAN MEETING, ·ROME, AUGUST 31-SEPTEMBER 1, 1987 ·
' The following topics cover areas of difficulty in current Jewish-Catholic
relations. we are vitally interested in que·s tions such as human rights,·
Soviet Jew·r y, and religious freedom in which a -large measure of agreement exists
but we wish to concentrate on tne following :
I

1. Anti-Semitism
A rise in

anti~semitism

in Austria and elsewhere in Europe and . Latin America

is a cause for serious concern. We are interested in discussing whether the
Catholic Church's rejection of .anti-seini ti sm can be deepened theologically and
practically by a greater focus on the Christian roots of anti-Semitism.
2. Holocaust
We observe a recent tendency to deny the centrality of Jewish suffering in the
Holocaust and to universalize and even Christianize it. The audience granted
Kurt Waldheim and the absence of any critic.a l coiTu1ient in the .Pbpe·' s remarks on
the occasion have, in our view, strengthened the hand of . those who see 1i ttle value in the obligatio_n to remember. We need to hear from our Catholic friends
their perception of these developments .
3. Contradictory Vatican .statements About Jews and-Judaism
While speaking very positively about Jews and Judai·sm in pronouncements
addressed to Jewish audiences ·, we observe that the Pope, when speaking to Catholic
audiences,

oft~n

reverts to formulations drawn from pre-Vatican II theology. We

would document this and _wish to elicit a response from the Catholic side.
4.

Vatican~Israel

Relations

The continuing absence of full diplomatic relations between the Vatican and ·
Israel has an increasingly harmful effect on Jewish-Catholic relations worldwide.
We would like to explore what steps could be taken to prevent this issue from
eroding progress that has been made.

.... . ..

rHE AMERICA~ JEWDSH COMMITTEE

date
to
fll"Om

subjecQ

August 14, 1987
AJC Officers - see below
Mar·c Tanenbaum
DRAFT POSITION PAPER FOR MEETING WITH POPE JOHN PAUL 11
AND VATICAN AUTHORITIES

In preparation for the August 31-September 1 meetings with
Pope John Paul I I and Vatican officials, IJCIC has asked
me to prepare a position paper on the key themes we plan.
to discuss with the Catholic authorities.

am enclosing a copy of that draft paper with the request
that you please let me have your reactions, comments, suggestions, etc. -- preferably in writing.
Since l have been asked by IJCl"C to go to Rome on or about
August 24th as part of a three-man-group to prepare with
the Vatican for the meetings, I would appreciate having
your views before . Friday, August 21st, if possible.
This paper and its contents are confidential and are for
your eyes only .
Thank you in advance for your cooperation and helpfulness.

HHT:RPR
Enclosures
Sent to:

Theodore E11 enof f, Leo Nevas, Rabe rt. Jacobs, Edward E1son ,
~holom Comay, Robert Rifkind, David Peirez, Mimi Alperin
Bertram Gold, William Trosten, Miles Jaffe

CONFIDENTIAL
PROPOSED AGENDA FOR MEETING WITH POPE JOHN PAUL II,
VATICAN SECRETARIATS OF STATE AND RELIGIOUS RELATIONS
WI1H THE JEWISH PEOPLE AND THE INTERNATIONAL JEWISH
COMMITTEE FOR INTERRELIGIOUS CONSULTATIONS

BACKGROUND: The worldwide spontaneous controversy that emerged in the
wake of the June 25th audience between Pope John Paul II and Dr . Kurt
Waldheim, former Nazi army officer and now president of Austria, has
focused dramatic attention on at least five critical issues that will
affect the future unfolding of Catholic-Jewish relations throughout the
world:

I - REVISIONISM AND THE NAZI HOLOCAUST -

Pope John Paul II has made

several moving statements reflecting his deep understanding of the
uniqueness and the magnitude of the tragedy suffered by the Jewish
people who were singled out by Hitler and his Nazi regime for total
extermination.

While millions of Christians and other human beings

tragically were destroyed by the Nazis, only the Jewish people were
targeted for the "Final Solution."

In his pilgrimage to Auschwitz in 1979, the Pope movingly declared:
"I pause with you before the inscription in Hebrew.

This inscription

awakens the memory of a people whose sons and daughters were intended
f-0r total extermination ••• It

i~

not permissible for anyone to pass by
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this inscription with indifference."

It is difficult to reconcile these sentiments with the reality that
when Pope John Paul II visited Majdanek in Poland last May, he mentioned
fourteen nationalities but made not a single reference to the murder of
several hundred thousand Jews in that place of killing .

Earlier in April, when the Pontiff visited the Federal Republic of
Germany, he began the process of beatification of three German Catholics
who were upheld as martyrs or as resisters to Nazism.

It is self-

evident that such beatification rites are internal Catholic matters and
no .one would presume to judge those spiritual actions.

The issue is not

what was said, but what was left unsaid.

To speak of German Catholics only in terms of martyrs and victims
of Nazism, and to avoid acknowledging the role of the German Catholic
hierarchy in mobilizing total obedience and loyalty to Hitler and the
Nazi regime between 1930 and 1933 (see the text of the Vatican Concordat
with Hitler, July 1933) suggests a form of revisionism of the truth of
history.

What moral lessons can the next generation of young German

Catholics (and Christians) learn if that history is denied or repressed?

In 1975, the Catholic Bishops of the Federal Republic of Germany
promulgated a statement of profound moral and spiritual importance in
which they declared:
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"Our country's

recent

political

history

is darkened by the

systematic attempt to wipe out the Jewish people.

Apart from some

admirable efforts by individuals and groups, most of us during the time
of National Socialism formed a church community preoccupied with the
threat to our own institutions.

We turned our backs to this persecuted

Jewish people and were silent about the crimes perpetrated on Jews and
Judaism. Many became guilty from sheer fear for their lives.

We feel

particularly distressed about the fact that Christians even took active
part in these persecutions.

The honesty of our intention to renew

ourselves depends on the admission of guilt, incurred by our country and
our church ••• On our church .falls the special obligation of improving the
tainted relationship between the Church as a whole and the Jewish people
and its religion."

The erection of Catholic churches and convents on Nazi concentration camps - such as, in Sobibor and Auschwitz (subsequently removed)
-~ppear

to be tendencies to minimize or obscure Jewish martyrdom in

these chambers of hell and torment, while transforming them as sites
primarily of Christian memorial.

These actions would contradict the

penitential spirit of the German Catholic hierarchy as articulated in
the above statement.

The audience granted Kurt Waldheim -0n June 25, 1987, elicited such
widespread horror among Jews, as well as among many Christians, in part
because it appeared to be the capstone -0f such revisionist tendencies.
How was it possible to receive with honors a former Nazi officer, who
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lied about and denied his Nazi involvement, and not make a single
reference to that horrific past?
rt'

be.-~

Is it not possible that such silence

6f.-J:.s-{a message to the world that the Nazi holocaust - is so trivial and
irrelevant that it was not worthy even of a mention?

Inevitably, Waldheim appeared to be absolved of sin without ever
confessing a single evil deed against human life.

~st

issue, then, is to raise a profound

~once;~

recent tendencies toward apparent revisionism of Nazi history in the
Catholic church and to curtail its development before it becomes truly
destructive of truth and justice.

It is mare tl=la11 oneFeus fo1 the-

Jewish people to have to struggle against re · "onist tendencies carried
forward today by neo-Nazis as well as by the atheist forces in the
Soviet Union and the East European countries.

Given Pope John Paul !I's magnificent affirmations of respect and
friendship for the Jewish people and his awareness of their history of
suffering, prejudice, and anti-Semitism in the Christian West, we have
every reason to trust that he will make clear his unambiguous understanding of the terrors of the Final Solution, and his unequivocal
rejection of any efforts toward revisionism or trivializing of that
frightful historical record.

II - CONTEMPORARY ANTI-SEMITISM - Since the promulgation of Nostra
Aetate on October 28, 1965, Pope John XXIII, Pope Paul VI, Pope John
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Paul I, and especially Pope John Paul II, have been in the forefront of
repudiating anti-Semitism throughout the world.

Much progress has been

made in uprooting the sources of the "teachings of contempt" in Catholic
textbooks, homilies, liturgy, and generally in Christian culture.

These

achievements have been warmly welcomed by Jewish religious and communal
leadership

i~Qf

the world.

' The purification of Catholic teaching and preaching about Jews and
Judaism has resulted in genuine mutual respect and a growing pattern of
friendships and fraternal dialogue between Catholics and Jews in major
cities of the Western world, in Latin America, Israel, and especially in
the United States and Canada.

Yet, as one historian has testified, ''the bacillus of anti-Semitism
r ·e sides in the subconscious of a great many Christians" to be activated
particularly in times of social stress and economic crisis.

Thus, we

have witnessed that political and economic crises, for example, in
Panama and Mexico, have led to scapegoating of Jewish people with
anti-Semitic threats.

Following the Waldheim. audience and the ensuing

turmoil, polls in Austria revealed a doubling in the public expressions
of anti-Semitic attitudes.

In Germany, observers reported a heightening

in anti-Jewish manifestations.

Even in the United States, where

Catholic-Jewish solidarity is probably the most advanced in the world
°'-·"""~ ~ ~-c/.2today, there was an increase of Ca@h.(}lie hostility toward the Jewish
people.

f\
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~ithout

entering into the question of moral responsibility for the

anti-Jewish consequences of the Waldheim audience] It ls evident that
the important leadership given by the Pope and the Catholic Church
during the past two decades in proclaiming anti-Semitism and Christianity as 1.ncompatlble requires a fundamental and dramatic reaffirmation in our times.

Beyond such an immediate proclamation by Pope John Paul II, the
idea of a Papal Encyclical on the relationship of the Catholic Church
towards Jews and Judaism in which anti-Semitism is stigmatized as
permanently unacceptable to the Church would constitute an historic
contribution to the future improvement of Catholic-Jewish relations.

III - CATHOLIC THEOLOGY Of JEWS AND JUDAISM - Pope John Paul II has made
significant contributions in a number of declarations regarding the
permanent validity of Judaism.

In his October 29, 1985, audience with

IJCIC, he affirmed that "God does not reject His people."

He advocated

"the freeing of our catechetical and religious teaching of a negative or
inaccurate presentation of Jews and Judaism" that will "help to promote
respect, appreciation and indeed love for one and the other."

There have been other homilies which have contradicted these
crucial affirmations.

There have been references to Jews as having

killed Christ; of the Church as the "new Israel" having succeeded the
"old Israel. 11
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Such lapses create great confusion, and tend to undermine the power
and integrity of the other Papal declarations made to numerours Jewish
groups in many parts of the world .

We respectfully submit that it is critical to the future stability
of Catholic-Jewish relations that these confusions and contradictions be
· resolved in a fundamental way that will never allow bigots or antiSemites to select or manipulate phrases from Papal homilies for their
anti-Jewish purposes.· We sincerely believe that the vast majority of
our Catholic friends and neighbors in many parts of the world would
welcome such clarity and unambiguity on these central theological issues
today.

IV - ISRAEL ANO THE MIDDLE EAST - We sincerely believe that the greatest
single obstacle to the establishment of peace and j4stice in the Middle
East for all its Inhabitants is the illusions harbored among extremist,
rejectionist Arab states that Israel is only an "entity" that is
destined to disappear.

The singular contribution that the Pope and the

Holy See could make to the promotion of peace and coexistence between
Jews, Christians, and Muslims in the Middle East is to help undermine
that dangerous illusion which inhibits nations from coming to the
negotiating table.

While de facto diplomatic relations have been developing quietly
between the Holy See and the State of Israel, the absence of full de
jure diplomatic relations continues to feed the extremists' illusions
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and fantasy that

Isra~l

is a chimera that will not survive.

A morally

0

courageous act, undertaken with due discretions and adequate preparations, that would result in the normalization of relations between the
Holy See and Israel would constitute an historic Vatican contribution to
world peace.

6.N-t,4
We aFe fully awar@ of

t~e

~ \µ_,

legit1mat:-e Vatican

concern~

the safety

I\

and security of Christians in the Arab-Muslim world and the fear of
possible reprisals should that diplomatic action be taken.

We believe,

however, that the example of Spain is worthy of study and emulation. The
Arab League and its member nations threatened Spain with a whole arsenal
of reprisals against persons and property should the Gonzalez government
establish diplomatic ties with Israel.

Spain informed the Arab nations in the Middle East, with whom it
has extensive commercial, trade and cultural ties, that it was going to
establish diplomatic relations with Israel and would not tolerate having
anyone dictate its foreign policy.

The diplomatic ties were established

and there were no reprisals of any kind of any Arab nation.

We believe that the time is past due for the Holy See to separate
bluster and blackmail from reality, take the necessary moves to protect .
Arab Christians and Christians in the Muslim world, while asserting the
autonomy and independence of its own foreign policy.

-9-

V - HUMAN RIGHTS AND SOVIET JEWRY - Pope John Paul II is undoubtedly one
of the most forceful advocates and champions of human rights in the
world today.

We share with him the profound biblical and humanistic

affirmations of the scaredness of every human life, of every child
·/: created in the sacred image of Ged.
/

We pledge our cooperation to join with the Pope and the Catholic
Church in the struggle to uphold the dignity of every hu.man life and to
seek to realize the human rights of every member of God's ·human family .

We feel particular anguish over the special suffering of our Jewish
brothers and sisters in the Soviet Union who have been denied the
elemental right to leave, as well as the rights of religious liberty and
..

the freedom to nurture their Jewish religion and culture.

We appreciate greatly the moral support and solidarity of many
leaders of the Catholic Church in the United States, Western Europe and
Latin America who have stood by our side in the struggle to liberate our
co-religionists in the Soviet Union.

We sincerely welcome the augmenta-

tion of that support from the Holy See.

At the same time, we wish to affirm our support of many Catholic
believers who suffer from discriminations and denials of religious
liberty and their God-given human rights .

We stand ready to be of

assistance to them in their struggle to be free peoples.
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CONCLUSION - While we believe these five central issues are vital to the
future flowering of Catholic-Jewish relations, we are convinced there is
need for us to face together in the most fraternal spirit the overriding
need for improving our methods of communication between the Holy See and
the world Jewish community as represented through IJCIC.

~lJe

deeply appreciate the inspired and dedicated leadership of
Johannes Cardinal Willebrands, President of the
Secretariat ,on;
Vatica~

\./

,~~t..- ~~

Religious Relations with the Jewish People. ·~ feel that th~ great

..

d'-

strides forward in Catholic-Jewish relations that he and the gifted
members of his secretariat have helped make possible are compromised

h om time

t·g

time by "surprise" events.

The Waldheim audience and the

earlier Arafat audience are the most troublesome of such episodes.

They

occurred without any advance notice to any of the Jewish partners in our
Catholic-Jewish relationship, and distressed that relationship in many
parts of the world for months on end.
repeated, can lead to

0~IMCtei ;

ill~

These unfortunate episodes, if

distrust of the entire development

of Catholic-Jewish relations.

It is essential that we seek to learn a .~ lesson from this
aI
(lA \h_J
present tYF~~ilrarld find ways to seek to prevent its repetition. As a

t \-\

first suggestion, we urge that a process be set up for the regular joint
consultation between key personalities in the Vatican Secretariat on
Religious Relations with the Jews, the Vatican Secretariat of State, and
IJCIC.

~

,,~

1
·i
fl \M..t..
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The present consultation involving Cardinal Willebrands, Cardinal
Casaroli, and IJCIC leaders suggests an appropriate model for consultation at least once or twice a year during which views could be exchanged
that would help sensitize each other to our respective situations.
Clearly, no one wishes to have the power of veto or censorship over the
other, but being conscious more fully of each other's sensibilities,
problems, and hopes could help forestall unnecessary strains.

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum
American Jewish Committee
August 12, 1987

* * *

6511-IRD-1
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AUGUST 20, 1987
VATICAN SECRETARIAT ON CHRISTIAN UNITY
MSGR. PIER FRANCISCO FUMAGALLI
YOUR TELEX OF AUGUST 17TH RECEIVED.

WE TAKE IT YOU AGREE TO

THE CATEGORIES-OF CONCERN WE PROPOSED AS THE BASIS FOR OUR
DISCUSSIONS.

SECOND SENTENCE OF POINT TWO IS ESSENTIAL ·

ELEMENT OF OUR AGENDA.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO OUR FRANK AND

CORDIAL MEETINGS.
SINCERELY,
RABBI MORDECAI WAXMAN, CHAIRMAN, IJCIC

. .. ...... . '··

-

··.·.· ...................... ......... _..,

Lolly Bram

The American Jewish
Committee
on1C10F1

llHlllQTOll

llllTATIVI,

'l027 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington. O.C. 20036 (202) 265-2000
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The Pope, Waldheim and Israel
WASHlNGTON

.· T h e Pope wears two hats: the
.. ~ religious cap of moral authority,
!which causes him to be taken
seriously when he speaks of peace,
and the secular cap oi expediency,
·which sometimes requires him to do
· business with dictators to maintain
..:. :.. the church presence. Sometimes
·- · those roles conflict.
:::,;.;.., For Pope John Paul II, the decision
:n;~'~: to receive Kurt Waldheim - to praise
as a man of peace a liar associated
with atrocities - was not ennobled by
any need to protect priests from
persecution. The maneuver may have
strengthened the C:itholic Church in
largely Catholic Austria, but the
Pope's political absolution of an unre.' , pentant Nazi collaborator cost the
· Vatican much moral capital.
To recoup, the Pope is writing
friendly statements about Jews and
scheduling audiences with Jewish leaders. These visitors will tell him that
soothing words are no substitute for a
.., ., deed too long left undone: the time has
come for the Vatican 10 establish diplomatic relations with the state oi Israel
Is the Pope's reiusal to let the
phrase "Government of Israel" pass
his lips a moral shortfall? Yes, I think
so: but it would be a mistake to address the Pope with a moral argument when he is wearing his realpolitik hat. Nor is it seemly for proud Israelis to plead for the Holy See's
"recognition." The way to get diplomatic movement is to show the Vatican that its present position works
against practical Catholic interests.
It will help to sweep aside the phony
excuses. If you ask the Apostolic Nunciature in Washington why the Vatican snubs Israel, you- get a vapid
document put out by the Lil:}rary of
·v· .· Congress's Congressional Research
Service sµmmarizing the 1984 posl. :tjo!l•Of theJ>ope.·'.;.The first excuse is the absence of a
peace seulement and of internation-

'·
.. ~·--~~~ -~~._ .--~ -·· ·

ally recognized . boundaries defining ·would be likely to have upon the
Israel and Jordan. But the Vatican Church and its members in Lebanon
has diplomatic relations with Taiwan;· and ocher Arab countries ..." That's
which not even the U.S. nc~recoi the nub of it: the Vatic.i~ has allowed
nizes, and with Iran and Iraq, who its policy to be determined by the fear
have a border dispute going:of Arab reaction.
Then there is the "unresolved
But that Vatican foreign policy restatus of the Palestinians." Does the sisting Israel's legitimacy has been a
Vatican really expect that issue to be .failure ior generations. For the first
resolved as a precondition to its nam- half of the century, popes sought the
ing of an official nuncio to Israel? No.
internationalization of Palestine;
Supposedly the third main issue: that flopped. After ls~:!el established
"The Holy See has called for some itself in 1948, popes feL back to C!llling
form of corpus separatum guaran- for the internationalization of the cily
teed by international statute to as- of Jerusalem; the Arabs of Jordan
sure protection of ·the shrines, would have none of that.
After 1967, the Vatican position fell
unimpeded access and a secure and
back to the internationalization of the
holy places; that did not happen. In
recent years, that has been fuzzed to
a hope that no religion will predomi:
nate, and corpus separawm is
stressed less than the call ror some
· "international statute" to insure Israeli respect for Christian interests:
but no progress can be made without
diplomatic relations.
..
The worst failure in the Pope's tocr
·J'
little-too-late ?Oiicy has been in Leba,
non. In the last dec:ide. 100.000 Maronite Christians have been killed. The
Vatican policy to appease the Arab
world has failed to prevent horrendous loss of life among the people it
wants most to protect.
Realpolitik suggests that the Pope
change the failed i-olicy. The archaic
continuing Christian presence." But meaning of "see" is. "seat"; if the
the only way to move toward its goals Holy See will not take its seat at the
is to negotiate: the church's desires diplomatic t:ible, it c:innot play in the
should be a reason for establishing game of peacemaking. (The realists
relations, not a reason for continued in the Kremlin are coming to undecstand that, too.)
isolation.
One basic reason is never menTo further the interests of Christioned: it must stick in·the Vatican's tians, the Vatican should establish
craw that non-Christians should pre- normal relations with Israel. Not to
dominate in the land of Christ. Setting make up for the Waldheim abomina·
aside such crusader nostalgia, an- tion; not to put moral considerations
other real reason for the Vatican above all; but simply to give the voice
aloofness is mentioned in passing: of the Vatican some resonance in the
U
"the effect that de jure recognition Middle East.
Mi

Soothing
vvords won't .
help if
·the Vatican
still refuses
diplomatic
:relations.

..· ·. . .

.\

\
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THE HOLY SEE AND RECOGNITION OF ISRAEL

Charles H. Whittier
Specialist in Religion and Public Policy
Government Division
October 10, 1986
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THE HOLY SEE AND RECOGNITION OF ISRAEL
Quest.ions are often raised regarding the policy of the Holy See with
reference to full- - that is, de jure--diplomatic

recogni~ion

of the state of

Israel.
The reasons that such recognition has not been 'extended (to both Israel
and

Jord~n)

touch upon unresolved. issues in the

Israel~-Palestinian

and related matters cited in the Apostolic Letter

11

conflict

Redemptionis Anno" of Pope.

John Paul II, published in connection with the Jubilee year (1984).!../
The Holy See does not appear to have changed its position since 1984.

The

issues in question are:
· l • . The absence of · any peace settlement among the contending parties and
the consequent lack of internationally recognized boundaries defining the
states of Israel and Jordan.
2.

-

.----·

The unresolved status of the Palestinians in the occupied territories
.............._

.

and elsewhere and the ab~escinian homeland, as called for in
.

"Redemptionis Anno" and other Papal sc:atements.
3.

The unresolved status of Jerusalem

of the holy sites.

~n

international law and.the status

The Holy See has called for.some form of

cor~us

separatum

.!./See full text in: Catholic Almanac. Hundngton, Indiana. Our Sunday
1985. p. 64-65. The Apostolic Lett~r reiterates the· position the
Holy See has taken since 1948-49 and the E~cyclicals of Pope Pi.JS XII, "In ·
Multiplicibus curi" and "Redemptoris nostri."
Visitor~

..

'

,. ..

CRS-2

guaranteed by international statute to assure protection of the .shrines,
" "\i

unimpeded access, and a secure and continuing Christian

presence.~/

Moreover, it is nor: customary . for the Holy See to initiate diplomatic
relations Pita af\.¥. star:e.
recognition.

The state of Israel has not requesced de jure

Other reasons often cited for the Holy See's policy include the

'·

continuing Israeli-Palestinian involvement in the conflict in Lebanon and ·

..

~oncern

-;.·,

for the effect that de jure recognition wouJd be} likely to have upon

the Church and its members in Lebanon and ocher Arab countries and in the
larger Islamic

world,~/

pal"ticularly with reference to the Israeli capture and

annexation of the Old City of Jeru.s alem in 1967 and the "Jerusalem Law 11 of 1980
extending capital city status--first

-

in 1950--to the whole city•':.../

procl~imed

-

in 1949 and partially effected

2/The reference is to the resolur:ion of the General Assembly of the Unir:ed

Natio~s endorsing the Majority Report of the United Nations Special Co1m1ittee
on Palestine, November 22, 1947: "the City of Jerusalem shall. be established as
a corpus separatum under
special international regime • . • " See: U.S.

a

Congress. House of Representatives. Jerusalem: The ruture of the Holy City:
for Three Monotheisms. Subcommittee on the Near East of the Committee on
Foreign Affairs. Hearing, 92nd Congress, 1st Session. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. O.ff. , 19 71. p. xii •
1/For a more detailed study, see: Irani, George E. The Papacy and the
Middle Ease. Notre Dame, Indiana. U~iversity of Notre Dame Press. 1986.
(Noc available in the Library ac this time.)
~/Repatriation of Palestinian refugees, including the Arab Christian
communities, a continuing concern of the Holy See, was Linked to the
internationalization of Jerusalem and the protection of the Holy Places in
talks between Israel and Vatican representatives as early as 1948-49. See:
Ferrari, Silvio. The Holy See and the postwar Palestine issue: the
internationalization of Jerusalem and che protection of the Holy Places.
International Affairs. Vol. 60, Spring 1981 . p. 261- 283 .
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THE NEW YORK NEWSDAY INTERVIEW WITH MARC TANENBAUM

Bridging Parochialism's Troubled Waters
~
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Q. During your 20 years as a leader of the American
Jewish Committee, you have had dealings with the
Vatican, including three ma-tini;s with Pope John
Paul II. Were you surprised lh:it he met with Austrian President Kurt Waldheim 13St June, despite
evidence I.hat Wuldhe1m wa.• ;1lwched lo a Nazi
mili1.ary unil thal committed war crimes?
A. Nol only was I stunned and shocked. but when I
was in Rome meeting with people in the Vatican
Curia. II round( they were shocked. 1lhink it has to
be known that the Pope did not l!eek this audience.
(In Vienna in Julyl I learned that Waldheim had
sought en oudience with the Pope on three different
occasions. He was turned down three times. FinBIJy,
poople in the Austrian government came to the
Vatican and demanded Lhe audience on the basis of
the Holy See's declared principle thaL the Pope will
receive any head of •talc who i,; dcmocrntically
el<...~. And part of the urgumcnt was that 87 percent ~f the Au:itrian pop~lalion is Catholic. [The
A11stnan government] decided lo nsk for an audience because the Social Democrats had begun at·
tacking lhe People's Party, which ran Waldheim as
its candidate, for bringini:: ~hame and humiliation to
Austria. So this was an efTort lo pole-vault the country out of its isolation. Still, the question remains:
Having received (Waldheim], how was it possible for
the Pope not to make a sini:lc rdurcnl"C to his Nazi
pa.:>l? Nol havini: do11c "'" I he! alluwc.J Waldheim Lo
hijack the Pope and the Vatican. l Waldh~iml spoke
of the Pope as "the international conscience of mankind," and the clear implication was thal Waldheim
is now Mr. Clc:in. bc'Clu:><! the conscieooc of mankind has absolved him of all his sin, without his
having lo ocknowledge a single evil deed.
Q. What do you pion lo t.cll the Pope during your
privat.e meeting tomorrow in Rome?
A. The oudience wilh Waldheim. of course. ha.s had
a very ncgutive fallout fur C::itholic.Jewish rcbt ions. For the Pope LO rccrive Waldheim - who was

atmosphere of strain lhat now attends plans for the
meeting (of the Pope and Americnn Jewish leadersI
in Miami (on Sept. 111.

Q. What about anti-5ernitism in Austria?
A. W e think that Waldheim. having lied about his
hiSLory, is a morally despicable person. Austria de.
serves better than him. I H owever,) the majority of
Austrians today hnd nothing whatsoever to do with
Austria's terrible and tragk involvement with the
Nazi Holocnust. Something fundamental"s got to be
done to help this younger gencrution of Austrians
face the past. The American Jewish CommiLtce is
: co-sponsorini: o c;onfercnce in Vienna next year to
;...-----1l:! look lol the past.I and ut (post-wor Austria!. We re<:·
~ ognize that a qu.uter of a million Jews from the
~ So~iet Union ond I ran have passed through Austria,
0 und that has to be acknowledged and appreciotcd.
li It's not enough simply LO curse Waldheim and con~;;;;;;;;~;;;;~~-;:=:~;=:=:::: 11: demn Austria.

UNQUIET DIPLOMAT
Rabbi More H. Tanenbaum is director of intemati.otuu affairs for the
Amerkan Jewish Committee. David
Berreby spoke with him for New Yo1*
Newsday.
a Nazi army officer, who participat.cd in w:tions that
led lo the dcporllltion of thousands of Jews in Gcor.
gia and Greece lo Auschwitz - could well be a message lo millions of young Catholics, especially in
those countries where thu Nazi Holocaust took
pliu:c. thot the Holocaus t is trivial, isn't l!ven worth
a mention. The Pope has committ.cd himself LO a 90.
minute discuaaion, with no canned spel!Ches. no
monologues. And we hope out of that will come a
clearing of the air. Th:it, I hope. "'ill relieve the

Q. Are you worried about the groups that claim the
Holocaust never happened'/
A. There's no profit in becoming hysc.erical and
over.stating it, but there are sources who arc systematically S<.'Ckinc lo undermine our undersuind·
ing of the horrors of the Nazi Holocaust. First and
foremost among them are networks of neo-Nazis in
German" and the l.JnitL'<I States whose central mesi;ai,'C is: ;l'hc H11luc.1ust is a hoax. In oddition LO thut
you have hod the Soviet Union and cert.a.in eastern
European countries - especially Poland - denying
the fact that Jews suffered massively and singularly
from the Final Solution. In the Warsaw Ghetto, the
Polish government has signs saying. "Here Polish
citizens rose up ogainst the Fascists." Only the
Jews wen: kept in the W81Sllw Ghetto. The uprising
wos on n<.1. of Jewi."11 heroism. Thot's not chauvinism; it'i;.,simply a mauer of historical accuracy.

Q. But surely acRnowledgement must be made that
non.Jews were also killed by the Nazis.
A. I think it"s altoge\her appropri;ite. provided that
it's not a distortion of historic reality. . . . It's precisely becnuse I am Jewish and [was alive during(
the Holocaust that I fttl especially equipp<.od to UR·
derstand the sulTcring of other people. Some Jews
... want LO talk only about our HolO<;Dusl - nobody else·s - keep out of fear of revisionism and
being relativizcd out of existence. Elie Wiesel once
said to me: "You will never understand what one
day in Auschwitz was like." I stand silent before
that. But I find myself reinforced by sharing with
other peoples who've sulTered.

Q. In both this country and Israel, J ews seem very

•.

much divided. Does this concern you?
A. Port of the problem is that for the first time in
probably 2.000 years. Orthodox Jews have acce5s to
real politicul power in Israel. Thc'.)''re using that
power lo impose their particular S«taria·n ideoloi:y
on the entire society. Now, I have very great alToc·
lion and respect for Orthodox Jews. I CQJne out of u.i
Orthodox background. But I think there is a ro1 t J '
recklessness and irresponsibility in the woy aom•
ultraright-wing fonotic elements are abuaini: tt-....
power at the expense of the common interests of the
Jewish people. You need only t.o rend some of the
columns in ;;ome of the Orthodox newspapers t.o
realize how much hatred goes on. We simply can't
afford that kind of undermining of the morale and
soidllrity of Jews. If the Atnbs were smart. they
would declare peace with Israel tomorrow. Because
given the present pattern of fanaticism ond hatred.
the Jews will de:.1.roy each other.

JPOPE JOHN PAUIL II
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NORMALIZATION OF VATICAN-ISRAELi RELATIONS
SECOND Draft 8/26/87

The vatican should establish full and normal diplomatic relations with the
State of Israel.
Jews regard the relationship between the Vatican and the State of Israel as a
crucial litmus test and the ultimate gauge of the health and progress of Jewish-Catholic
relations. Accordingly, the absence of diplomatic normalization between Israel and the
Vatican is a constant source of distress to the Jewish people and a major impediment to
the worldwide effort to promote harmony and brotherhood among Jews, Catholics, and,
indeed, Christians of all denominations.
The Vatican has extended de facto recognition to Israel and there has been
frequent contact between its representatives. The relationship apears to improve· with
the passage of time. These are positive developments but they are not enough. The time
is now ripe for the Vatican to normalize its diplomatic relations with the Jewish State.
The promise of a return to the Holy Land appears in the Torah, and Judaism's
most sacred text, and throughout history, the identification by the Jewish people with the
Land of Israel, Eretz Yisrael, has been the bedrock of Jewish faith.

Zionism is a

reflec tion of this profound theme in Jewish Ii fe and modern history has made it an
increasingly dominant, powerful force in Jewish affairs.

Jews can no more separate

Judaism from concern over Israel than Catholics can make a clear distinction between the
Vatican and the Holy See.
The trauma of the Holocaust remains a searing nightmare for all Jews.
No effort to erase the memory of this suffering was more mean~ngful or
profound for the Jewish people than the establishment of a Jewish state, a home for the
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surviving remnant of World Jewry and a haven for the oppressed • . The State of Israel was,
and is, the ultimate symbol of the initiative to overcc;>me the consequences of anti-semitic
genocide.
In his homily at Otranto, Italy on October 5, 1980 John Paul II recognized the
connection. "The Jewish people," he said, "after tragic experiences connected with the
extermination of so many sons ·and daughters, driven by the desire for secur-ity, set up the
State of Israel." Also, in his)etter of August 12, .1987 to Archbishop John L. May of St.
Louis, the Pope expressed great sensitivity on · this point by stating that "we Christians
approach with immense respect the terrifying experience of the extermination, the Shoah,
suffered by the Jews during the Second World War, and we seek to girasp its most
authentic, speci fie and universal meaning."
For the Six Day War (1967), when in the first days of the invasion the very
existence of the State of Israel was imperiled, Jews

around the world rallied to the

defense of their homeland. Zionism was also reinforced by the adoption by the United
Nations on November 10, 1965 of the scandalous and libelous resolution which equated
Zionism with racism. Jews throughout the world reacted with outrage and drew together
to repudiate with passion the concept that Jews or Zionists are racists.
The greatest single obstacle to the establishment of peace in the Middle East
is the illusion, harbored by Arab extremists, that the State of Israel is a mere "entity",
destined to disappear. These who adhere to this misguided belief are blind to the essential
truths of Jewish life, Jewish faith and Jewish history.
The lack of full and normal diplomatic relations between the Holy See and
Israel is perceived by Jews as a refusal by the Catholic Church to acknowledge the
essence of this identity.

For His Holiness to undertake now to normalize relations
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between the Vatican and Israel would be a morally courageous act .and would constitute a
historic contribution to world peace.
The State of Israel does not require normalization of relations with the
Vatican to ensure its survival. Rather, it is the

mission of the Catholic Church, to

promote peace, hope and justice that compels the Vatican to lift itself to the highest of
moral considerations and bring about its stated· aim of achieving peace in the Middle East.
Anwar Sadat went to Jerusalem and spoke to its Parliamer,it. His Holiness would be
welcomed in Jerusalem and his visit would fulfull the highest goals of the Church.
Normalization of relations would make that historic trip possible.
By aQreeing to full and nor'!'al, de jure, diplomatic relations with Israel the

Holy See can express its respect for the ·past sufferings of the Jews. The lack of full de
jure relations continues to feed the illusions of fanatics and extremists who view Israel as
a chimera that will not survive. These bigots in perceiving Israel as a transient, alien
entity cannot but be encouraged by the failure of the Holy See to establish full diplomatic
ties with the State of Israel. The singular contribution which the Pope can make to the
promotion of peace and coexistence among Jews, Christians, and Muslims in the Middle
East is to help remove a dangerous illusion· of Israel's transient character which still
deters some governments of the region from approaching the negotiating table.

A variety of arguments are relied upon by those who· oppose normal relations.
They are all without merit. For example, it is sometimes argued that relations should not
be normalized until disputes over Israel's borders have not resolved. But these unresolved
disputes have not deterred other states from enjoying formal relations with Israel, nor has
the Holy See refrained from establishing normal relations with states that are parties to
these disputes. Why discriminate against Israel?
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Similarly, it is argued that normalization must be deferred until issues
involving the Palestinian Arabs have been resolved. But the Vatican's refusal to establish
normal relations will not help . to settle these complex issues.

On the contrary, the

presence of formal diplomatic channels would foster open dialogue so essential for the
removal of tensions and the promotion of peace. It is well known that Israel is ready to
take even further steps to alleviate the situation of Arab refugees in cooperation with
other countries and other international bodies or organizations. The failure to establish
full diplomatic relations with Israel impedes the quest for peace.
It is also argued that normalization would have a backlash effect that would
threaten Christian minorities in Arab lands.

History proves that this concern is

groundless. Countries that have resisted Arab pressures and blackmail, have not

su~fered

in their relations with Arab states. Germany and Spain are obvious examples. Here we
must sadly report that there are minorities already persecuted in several Arab nations. In
contrast, the one country in the Middle East that has achieved an unblemished record in
protecting the rights of its Christian minorities is rsrael.
Finally, opponents of normalization express concern over the future status of
Jerusalem. However, Israel has given the strongest assurances of its obligation to protect
and respect the holy places of all religions and, its record is ex,e mplary. Moreover, while
..

various states, including the United States of America, hold views on the status of
Jerusalem that differ from those of Israel.

These differences have never threatened

normal diplomatic ties.
We who are profoundly committed to the Catholic-Jewish relationship hope to
see, at long last, the creation of such ties, of normal diplomacy and friendship betwee.n
Israel and. the Holy See. The realization of this hope would be a historic event, a cause
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for great rejoicing, and would deepen and enrich dialogue among Christians and Jews
thro1.11ghout the world.

Seymour D. Reich
International President,
B'nai B'rith
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NORMALIZATION OF RELATIONS BETWEEN THE VATICAN ANO THE STA TE OF ISRAEL
Third Draft 8/26/87
The Vatican should establish full and normal diplomatic relations with the
State of Israel.
Jews regard the relationship between the Vatican and the State of Israel as a
crucial litmus test and the ultimate gauge of the health and progress of Jewish-Catholic
relations. Accordingly, the absence of diplomatic normalization between Israel and the
Vatican is a constant source of distress to the Jewish people and a major impediment to
the worldwide effort to promote harmony and brotherhood among Jews, Catholics, and,
indeed, Christians of all denominations.
The Vatican has extended de facto recognition to [srael and there has been
frequent contact between their representatives.

The relationship appears to have

improved with the passage of time. Although these are positive developments, they are
not enough. This is a propitious time for the Vatican to normalize its diplomatic relations
with the Jewish State.
The promise of a return to the Holy Land appears in the Torah, Judaism's most
sacred text, and throughout history the identification of the Jewish people with the Land ·
of Isra1el, Eretz Yisrael, has been the bedrock of Jewish faith. Zionism is a reflection of
this profound theme in Jewish life and modern history has made it an increasingly
powerful force in Jewish affairs. Jews can no mo.re separate Judaism from concern for
Israel than Catholics can make a clear distinction between the Vatican and the Holy See.
The trauma of the Holocaust remains a searing nightmare for all Jews. The
State of Israel was, and. is, the ultimate symbol of all the effor.t.s to overcome the
consequences of anti-Semi tic genocide.
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In his homily at Otranto, Italy on October 5, 1980 John Paul II recognized this
connection. "The Jewish people," he said, "after tragic experiences connected with the
extermination of so many sons and daughters, driven by the desire for security, set up the
State of Israel."
At the time of the Six Day War (1967), when in the first .days of the war the
very existence of the State of Israel was imperiled, Jews around the world rallied to the
defense of their homeland. All Jews became Zionists.
The greatest single obstacle to the establishment of peace in the Middle East
is the illusion, perpetuated by Arab extremists, that the State of Jsrael is a mere
geographical "entity", destined to disappear. These who adhere to this misguided belief
are blind to the essential truths of Jewish life, Jewish faith and Jewish history.
The lack of full and normal diplomatic relations between the Holy See and
Israel is perceived by Jews as a refusal by the Catholic Church to acknowledge the
essence of their identity.

For His Holiness to undertake now to normalize relations

between the Vatican and Israel would be a mo.ral act and would constitute a historic
contribution to world peace.
The State of Israel does not require normalization of relations with the
Vatican to ensure its survival. If it is the proclaimed mission of the Catholic

Churc~,

to

promote peace, hope and justice then the Vatican should feel compelled to promulgate the
highest of moral considerations and bring about its stated aim of achieving peace in the
Middle East.
By establishing full and normal, de jure, diplomatic relations with Israel the
Holy See can express convincingly its respect for the past sufferings of the Jews. The
lack of full de jure relations continues to feed the illusions of fanatics and extremists who
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view Israel as a chimera that will not survive. These bigots, in perceiving Israel as a
transient, alien entity, cannot but be encouraged by the failure of the Holy See to
establish full diplomatic ties with the State of Israel. The singular contribution which the
Pope can make to the .promotion of peace and coexistence among Jews, Christians, and
Moslims in the Middle East is .to help remove slanderous characterization of Israel as a
transient nation which still deters some governments of the region from approaching the
negotiating table. ·
A variety of arguments are relied upon by those who oppose normal relations.
They are all without merit. For example, it is sometimes argued that relations should not
be normalized until disputes over Israel's borders have been resolved.
unresolved disputes have not deterred other states from enjoying formal

But these

r~iations

with

lsr(!.el, nor has the Holy See refrained from establishing normal relations with states that
are parties to disputes. Why discriminate against Israel?
Similarly, it is argued that normalization must be deferred until all issues
involving the Palestinian Arabs have been resolved. But the Vatica.n's refusal to establish
normal relations will not help to settle these complex issues.

On the contrary, the

presence of formal diplomatic channels would foster the open dialogue so essential for the
removal Of tensions and the promotion of peace. It is well known
take even further steps to alleviate the situation of Arab

th~t

refuge~s

Israel is ready to

in cooperation with

other countries arid other international bodies or organizations. · The failure to establish
full diplomatic relations with Israel impedes the quest for peace.
It is also argued that normalization could have a backlash effect that might
threaten Christian minorities in Moslem lands. History proves this concern groundless.
Countries that have resisted Arab pressures and blackmail have not suffered in their
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relatio_ns with Arab states. Germany and Spain are obvious examples. Here we. must sadly
report that even

no"w minorities

suffer pe·rsecutio111 in several Arab nations .. In contrast,

the ·one country in the Middle East that has achieved an unblemished record in protecting
the rights of its Chr.istian minorities is Israel.
Finally, opponents of normalization express concern over the future status of
Jerusalem.

Israel has given the strongest . assur~nces Of its obligation to protect and

respect the holy places of all religions and its record is

~xemplary.

Moreover, while

various states, including the United States of America, hold views on the status of
Jerusalem that differ from those of Israel, these differences have never threatened
normal diplomatic ties.
We who are profoundly committed to strengthening the Catholic-jewish
relation:;;hip hope to see, at last, the inception of normal diplo_macy
the

H~ly

between Israel and

See. The realization of this hope would be a hist9ric event, a cause for great

rejoicing. It would promote peace and deepen and enrich dialogue among Christians and
Jews throughout the world.

Seymour D. Reich
International President,
B'nai B'rith
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Agenda for IJCIC-Vatican Meeting, Rome,

Au~ust

31-Sept 1. 1987

The continuing absence of iull diplomatic relations oe t ween

the Vatican and Israel has an increasingly harmful effect on

-

Jewish-Catholic relations worldwide. Many Jews interpret t he
refusal 0£ the Vatican to exchange ambassadors with
rooted in the discredited Christian teaching
diaspora is God's
the

M~ssiah

punishmen~

~hat

as

I~rae l

the Jewish

£or the Jewish reJection of Jesus as

while others ·1nterpret i t as the result oi a

pervasive pro-Arab orientation in the Vatican. We would li}ce. to

dicuss measures to

preven~

this issue irom causing on erosion 0£

the progress in "Jewish-Catho l ic re l ations that has tal{en place in
..
l

I

situation with our Catholic friends.
and the

.·

Po~e

~hile

have made strong statements

the Catholic Church

condemn~ng

anti-

semitism, these statements have not come to terms with the

·:

Christian roots of anti-semitisrn through the "teaching of

contemot'" of Judaism in Christian supersessionist theology. We

·~ .

are

~~fo
i nterested

t~er~fore

10

djscussing

whethe~

the Catholic

Church's reJection of anti-sernitism can be deepened
I

·:.-

·.. .

-------

theologically and whether the Catholic Chµrch is sufficiently
.

···

sensitive to developments in Catholic countries.

.

*

the Holocaust combined with a general attempt to relativize i t is
in the process of occurring. We believe that the Catholic Church
has not su££iciently distanced itself from these tendencies, at

times even participating in

th~

process. The audience granted

Kurt Waldheim and the absence 0f any critical note in the Pope's
remarks on the occasion have had a devastating ei:fect on .iec

"t

public opinion. We need to heer from our Catholic friends their
perception of these

While speaking very positively about Jews and Judaism in
pronouncements addressed to Jewish audiences, we have noticed
that the Pope, when

speal~ing

to formulations drawn from a

to Catholic audiences. often reverts

?H -C4~e-. \1 ~
far~

·

ftiellcily theology. we would

like to document this and elicit a response from the Catholic
side.

(-

/
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i ·.
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PROPOSED AGENDA FOR IJCIC-VATICAN MEETING, ROME, AUG. 31 SEPT. 1, 1987

The following topics cover areas of
Q. ~

difficu~ty

in current

l'IA~~~ '°""J

V\ t°c...\ (_'""\

Jewish-Catholic relations. We :e .. l 11iJe(questions such as human
rights, Soviet Jewry, and religious freedom in which a large
')\.¢

·e

measure of agreement exists l,-..,.J~~""'

£f.

l

~

~

$: Vatican-Israel Relations"

r

~

.

+~ ~ ~~

~

K

The continuing absence of full diplomatic relations between
the Vatican and Israel has an increasingly harmful effect ·
on Jewish-Catholic relations worldwide. We would like to
explore what steps could be taken to prevent this issue
from eroding progress that has been made.

g,

Anti-Semitism
A rise in anti-semitism in Austria and elsewhere in

Europe and Latin America is a cause for serious concern.
We are interested in discussing whether the Catholic Church's
rejection of anti-semi tism can be deepened theologically o. V\J
by a greater focus on the Christian roots of anti-semitism.

o/. Holocaust
We observe a recent tendency to deny the centrality of
Jewish suffering in the Holocaust and to universalize and
even Christianize it. The audience granted Kurt Waldheim

and the absence of any critical ~~~~
.
_in the Pope's remarks.
on the occasion have, in our view, strength-ened the hand of
those who see little value in the obligation to remember.
We need to hear from our Catholic friends their perception
i

of these developments.

~

.\ (

~YC\.VI I C!tl . ~

ift'Bi' ·

1if;~
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{!. Contradictory Vatican Statements About Jews and Judaism
While speaking very positively about Jews and Judaism
in pronouncements addressed to Jewish audiences, we~
~stie8a

obsexve.

that the Pope, when speaking to Catholic audiences,

d'

often reverts to formulations drawn from pre-Vatican II
w~~ -ft>

. t.1.Jc ..

theology. We wei,ihi. 1 j lee te -document this and elicit a response
1-..

from the Catholic side.

I
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTE'E

date
to

from

subject

September 1, 1987
Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum, Rabbi · Jiin Rudin
Rosalyn Borg

'

Visit with Portland Archbishop Levada and Gresham
Kiwanis Club regarding Pope and Waldheim meeting.

The purpos~ of my visit with Archbis~op Willia~ J. Lev~da ~~s
to deliver a long delayed· copy of the 1987 Jewish Year Book. As
it coincided with the forthcoming me~ting of Jewish leaders with
the Pope, I took advantage of the meeting to express appreciation
for the cpnstructive and cooperative spirit of the Vatican and in
p~fticula; the meeting with the Pope on September 1.
I conveyed our gratitude for the intervention and assistance of
the Amer.ican Catholic hierachy, especia1ly Archbishop May, in
bringing about this unprecedented meeting with · the Pope and Jewish
leaders.
The Archbishop was cordial and receptive. He presented me with a
copy of Archbishop May's June 22, 1987 ·statement and a statement
issued by Msgr. John M~ Oesterreicher, The Institute of JudeaoChristian Studies, Setori Hall Universit~- We discuss~d having a
Jewish-Catholc dialogue in Portland,. and71 ~f·fered to have Father
Sirriani contact me. The meeting was pleasant, but not earthshaking.· The Archbishop· leans toward ·the conservative.side. During his assignment to Los Angeles he had extensive and very good
relations with AJC through Neil Sandburg and asked that I convey
his good wishes to .Neil.
I had the propitious opportunity ·to adddress the Gresham Kiwanis
Club this afternoon 6n the subject ·of ·the Waldheim visit and also
Israel 1 s detention of American Arabs and American Blacks.
I thought
' the meeting went well. I was able to bring results of the meeting
with the Pope and used that a~ a positive starting point for discussion.

There were thirty men, one woman; in the audience, all white,
middle class, Protestant, professional, shopkeepers, or retirees.
My sense was they left the meeting with an · understanding of the
reason's behind the distress expressed by the American Jewish community.
·

cc:

Geri Rozanski
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THE POPE AND THE JEWS
LAST week's meeting

~twee~ number of American JeWish leaders and

Pope John Paul II in Rome, in preparation for the Pope's visit to the U.S.,
received relatively little mooia coverage in Israel. lt -was a week that was
dominated by the protests of the Israel Aircraft Industries workers against
the cabinet's dtcision to terminate the Lavi project and by the growing .
intensity of the ultra-Orthodox-secular confrontation tn Jerusalem. What
little comment.ary ther& was on the meeting in the Vatican, was nearly
entirely negative.
SHLOMO SHAFIR writes in DAvAR (Sept 3): .. One should recall tllat the

present crisis between tlle Jewish organizations and the Vatican, originated
with the invit.ation to Austrian president Kurt Waldheim to meet With the

pope, and the pope's rejection of any demand that he express regret over
that meeting. The reception for Waldheim in Rome was, of course, not
intended to anger the World Jewish congress or the State of Israel, or to
absolve the millions of Austrian and German sotdi.r-s Who serve<! the
"Fuehrer· in World War II. It was merely another expression of the Vatican's
realpolitik., Which is Seeking to strengthen the status of the church, and
conservative political trends, in a Catholic country like Austria.

The

progressive line tn internal and foreign affairs which was adopted by the
former head of the Austrian Catholic Church, Cardinal Koenig, for 30 years,
was anathema to Ule conservatives in the Vatican. Following the retirement
of Koenig--Who favored an agreement With Ule Socialists and supported tlle

:international peace movement-·tht pop~ appointed conservative pritsts and

bishops to positions of importance, Who were identified

With

' 1·/~

the People's

{:

. ,:

2

'r.
· Party

which had put up Waldheim for the presiden(y. The Vatican also

hoped that its support or tbe People·s Party would help put a stop to the

erosion in the membership in the Austrian church, which is estimated at
about 30,000 a year. For all of Pope John Paul's desire to prevent a
confrontaUon with U.S. Jewry, the
priori~y

fa~

of the churcil

in Austria has a higher

in his eyes. One should also consider that, as opposed to Rumanian

president Nicolai Ceaucescu and many others, the head of the strongest
Christian church in the world and his advisers, are not indin~d to exaggerate

the ·omnipotence· of world Jewry.
"AS tor th&

Vatican·~

aWtude towards Israel; btsides tlle

tb~logical

arguments against recognition--Whicl1 certainly continue to eXist--there are
also realpolitik ones. The Vatican sees no special advantage in a speedy
establishment of relations With Israel. To the contrary, it is very alive· to the
dangers inherent in·such a step to its relations with the Arab and Moslem
worlds. One (an. still recall Ule

warm welcome extended to the PLO's Yasser

Arafat during his 1982 visit to the Vatican and the pope's gesture in support

or the Moslem stand on Jerusale~ during his visit to Morocco.
"NONE of this should denfogr~ !rom Ule importance attached to a Catholic-

.

JeWish dialogue,
which is import.ant to a number o! Jewish communities in
.
tlle Diaspora. But one should refrain from tlle illusion of the possibility of an
imminent breakthrough in t.hose relations. It will continue to be important to
counter negative influences in the Curia and to f osier cont.acts with local

bishops in tlle U.s. and some European countries, whose attitude is often
much more sympathetic than that ot the Holy see:
SHMUEL SCHNITZER

wri~s

in MA'ARIV (Sept. 4): • IT would be hard to

assert that those Jewish communal activists who met this week with the

3

pope in his

summ~r

residence at Castel Gondotto, did a Wise or honorable

tb.ing. They got nothing from the head of the Catholic church; but they
themselves took a step which coUld be seen as a form of .Jewtsh legitimation
of the pope's refusal to recognize the reality of the existence of Israel, and of
'

his meeting with that little Nazi, Kurt Waldheim, who is now president of
Austria...A dialogue has meaning When there is a modicum of symmetry to it.
The trouble is that while the catholic church is a highly structured hierarchy,
in Which it is absolutely clear Who is subservient to Whom, and Who
represents whom, the je"NS have notb.ing tbat even comes close to it: no
repres&ntatJove organizatJon, and no one who is authorized to speak in the
name of the Jewish people and of Judaism. The JeWish delegation to the
meeting with the pope, in effect, nomina~ itself, and no one can answer the
question , as .to whom

~d

What they represent Even American Jewry did

not entJrely support their initiative.
"WHAT the pope got from the meeting is clear: his visit to the U.S. will not bt

marred by hosWe JeWish

demonstrati~ns,

since a number of

J~wish

dignitaries held formal conciliatory talks with him. What tb.e Jews are
supposed to gain from that meeting ls more questionable. The pope's
legitimation of Waldheim, continues t:o stand. Anyon~ who attaches any
.
importance to the po~·s d~laration that Israel,.is a vital value, and that
some day he would want to visit Jerusalem, purposely ignores the point that
this empty statement does not commit the pope to any action, and that its
true worth can only be judged by the absence of relations . between the
Vatican and th~ Jewish State.
· ''THE formula tor such meetings is very simple: any Jewish leader who is
ready to forgo Israel's honor and to conduct a friendly dialogue with anyone
who refuses to recognize t.he

Sta~

of Israel will always

be

a welcome g\i~t

in Rome. The most important Cardinals Will join him in staging "an
unprecedented" meeting with the Holy Father, and will plan the details of
the pointless conversation, ill which .not a new word Will be said,_and no
obstacle to understanding between Jews and Christians Will be

remov~.

It

will be clear to both sides--both ~fore and aft.er the m~ting--that the

Holocaust, which saddened the Catholic Church, could possibly serve as a
basis for the issutng of declarations of condolence. What it cannot change is
the basic attitude of

th~

church to the Jews as a pe.ople, Wbo have now

organized their own political framework. The church is ready to forgive

individual Je-ws who survived; it is not ready to forgive the Jews as apeople
and as a st.at.e.
.;IN THE past, when life in the galut ~s dark and foreboding, and constant
fear served . as a goad to the Je'n'S' natural sense of survival, Jewish
delegations, with their rabbis, Tora scrolls and nags, would go out to
weloome a new pope on his coronation. Here and there, special prayers for
his

weU-~ing

were even Included it!. the JeWish prayer boOk. We had

thought that those days were gone, and that that sort of gatut 'A'as· fading

away. It turns out that we wert mistaken. That sort of gatut still lives in t:b~
hearts o! a small number of fawning pleaders (shtadlanim)."
DAN MARGALIT

writes in HA"ARm (Sept. 4): "IT IS . under the pope's

leadership that the Vatican continues not to recognize Isratl. When Israeli
diplomats asktd When such recognttJoon woUld

~

accorded, the Holy See

replied that Israel's final bordtrs had not yet been set. As it the pope

extends recognition only to states who have already settled their border
disputes. The Vatican has also adopted a discriminatory stance in regard to
the question of Jerusalem. During the 19 .years in Which the city was

5
administered by Jordan, the Vatican accorded it unstinting recognition. Not
so

With

Israel. In private conversations, leaders of the church Will often

praise the attitude of the Israel government to-wards the church and the
modus vivendi in the city. But in the o~n, tlle relationship is one-sided and
expresses itself in an unWillingness to recognize Israel and its sovereignty,
even in Western Jerusalem.

"AMERICAN Jewry, Which lives in a country with a large catholic minority,
obviously has a legitimate interest in maintaining contacts with the l:ioly See.
But such contacts require a revamping of its leadership and its rejuvenation,
a sense of its own dignity and of its institutlonal power. Above all, What is

needtd is a perspicacious ~rceptlon o! wbat tht Jews want from the pope
and What it is feasible to get from him. In that light, one shoUld ask Who do
R~bbi

Mordechai Waxman and Henry Siegman represent? Who,

~ven

in

American Jewry, knows Who they are, Whom they represent, and who is
prepared to be represented by them towa.rds the Holy S~?
"AMERICAN politics has invented

~e

term 'photo opportunity'. That is

exacuy What the Jewish leaders who bothered to come to Rome !or a
dialogut between the deaf were. engaging in. Th& pope got his photos and
smiles, to ease his -wa.y on his visit tO the U.s. Perhaps, th& Jews at that
meeting got What they had wan~d, too. · a photo opportunity'?"
MA'ARIV writes in its editorial (Sept. 3): "IN the classic world when one
wanted to.say that something was progressing at a snail's pace, one said 'On
the 'Wings of Jesus· aposUes'. The Jews who met the Vicar of
·. tlli'S wttk discovered that if any

progr~

was being

Chris~ on

ma~e

earth

in Winning

Vatican r~ognitlon ot Israel it was advancing on the wings of Jesus· apostl~.
The leaders of American Jewry should have made their meeting with the

....

..

,,..

. .""":.

6

pope condiUonal on an

advanc~

commitment that the pope wou14 say

something binding on the need to establish relations with Isra,1. A mere hint
that the pope was considering'-issuin~ an important statement on the
relations or the church With the Jews was not enough. The only "Way the
catholic church can even begin to atone tor its historic sins against the ·
· Jewish pe.opl~ is by according full recognition to the
wben Rabbi Tannenbaum reports that ·the

po~

Sta~

ot the Jews. But

expressed the name Israei

with great warmth' all we coutd hear was the echo

ot fawning Jewisn

pleaders returning to their ghetto from the mffting With the Polish porit.z
(landed magnate):
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ONE CNN CENTE R. BOX 105366, Atlanta. GA 30348-5366
(404) 827-1500

September 2, 1987

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum
Director, International Relations
American Jewish Committee

165 East 56th Street
New York, NY

10022

Dear Rabbi Tanenbaum:
Our many thanks for joining us yesterday on the
phone from Rome. We look forward to having you
with us again soon on Gable News Network.

Sinc[.Zs,

·1 H. Evans, Director
and Research Department
GHE:slw

- -- - - -
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.Mrs. Ivor .M. Mills
1660 Gulf Boulevard, Apt. 1101
Clearwater, Florida $2ii*X 34630
September 5, 1987

The American Jewish Committee
165 East 56 Street
New York city, N Y 10022-2746
Gentlemen:
On September 1st, on television I watched the visit of
the nine Jewish delegates with the Pope in Rome. I was
not disappointed. It turned out exactly as I had expected. The Jewish delegated got nothing and the Pope
got exactly what he\·.rwanted. The delegates had stated beforehand to reporters from the press, radio and television that.t heyexpected to sit down and talk to the Pope
for 90 minutes about his meeting with Waldheim, about the
Holocaust ·and about his failure to recognize ~he State of
Israel. They met for 70 minutes. The delegates accomplished nothing at all, bu·t the Pope got exactly what he
set out to get. He talked · a lot of gobblegook, but got
the delegates to agree to attend at Miami when he will be ·\.J.:.c::::
there, so ~here will be no disturbances. I feel ashamedl
The Catholic Church has been doing this throughout j·the ·
centuries, and the Jews, always hopeful, walk right into
the same situation each time. They have never learned!
CThey grovel so why should the Pope do anything they
want? For shame!
I therefore have decided to withdraw my support of your
organization. In a small way I believed I was helping
but the purposes for which you use my money shames me. So
j.hereafter do not send me any bills for money. I will not
support your organization any more.

Very truly yours,
SPM

µ1~
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMIT.TEE

to

from

August 31, 1987

j

James Rudin

M. Bernard Resnikoff

a.
c

3

subJect

am enclosing, without permission, an
advance copy of an article that the Rev.
Van Der Hoeven submitted for publication
in The ·J erusalem Po·st.
I

The paper may not accept it. Jan Willem
thinks i t won't. But even if not, Jan ~illem
would like to see the point he makes
disseminated, which is why I am passing the
article on to you.
I compared it to the statements your
department put out following the pronouncenents
of the Presbyterian and United Church of Christ
denominations. And it turns out, as R. Levi
Yitzchak once said, "he is right and he is
wrong."
I told . Jan Willem that even though I might
not agree with the gravamen of his article,
he might go further in convincing the karass
of his readers if he were to acknowledge that,
from a historical perspective, both
denominations took a giant step forward.
But I got, as you already expected, nowhere.

c~;b~eorge
Shimon Samue1s

•·.

I ..

0
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m

Israel Off ice
date

3
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. DIALOGUE WITH JEWS AT THE EXPENSE OF ISRAEL?
The United Church of Christ made the following · statement:

'·

"We in the United Church of Christ acknowledge that the Christian
Church has, throughout much of its history, denied God's continuing
covental relationship with the Jewish people expressed in the faith
of Judaism ••• 11
The declaration emphasized the continuing validity of the Jewish
covenant with God. quoting Romans 11: 29, "The '9i fts and the promise
of God are irrevocable."
Today it is not so much the Jews as a people but the Israelis that are being
targeted as the main target of hatred, discrimination politically, economically
and culturally and if there were no Israel Defence Force the present-day
enemies of the Jewish people, would readily serve Israel with another holocaust.
It is therefore shocking to see how Jewish leaders all over the world are
thankful for expressions of respect for a . dialogue with representatives
of their people and faith, while at the same time swallowing the fact that
the Christian institutions these leaders represent have often failed to
express themselves in any positive way in regard to the ancient biblical
dream of the Jews to be again a free people in Eretz Israel.
By

not making t.he acceptance of and respect for this age-long dream a

sin-qua-non for a better relationship with the Jewish people, these Jewish
leaders have done their Israeli brethren a tremendous disservice at a time
when the whole Church of Christ should hear, loud and clear, that without
a positive reference to this Jewish biblical aspiration there cannot be a
lasting improvement between the Church and the Jewish people.
Yes, it is true that the Pope visited the chief Jewish synagogue in Rome,
but was that a move to persuade the Jewish world not to be too upset
concerning the fact that the Vatican, after Israel's 39 years of nationhood,
has not yet officially recognized her? In other words, do these kind words
and gestures of respect come instead of a visit of the Pope to Israel,
instead of official Vatican recognition?

-2-

· Wi 11 the Church only issue a statement of regret about present-day Israer
Ir: '"

after the enemies of Israel have, God forbid, achieved the destruction of

the State of Israel. just as now we a.dmit our responsibility for failing to
speak up for the Jews 45 years ago, when they lived within our nations of
Europe.
How can we, as Christians, continue our dialogue with the Jews as a people
while denying them the recognition of their historic and biblical link with
their land?
What kind of honesty do the hierarchy of the United Church of Christ and
other churches believe they can offer in their official statements claiming
the special covenant relationship that the Jewish people still have with God,
if that Church refuses to admit and state that this covenant relationship
with the Jewish people was, from the beginning, linked with their land! ·
No, it is easier to make statements about Jews and Judaism without narrowing
it down to the eternal dest1ny of the Jewish people, bound up with the return
to their land.

In this harsh world of ours it is not so much the Jew in

New York, Los Angeles, London or Amsterdam that is hated today, but the Jew
living in Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Haifa or Ariel that is discriminated against
and maligned in the forums of the United Nations, Islamic conferences and
many other world bodies.
The sad thing is that in praising these neat theological statements and
handouts to the Jewish people the Jewish leaders have become party to a
betrayal of the best interests of their own people, living in the land that
was promised them as an everlasting possession.
How can Christians, alarmed by this trend, be taken seriously when the ·Jews
themselves often seem to be content with a little more respect for them and
their Judaism, while at the same time .the nation of Israel is denied such
respect?
How can Christians who bemaon the injustice. and hypocrisy of this attitude
be taken seriously when our Jewish friends seem to be more or less

~ontent

-3)

.

to continue to have dialogue after this new-found theological respect, \'firen
the institutions of these theological leaders continue to issue biased
anti-Israel statements in the forums of the World Council of Churches,
National Council of Churches and the Vatican • .
It should not be forgotten that the special covenant relationship of the
Jewish people with their God, as upheld by this official Church of Christ
document, links the Jewish people unmistakably clearly to the land of
Israel,as the Bible states:

11

In that day the Lord made a covenant with Abram

saying unto they seed have I given this land" (Gen.15:18). And again to
Jacob:

11

1 am the Lord, the God of Abraham thy father and the God of Isaac:

the land whereon thou liest to thee will I give it and to thy seed (Gen.28:13).
Will Jewish and Christian people enjoy the new-found mutual respect afforded them
in this dialogue and official Church statements while at the same time the Church
again fails to speak up for Israel, increasingly surrounded by the same hatred
once embodied in the Nazis and now spreading over the whole world, as seen
continually in the biased condemnations of the United Nations?
Thus, as long as Jewish and Christian theologians consent to meet together
without making the inclusion of Israel a condition for participation in such
encounters, the very statements issued from such meetings will, in all
likelihood, be used to offset the need to be more forthcoming in regard to
the mortally threatened nation of Israel.

/'.
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RELIGIOUS REFLECTIONS ON .THE SHOAH
:

.

.

:

-

----------~-----------------------------~----------------------~--------

'

We are gathered here for a serfous reflection on a

~;>iritua 1

theme: the meaning of the Shoah for the . life of Jewish and Christian
. communities. Our religious reflection will not be an abstract theology,
but a very concrete one based on ·two pri nci p1es taken from the Hebrew
Bible itself=
washamaim.;

l) the God we honour is the ruler of the universe, eretz

- -·

2.) this God has elected (bahar)

a community(qahal or edah),

which he loves with an eternal love, according to Jer 31 :3. The Christian event does not change the biblical assertion because, according
to Paul in Rom 11:29, "the gifts and the call of God are irrevocable".
----~/

The Christi an community, ca 11 ed Church of Christ, does not substitute

/

for the Jewish community(l)_ There is a religious

-...

problem that two

independent communities, .both admitting the Torah as a Word of God,
are to be articulated one to the other, the first recognizing the Torah
as a definitive gift of God to his people, the other believing that
the Torah receives its full light by the gift of the Holy Spirit. This
last

probleM

is

not

t~e

one

we have to discuss today. Here

we are to try to understand (in the light of Bible and history} why
the "unique and powerful" Lord of the universe, as he is proclaimed
in the Psalms, let a considerable part of the people he has formed and
chosen be destroyed(~ 43: 1 ; 44:1). It is more than an ethical problem,
H is a cosmological problem, a reflection - as John Paul II indicated
in Mi.ami - of the "history in the light of the principles of faith in
God". It transcends the present German discussion between Habermas,
Nolte, Fest and others, which is more centered on German history.--(During Bible timesj
The awful s-.h oah, decided and perpetrated ~Y the Nazi regime,
has made the quest ion more incisive. But it al ready arose in 722, when

-

·~

Samaria and ;the Israelite State had been destroyed by the ·Assyrians .
The major part of t~e people of the Lord had ·been submitted to the do.mi natibn of tne Assyrian god~ ; ten tribes out of twelve .: Theologically speaking, ~ it was still ~re acute in 587 .w ith the destruction of
.
.
----------------------------------.

(l)

'

cf. G.J. ~eger, The Origin of Antisemitjsm, Oxford, New York~ 1980

the Davidic state and of the Temple, th~ place chosen by the Lord·. It
was renewed after the destructio~ of the Second Temple and the expu1sion
of the Jews from Jerusalem and Judaea after the Bar ;Koziba revolt ·~
An answer had been given after the fall of : Samaria by the Prophets of the

VIIIt~

century BC and the

deuterono~ic

movement: the cause

of the drama was the unfaithfulness of Jeroboam, his successors and

-

their subjects. The same theological reason was no longer valid after
Josia's Reform,and Jeremiah's preaching failed . The second part of the
Book of Isaiah (whose author was often called the Great Unknown of the
Exile} proposed another solution. If the God of Israel had let the Cove-

.nant be. broken (Jer 11:10} and the goyim prevai'l against his people,

H was .to reveal the glory of the Torah
tions where this people

~hey

had been given, to the na-

with its laws and customs

was scattered, the

mishpat,which was its rule of life. Unknown by the nations , this revealed way of life would appear to them as a light and as the unique hope
(.il_ 51:4-5.; 42:3-4) . Synorl}Uous to

torah, mishpat is here to be understood

less as a judgment t han as the Justice, glory of Israel (Ll_.49:4-5).
Scattered and humiliated, Israel, servant of the Lord who will vanquish

Be~nd

·Nabu (45:1) .will see. kings prostrating themselves (49:7). Truly,

in this poem, as in I s 53, the Servant is sharply individu·a lized. He
is in Israel but not Israel, . since he has "to raise up the tribes of
·-

Jacob and to restore the preserved of

Israel" (49:6)·. As I explained

in my communication to the Vth World Congress of Jewish Studies, held
in Jerusalem in 1969, I still believe that the royal fig.ure of the young

-

Yoyakin, who had shared the captivity and the humiliatjaos

of his~o-

p le, lies behind the expressions of the prophet. As his predecessor
Solomon, he has the royal and priestly function of intercessor (i.L53:

12; cf . . l Rea 8) .
During the return . horn.e ; the problem of th.e suffe·rings of the
people rose again . Inst~ad of glory, ~he men of the r eturn f~und opposition and harassment.

Israel was then no more the unfaithful Is_rael- of"

Deuteronomy, nor the: sinful Israel of

..,_..__

:.

IL 43:2?-28.

It was a faithful

,_
·;.

-

ISrael, obedient to the Torah 1n spite· of the seduct~ ons of the natio·ns
and their wisdom. It went as far as resisting the i:irop_os_als of an 'am
h.a arets, who wished to 'help in the rebuilding of the. Temple, but who
'

were impure and

-

contaminated~

The · people recognized _;t heir God as a God

of justice; Why did such a just and un-capricious Goj act as badly with
his faithful people, as did : the pagan gods? In the time of Nehemiah
it became the problem of Job, in the time of the Greek persecution the
problem of Daniel and of the Maccabees Books, and fina-lly the problem
of r. Aqiba, of Johanari ben Zakkai and the school of Jamnia under the
Roman domination.
Through those crises the Torah remained the basis of the Jewish
com.m unity, desp1te th-e .a depts of the foolish woman (Prov 9), the aposta<;.y of

number of Jews \'{ho joined the high-priests Jason and Menelas,

the minim of Shemoneh Esreh. After Deut 4:5-6, Ben Sira had identified
Torah and the true divine Wisdom. In his eschatology Daniel admitted
for pagan princes, not lh~~r conversion, but an acknowledgement of the
,,.... God of Israel. The pharisaic Ilnd Book of Maccabees, not only proposed
a theology of martyrdom as salvation of the people ( 7 :38; 8:4-5), but
i

nterpre~ed

-

the Torah a.s an Ethic, Ioudai smos ( 2.: 21), the way of 1i fe

of a community living by its own way in _an Empire;
(Under Roman and Byzantine Rule)

After the short but bloody Greek persecution, during which the
Temple had been desecrated, till the Ro~an repression, when

it

had been

destroyed, all Jewish groups (aireseis in Gree k) recogni s ed the divine
validity of the Torah, but diverged i n it s interpretation. Against Pharisees and Sadducees, Zealots did not admit political

submission to

a foreign rule. Pharisees . did not admit the new asmonaean dynasty, where
kingship and priesthood were united. Esseniens not only contested the
new priestly dynasties,

but seem to have rejected the

l~gitimacy

of

the reconstructed and reconsecrated Temple at Hanukkah. Protected by
Rabbi Gamaliel the 1st, :the Na~6reans {called Christians after 45 AD

---

in Anti.och; --8ct_ 5:34-39) 'proclaimed that not a single dot of _the Torah
would ~ass away before it'.s purpose. was a.ccomp 1i shed (Mt 5: 18) and that

t~e Gospel did . not overthrow (Rom 3:31) · but upheld the .Law . (Rom · 7:12:

.._

h<;>ly). : But their mas.t er, the Son of man, h·a d another ·. interpretation
of the Torah than the Pharisees. He was the master (ba'al) of .the sabba-

'

~--~--· -------..::==:==:....-~~--~~-

qcal Law. -What is rejected by the Epistle to . the Ephesians is a nomos
tqn entolon en dogmasin (2:15; cf._iQJ_2:14), which mean~ a Torah inter.....--

~

~ted

as a series of decrees on the pattern of the imperial decrees

( .li_ 2: 1; Ac l 7 : 7) •

However faithful to the Torah, the Christian Jerusalemite commu.-:
nity may have been according to the Acts and Gamaliel, it suffered from
a change of politics under Agrippa Ist, as the Jewish tastern community
had been threatened formerly and saved by political changes, according
to the Book of Esther (notwithstanding the literary genre of the Book),
severely damaged in Alexandria under Ptolemaeus IVth (3rd Book of Maccabees),

persecuted in Jerusalem and Judaea under Antiochus IVth, and

once more threatened under Caligula (Philo: Legatio ad Gaium). Against
the Christians, after two years peace in Rome, according to Acts 28:31,
there broke out in 64 · the terrible persecution of Nero which provoked
the pity of Tacitus himself;

but,

in Judaea,

under Gessius · Florus,

dreadful times had started, which ended with the 66-70 war. After the
lull of the last years of Titus, during which Josephus could write

pe~

cefully on Jewish history and groups in a Graeco-Roman presentation.,
came Domitian who persecuted not only Jews and Christians, but philoso-

-.._

.

phers, so much he was imbued by the old imperial ideology: unity and

v · safety

of the Empire in. virtue of the divine character of the imperial

decisions,

- a principle never admitted by the Torah. The Byzantines

gave up the divinity of the political ruler, subordinating him to the
Chri stocrator, but. they

kep~

the idea that the unity and the peace in

the Empire required unity of faith and doctrine. They harassed not only
the Jews, the Mandram Baptists, the heretics, arian, nestorian or ~no-

-

physites,
as

Lib~re,

but orthodox bishops

a~

-

-·

·Hilarius or Athanasius, and popes

John and Martin (both died in

pri~on),

if there was a change

in the doctrine of the Constantinople kings. Those groups . had to leave
( the Empire and it is by. them that Muhammed became

acq~ainted

with Bible;

· Jewish and . Christian traditions. He gave to his community:.:a new Torah,
.. :

the Shari '·ah. I.t was no longer 'the ta\_'ira •.
As you know, under the impulse of .Johanan ben Zakka1 ;; the Tannaites and the Amor~ites were able to kee~ the Torah as a liyin9 Law for
a living community. Interpreting, often, boldly, the texts:~of th·e Torah
(for instance the case of the Prosbo l), they :s ucceeded in ·adapting the
Torah to the new social and economic c;onditions of the

~ewish

communi-

ties. Those conditions were no longer the historical conditions for
which the laws had been written. Recently, Howard

Elberg~Schwartz

could

.summarize what he calls "tensions between the Torah and the Mishnah"
(History of Religions
ethical

26 , 4, 1987, pp. 357-381). We must admire the

shrewdness of the solutions they proposed,

often divergent,

and recognize the legitimacy of their work, in t he etymological sense
of the word. Instead of following the path of the Epistle to the Hebrews
.which kept the sacrificial symbolism of the Leviticus, discovering in
the Melkisedek Priesthood and a new altar (13 : 10) what was said of Aaronide priesthood and Jerusalem Temple, Judaism studied deeply the juridi-

-

cal and moral interpretation of the Torah and explained its rationality
to the courts of Byzance or of Babylonia. Acknowled ged as divine revelation by the Jewish communities, sephardi or ashkenazi, it could be respected by the States as rational.
But it could be seen as excluding the Chr i stian interpretation
of the Torah, and you know the anti-Talmudic reactions of ·the Church
,a uthorities.

The distinction between political and rehgious authori-

--.

ties. the Cult and the State, was prac t ised by the Jewi sh communities,
but not clearly established. Christian States and Muslim States kept
-

on the principle of unity of State by unity of Faitb.... In France', St
Lou~s decreed expulsion (1253) for all Jews who did not exercise mecha-

-

nical .arts.

In 1290 expulsion : from England,: 1440 expulsion from the

German cities and,

last but not least, . 1492 expulsion from Spain by

the Catholic ·kings. The old principle remained valid even in the 17th
century: cui us reg1 o ei us re li gi o.

)n the same 1 ine, we can recall the canon of the IVth Lateran
.

.

.

Council: (12l5), imposing .the ·"signu'!1" distinctive to the Jews; another
: ....__

negativ~ event was the papal Bull '1 Cum nimis absurdum" (1555·) which
establi.s hed thaf Jews must live in Christian countries in· a separat~
quarter". (after called the

''ghetto"). . Such eccl esi astica 1

statements

through·: the centuries undoubtedly contributed to er eating a very neg a-

--

tive image of Jews and Judaism, nevertheless, from a tt:t.e.oretical point

__

of view, none of this action against the Jews is necessarily connected
---~~~~---.:::.__

~~~~----~-"'-~~

with the true spirit of Christianity, so we can - and_we must - repudiate them sincereJy. Also, we must reflect seriously on the other cultu-

-

ral, economical, social or political reasons which strongly influenced
those statements of the. Roman Church in that same period.

~not her

ve-

hicle for diffusion of stereotypes, negative of the Jews, was popular
( preaching, particularly of the Friars,durfog the Holy Week.
It seems the ground for repeated tensions between the Holy See:
Sacerdotium et Imperium ("I loved

justice and hated iniquity, that's

why I die in exile", said after Canossa the dying Gregorius VII in Salerno) in the 12th and 13th centuries. Conflicts between Innocent · XVI
- - and Louis XIV,

Pi us VII and Napoleon. Rabbi Avigdor must be admired

. for the discourse he held during the great Sanhedrin {5th February, ·

.--

---

1807) celebrating the merits of the Popes in front of Napoleon's dele-

gates.

{18th Century:

~ew

problems and new ways for the Torah)

However, since the 18th century, the political ideology was moving,

and

at the same time new aspects of Bible study emerged. The

problem was no more Talmud and Anti-Talmud. The conflict of interpretation between Catholics and Protestants turned out to open critical ways,
~····

-=-

favoured by humanism and the renewed knowledge of c:lassical literature.
The time of a Bossuet's "Politics drawn from the -Holy Scripture" h_ad
passed away, but the critical method was st-ill in its infancy . Spinoza
and Rich~rd Simon cou l~ only make the first st~ps a~d it appeared immediately that there was an underlying problem of ideology to be solved, ·
so as· to make ·the cri ti ca 1 methods be acceptable by the re 11 gious commu-

nities. _Even if irreligious and irr'e verent to the

Torah -~

the 18th c~ ideolOgy was liberal, tolerant and critical.
-

{Voltaire),

Ih the' United

-

States of America:, the Jewish •commun·ity will have its pla,ce and will
not bear the memory of navi ng been persecuted in the name of Christ
as in Europe. The danger would be. more the loss of identity and the
::

assimilation, even if Moses Mendelssohn did not accept it. In Europe
another ideology loomed as the guarantee of a new type of State. To
the Christian State of the Bourbon succeeded in France the anti-Catholic
civil constitution of _the c 1ergy and the persecutor jacobite State to
the

gre~t disappoint~ent

of Washington. Only in 1830 the union between

throne and altar vanished, not without setbacks as the Dreyfus affair.

-

In the name of the national State, the politic waved between a clerical
State and an anticlerical liberal State in France and, in Prussia, beween the hegelian right wing and the left hegelian from which the socialist State was to develop. From a conjunction between a national ideolo·gy and a socialist ideology came out the national-socialist State

a~d

the strong, ruthless persecution of the Jews, culminated in the _Shoah.
The Nazi antisemitic ideology found easily in the anti-Jewish Christian
stereotypes the ·material for popular propaganda, and we could here recall what ·i.he Pope affirmed in his letter to Archbishop John May, on
August 8, 1987: "There is no doubt that the sufferings endured by the
Jews are also for the Catholic Church a motive of sincere sorrow, especially when one thinks of the indifference and sometimes · resentment
which,

in particular historical

circumstances, have divided Jews and

Christians. Indeed this evokes in us still firmer resolutions to cooperate for justice and true peace".
On a _parallel line things waved between a so-called conservative
interpretation of the Bible and a so-t'.alled leftist or negative critical
i nterpretat ign.

-

The so-ca 11 ed scientific :soc i a 1ism saw the Bible as

a superseded stage of the cu 1 ~ure and Nazism .as anti state and vicious
document. which had to be eliminated.

'
(Torah and :social hi story}

.·. -.

'

) Both- were tributaries 'o f the first -essays in critical _and archaelogica;1 analysis. The criti6a1 analysis of the Torah seemed to be di-·
sastrous when under the impact of a

hegelian philosophy the last stage

of th~ Tora~, instead of being the support of the Jewish i~entity, wa~
seen as a decline from life to nomisrn. And, · worst; could the Torah be
a divine revelation when archaelogical discoveries proved that this
Torah was not · the most ancient literary monument of humanity, but that
Israel, formed during the second half of the !Ind millenium BC had

-

~ade

use of the previous cultures .
But since

W~llhausen

and Harnack the archaeological and literary

studies. to which American and Israeli
SO·

universities have contributed

much, those studies greatly improved. The ·c iTcumstances how Israel

has formed itself, or was formed by God, amidst the nations (Deut 32:
8-9) are enlightened-. The four codes of the Torah (Ex 34: 20-23; Oeut

12:26; law of Holiness and Priestly Code) are no more a chaotic juxtapo-

-

sition but reveal a dynamic in the legal structures of Israel with eter- - nal ethical laws as basis. The works of Moshe Weinfeld underline the

-

humanism of Deuteronomy and of the Deuteronomic School. Those of Menahern
Haran analyse with perspicacity the symbolism of the cult in t:xodus
and Leviticus. Recently, Hair Hoffmann exploited the doctrine of the
Exodus according to the redactional sources of the Torah or Pentateuch
(Tel Avi v , 1983). I myself analysed the successive structures of the

--

BerH and dedicated to the late Yad i n an article on the broken Berit

--..

according to the Prophets. according to which the Berit hadashah started

with the Return of Exile withoug being achieyed, even i f the Torah was
achieved; before his death he wtote to me hi~ support .
. It seems . that a very positive biblical critique is now , possible
by which the Jewish · ideJ1tity is con:ifort~d . The Christian Church had
received Tanakh from Judaism and never contested the authority of the
Torah, ,_only some marginals a_s . Marci on. But, theologians, : trained in
the Greek rati ona 1 i ty and the : Roman law. were rather bewH de red by such

a witness. For our theme it is- very import~nt to work on what we may

"

cal~ th~ political doctrin~ of . the Torah. Fo~ in~ia~ce, th~ di~t~nc~ion

. .... .

:

of :the -functions'. of the p_r iest and the functions of the princes (Eze_chiel 44-46) applied in Num 27:27; 15-23 (Eleazar and Joshua). In . the
Book of Daniel we have a doctrine of the Col)1Jllunity of the Saints dis-

--

·.i

ti net from the Empires. Those Empires are
tors, but

c~n

----------

p~gan; they can be persecu-

also recognize the justice of the God of Daniel (4:36).

We are now able to discuss about the Torah not only on juridical
points, t _lne h·alakah of the Tannaites, on ethics as did the Amoraites,

--

but to complete their work by a soc1ological approach, the Bible being
~

witness of the birth and the growth of a structured Israel in the

world. After the great expansion of industrialization , socialism set
the .prob 1em of the State no longer in terms of law and ethic, but in
terms

of social justice. It is possible to establish how, living in

the radiance of prestigious and oppressive cµltures, the Bible is wit-

-

ness of the 1ife of communities taking care of mi sh pat and sedaqah.
Those communities could get through crises where those cultures disappeared. As strange as they sound to Western ears, the formulations of
the priestly code which gives to the Torah its structure, sha.pe

-

the

identity of the Jewish people for ever, even if, as a Levi Covenant

(11.tl 2:8), it can be corrupted (sht). Tanakh and the Torah itself testify for an expectati-on of another gift of God. The Torah is definitive,
but the texture itself . of the Torah testify not to a static, but to
,,---

a dynamic power in the adaptation of eternal values: promises to the
Patriarchs and mosaic principles. Mishnah

~nd

Talmuds were able to keep

them alive in post-biblical conditions of life. According to the distinction of Joshua and Eleazar, of the civil and the religious . it must
be studied if the new conditions created by the Shoah do not ask for
new necessary interpretations, the civil ones pronounced by a Supreme
Court a·nd the reli]gious ?ne by rabbinic authorities. A similar situation
iS to be found

in the Christian_ communities;

they have their own ca-

:_ non _laws as app 1i cation of the bib 1 i cal pri n~i pl es. for believers who

l

- as citizens are submitted to the laws of the State Where they live~

- - - - - - - --' ·!

--- -

(Mishpat and Sedaqah in the States}
i .

But are the State laws always just ones? Bible and historical
experience answer by the negative. It seems that the State cannot function without

an

ideology.

Jewish

and · Christian communities can be

threatened by national or i nternat i ona l changes in ideology. Now that
the States have dropped their biblical · basis, the danger . is that the
State ideology is no more an ideology based on rational justice, but
constitute themselves

as tot a 1 itari an States which do not recognize

.norms or, else, the decisions of a party are considered as the incarnation
of the nation . No Torah, rio natural law, neither the Greek one, nor
the 18th century one of Grotius.
It has been my experience, as I studied in Bonn in 1934/5 for
!

--

-

my PHD dissertation in civil law, on the relations between St ate and

I

I..

Church in Germany from Wei mar to the first years of the Thi rd Rej.e.h.

'

Strangely enough, now, after the Shoah, the

I

~:hristian

communities seemed

to be more threatened than the Jewish . In the Paris Law Faculty, l had

I
I

good Jew i sh friends, one of ._ my grandfathers be longed to the circle of
the Jewish banker May, whose portrait can be seen on some of the Manet

I

paintings. My father had been as student for· the revision of th e Dreyfus
process.

One of my uncles was

a frie.nd of Rector Magne s. and Martin

Buber. But I had read but once the entire Bible and knew nothing of
its

historical

approach.

poor, of canon law zero.

My knowledge of med i eval

history was very

I discovered that the controverted

C~_or_.::at

~f

1933 was radically ruined by the Nazi interpretation, as I explained

in

my pp. 244-255. The sons of Pr Hermann Platz had to choo s e

(

be-

tween party enrolment or giving up university studies. Pr Shmitmann
disappeared some months· after my visit and I have been told that he
had

been killed.

The traditional

procession of Fronleichnamstag was

whistled at the door of the MLlnster by the 'Hit 1er jugend, whose Horst-

wessellied ' covered· the. Christan songs.

In Xanten, the meeting for the

Centennial of St Norbert, presided over by Bishop von Galen, was confined to the precincts

of . the cathedral, circled by the police, and some.

young _people were arrested.

It was worst for t he Protestant churches.

7

K. Barth, after his : Theologische Existenz heute, had to leave h1s u.ni-

Basei~ The' Bekenntniskirthe: was founded.- at

versity
"chair ·and flee to
;

the Barmen · S.J'.nod and was under
Let (.Is hear one

-

o!

~

;

~he

pressure of the Deutsche Christen.

them, Dr. Krause: "The Church of the Empire must.-. •
..

we~

worship o_n ly a German· god...

-.:

need- to dismiss the Old Testament ra-

dically from our religious .books,· and purify the New from the passages
which spoil it •.. The holy places are not to be looked for in Palestine,
but in our own country" (id. p. 267 footnote). Those harassments are
but niceties compared with the atrocity of the Shoah • . The president
of the young Christians of the Zentrum, my friend Hieronimus, was let

-·

aside after the dissolution of the ·group, but had not to hide himself
as my friend Raphael Giveon, in charge of the Jewish youth, who had
later to hide himself during the days of the Crystal Night. Nevertheless
it is easy to see that, in case of a Hitler victory, a Christian Shoah,
suspended during the necessities of the war, would have followed the
Jewish Shoah. A test has been in 1944 the executi_on

,o f M. Cano and

?

his companions, as l e.a ders of the Young Christi an Workers, dangerous
for the Third Reich ("l)_

As it has been said by the Pope to the repre-

sentatives of the Warsaw Jewish community (L'Oss. Rom. 15.6.1987, p. 15),
the Hitlerian

total~tarianism

discloseq the profound solidarity between

( Jewish and Christian communities. You will easier understand my reserves
when I read under the_ pen of Elie Wies_el: "Bl,lt we have been struck by
a harsh truth: in

Au~chwitz

all the Jews were victims, all the killers

were Christians" (A Jew Today, NY 1979, p.13)-. Is that historical? Were

-

Nazis really Christians? I am so fond of his hassidic portraits! He
seems to have understood so lucidly the hassidic mystical approach of
the Torah, 1;uch rrore appropriate to my taste

than

the former mystical ap-

proach, the :Kabba 1ah, w1 th the subtle concepts of zi mzum _and Se phi rot.
Maybe · because I feel

closer to the rational inquiries of Maimonides

and T?omas Aquinas than to Gerone or Safed (even if I love the gentle
tone Of Safed) or because the . hassidic Love of God ·in misery and distress :expanded in th i s Eastern Europe where the Shoah was to consume
later

~

~he

ashes in a frightening ltght!

- - - - ..:. - - - - - - - - :- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~

---

Cf. C ~ Molette. A propos de quelques cas chez les jeunes du STO
de r~sist~nce spiritueile jusqu'au ~artyte,Angers, 1987~

?

Instead of. discussing
face the· future, "Hopes",

~ays

debatable

ass~rtions,

it is better to

also John Paul II, hopes, but not without

seriousness and discernment, the biblical .biriah. There are no more Catholic States, said Card. Ratzinger to Msgr Lefebvre, still opposed
to Vatican ii and religious ltberty. But

the ~State

remains a sociologi-

-'.:

·..

cal reality, essential for the management· of·:public services in a civilized society, even if it is hard to manage! Notwithstanding what
K. Marx said, we do not see any sign of withering in modern States.
The . members of the Jewish and Christian communities have to ·leave in
wlthout control Hn.g them. The Law State, where Roman lawyers and great
Rabbis as Hillel and Shammai' (Roman lawyers who gave their m.odels to
the -medieval canonists) met together, such a State can avoid the birth
,_of totalitarian States, based on racism or materia·lism for which human
of
mind
is nothing more. than an epi phenomen instead of the faculty
.
.
( .~:l"i sq~rnment.
(Jor~h,

Prophets and mishpat}
Our common and modern work is to analyze the relations between
the written Law and the econo·m; c ·necessities for soc i a 1 justice. You .
know how

~arsh

have been the complaints of the prophets against the

States of Samaria and Jerusalem: Amos, Mica, Isaiah. It seems to me
that the connections between their claims and the development of the
codes of the Torah give us more · light for the rules of adaptation of
-

mosaic principles to the vicissitudes of concrete history. Modern studies have proved that detailed concrete laws are not an expression of
an absolute,

~ven

if they express a divino-human absolute . It seems

t .hat already the pre-prophetic code _o f _.U_34 counterbalances the arbitrary power of an elected king _( it was the ide.ology of the foreign states, and the model Israelites asked Samuel to inaugurate for
a· pre-monarchy . Coven.ant

~etween

~hem)

by

God and Moses. Connectfons between the

Book of the .Covenant in . its Torah edition has connections with the pro-·
phets :of the 9th and 8th centuries ·BC. Thefe
tions between

D~uteronomy

i~

no doubt on the connec-

and the Book of Jeremiah, even if _modern com-

. mentators think .Jeremiah was an opponent to th~ · deuteronomi~ reform.

The connections between the s·qok of Ezechiel and the-Law of Holiness
' (Lev· 1l"'."26 in,. the Priest 1y Cqde) is· conunon ly accepted. A great work
.;

has to . be done now that, sin~e the 18th century, the study of the Torah
:has to faie sociological

pro~lems •.

A s~ri~s of studies has been

published under the directio~ of Sarah Japhet in th~ Scripta Hierosolo~itana

31 ·(Jerusalem 1986).

Fri

this publication I do find great progress

in our field. Naturally, disagreements are unavoidable. I am more inclined to adopt A. Rofe.'s positions on The History of the Cities of Refuge
in biblical Law (pp. 205-240)," and of Schwartz, than the ones of Sarah
Japhet or Weinfeld. For the former, Deuteronomy precedes Priestly Code
instead of following. It is also the position of Menaham Haran

~ho,

in _his Temple Services established scientif1cally the significance of
Ten~le

symbolisms. There are

cert~in ~rchaic

Code but it precludes totally monarchic·

features in the -Priestly

problems, the pre-exilic

period. In post-exilic times the prince is in charge of the community
even if something better is hoped for. We will have to study this mediated Kingship of God through liturgical ways ..
(How to help a mishpat State)
Those as_pects of the Torah have to be discussed because they
are to give us guidelines for a research on a concrete understanding
of a divine Law which is .not an abstract evolutive concept.ion, but a
gift to a

peopl~

who has to live under wordly powers. For instance,

it is sometimes said that, according to the Torah, the High-Priest had
an absolute power during the post-exilic period. But when we read in
Josephus how difficult it was for Onias II to protect Judaeans against
t~e

Ptolemies taxati oris, and Zeno traffic of s 1aves, such an ab so 1ute

power pr;oves to be rather weak!

We understand better his compromises
~

with thi Tobiads, : the Seleucides and the Herodesi Even in cultic matters
he was tightly controlled by· the Pharisees. In the 3rd century BC he
l

was the ,symbol of Jewish identity. But according ' to..11al -2:8, · Levi · Cove,..
nant was al ready damaged aild the asmonean crisis
faith in his

s~ook

sev_e re ly the

representativity. In the Pirgey Aboth we· see whose autho,..

rity was now to be recognized: the paires of great ·Rabbis after Anti-

gonos of Soco, Jose be.n JoeZer, Jose ~en 4ohanan, heirs of the religious

.·•

authority. of 'Simon.
As those Sages practised the binahi the discernment, our communities have to practise discernment betwen : just and arbitrary ideologies,
and, more : difficult, between Statesmen at the service of the civi 1 community, and Statesmen .caught by a party ·or an ideology. It is not an
easy task but it is necessary, so as to he 1 p the State in his search
of mishpat and sedaqah. Called kittu and misharu by the Babylonian State, sdq and mishor by the Phenicians, maat in Egypt, mishpat and sedaqah
in Israel, it was the basis of the Judaean State according to Jer 22:3;
a

was said to have been practised by _David (I Sam 8:15), but not by

his -successors. The weaknesses of David are known, the

weakne~ses

of

Christian princes too, We have to look at the future after the disaster
of the Shoah, hearing the voices of the biblical Prophets. It has been
the teaching of Gaudi um et Spes. Asked by Cardi na 1

Etchegar~y

what was

the function of his office "Iustitia et Pax", John Paul II answered :
"It is the Church o.utside the Church", her activity in a field which
is not her own. You know how fruitful has been the cooperation of Jews
and Christians in the Welfare Commission of the United States. It is
not only in this country that Jewish and Christian communities work
together to realize mishpat and sedaqah of the

T~rah

outside their own

confessions!

- - -0000000---

(Novewber 12, 1987)

.J

